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Tuesday, March 24, 2015
Plenary: P0 Les Arcades
Welcome and Opening
Chair: Wim Michiels 11.25–11.30
Plenary: P1 Les Arcades
PID: Past, present and perspectives
Tore Ha¨gglund
Chair: Clara Ionescu 11.30–12.30
PID: Past, present and perspectives . . . . . . . 159
Tore Ha¨gglund
TuP01 Les Arcades
Optimization I
Chair: Julien Hendrickx 14.00–16.05
TuP01-1 14.00–14.25
First-order Methods for Convex Optimization
through Smooth Convex Interpolation . . . . . . 17
Adrien B. Taylor Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Franc¸ois Glineur Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Julien M. Hendrickx Universite´ catholique de Louvain
TuP01-2 14.25–14.50
Solving PhaseLift by low-rank Riemannian opti-
mization methods for complex semidefinite con-
straints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Wen Huang Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Kyle A. Gallivan FSU Florida
Xiangxiong Zhang Purdue University
TuP01-3 14.50–15.15
Solving SDD linear systems in nearly-linear time 19
Maguy Trefois Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Jean-Charles DelvenneUniversite´ catholique de Louvain
Paul Van Dooren Universite´ catholique de Louvain
TuP01-4 15.15–15.40
Online relaxation method for improving linear
convergence rates of the ADMM . . . . . . . . . 20
Franck Iutzeler Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Julien M. Hendrickx Universite´ catholique de Louvain
TuP01-5 15.40–16.05
A New Perspective of Percentage Calculation . . 21
Bhagyashri Telsang TU Delft
TuP02 Emanuel
Mechanical Engineering I
Chair: Robain De Keyser 14.00–16.05
TuP02-1 14.00–14.25
On the Construction of Control Lyapunov-Barrier
Function . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Muhammad Zakiyullah Romdlony Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen
Bayu Jayawardhana Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuP02-2 14.25–14.50
Control of knee joint motion in a dynamic knee rig 23
Ame´lie Chevalier Ghent University
Clara M. Ionescu Ghent University
Robin De Keyser Ghent University
TuP02-3 14.50–15.15
An internal model approach to frequency regula-
tion in power grids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Sebastian Trip Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Mathias Bu¨rger Robert Bosch GmbH
Claudio De Persis Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuP02-4 15.15–15.40
Management System for Paintable Batteries . . . 25
Luis D. Couto Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Julien Schorsch Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Michel Kinnaert Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
TuP02-5 15.40–16.05
Geometric path following control in a moving frame 26
Iurii Kapitaniuk Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuP03 Impresario
Identification I
Chair: Roland To´th 14.00–16.05
TuP03-1 14.00–14.25
The local polynomial method applied to a lightly
damped mechanical MIMO system . . . . . . . . 27
Dieter Verbeke Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Egon Geerardeyn Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
TuP03-2 14.25–14.50
Selecting Shaping Kernels in Bayesian Identifica-
tion of LTI Systems: An Orthonormal Basis Func-
tions Approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
M.A.H.Darwish TU Eindhoven
R.To´th TU Eindhoven
P.M.J. Van den Hof TU Eindhoven
TuP03-3 14.50–15.15
Decoupling noisy multivariate polynomials in non-
linear system identification . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Gabriel Hollander Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Philippe Dreesen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Mariya Ishteva Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens
TuP03-4 15.15–15.40
System identification in dynamic networks . . . . 30
Harm H.M. Weerts TU Eindhoven
Paul M.J. Van den Hof TU Eindhoven
Arne G. Dankers University of Calgary
TuP03-5 15.40–16.05
A comparison of grey-box and black-box ap-
proaches in nonlinear state-space modelling and
identification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Jean-Philippe Noe¨l Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Gaetan Kerschen Universite´ de Lie`ge
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TuP04 Bloemen
Model Reduction
Chair: Geert Gins 14.00–16.05
TuP04-1 14.00–14.25
Model Reduction of Networked Systems . . . . . 32
H.J. Jongsma Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
H.L. Trentelman Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
M.K. Camlibel Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuP04-2 14.25–14.50
Reducing truncation errors by low order augmen-
tation of the observer model for flexible systems . 33
Koen Verkerk TU Eindhoven
TuP04-3 14.50–15.15
A linear systems perspective for clustering of com-
plex networks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Michael T. Schaub Universite´ catholique de Louvain &
UNamur
Jean-Charles DelvenneUniversite´ catholique de Louvain
Renaud Lambiotte UNamur
Mauricio Barahona
TuP04-4 15.15–15.40
ADM1 Model Reduction and Parameter Estimation 35
Giannina Giovannini UMons
Mihaela Sbarciog UMons
Gonzalo Ruiz-Filippi PUCV Valparaiso
Alain Vande Wouwer
TuP04-5 15.40–16.05
Model reduction for greenhouse climate control . 36
Simon van Mourik Wageningen UR
Irineo Lopez-Cruz Chapingo University
Peter van Beveren Wageningen UR
Eldert van Henten
TuE01 Les Arcades
Games & Agents I
Chair: Jean-Charles Delvenne 16.30–18.35
TuE01-1 16.30–16.55
Denial of Service in Distributed Control and Com-
munication Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
Danial Senejohnny Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Pietro Tesi Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Claudio De Persis Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuE01-2 16.55–17.20
Diffusion Efficiency on temporal networks . . . . 38
Martin Gueuning UNamur & Universite´ catholique de
Louvain
Renaud Lambiotte UNamur
Jean-Charles DelvenneUniversite´ catholique de Louvain
TuE01-3 17.20–17.45
Game-theoretic approach for optimal contract de-
sign in railway networks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Zhou Su TU Delft
Bart De Schutter TU Delft
Simone Baldi TU Delft
TuE01-4 17.45–18.10
New approaches of Cˇerny´’s Conjecture . . . . . . 40
Franc¸ois Gonze Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Raphae¨l M. Jungers Universite´ catholique de Louvain
TuE01-5 18.10–18.35
A Centrality-Based Security Game for Multi-Hop
Networks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
James Riehl Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Ming Cao Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuE02 Emanuel
Biochemical Engineering
Chair: Anne Richelle 16.30–18.35
TuE02-1 16.30–16.55
Off-line optimization of baker’s yeast production
process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
Anne Richelle Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Philippe Bogaerts Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
TuE02-2 16.55–17.20
Metabolic flux analysis using a convex analysis ap-
proach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
Sofia Fernandes UMons
Georges Bastin Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Alain Vande Wouwer UMons
TuE02-3 17.20–17.45
Mathematical modelling of overflow metabolism in
hybridoma cell cultures by Flux Balance Analysis 44
Khadija Mhallem Gziri Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Anne Richelle Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Philippe Bogaerts Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
TuE02-4 17.45–18.10
Dynamic metabolic flux analysis in metabolic net-
works: a non-linear dynamic optimization approach 45
Philippe Nimmegeers KU Leuven
Filip Logist KU Leuven
Jan Van Impe KU Leuven
Dominique Vercammen
TuE02-5 18.10–18.35
On biological feasibility of solutions in a novel
mathematical model for testosterone regulation . 46
Hadi Taghvafard Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Anton V. Proskurnikov Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Ming Cao Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuE03 Impresario
Identification II
Chair: Anna Marconato 16.30–18.35
TuE03-1 16.30–16.55
Identification of Linear Time Varying Systems us-
ing 2D Regularization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Pe´ter Zolta´n Csurcsia Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
John Lataire Vrije Universiteit Brussel
TuE03-2 16.55–17.20
Identification for Control of High-Tech Motion
Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Robbert Voorhoeve TU Eindhoven
Tom Oomen TU Eindhoven
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TuE03-3 17.20–17.45
Measuring nonlinear distortions: from test case to
an F-16 Fighter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
M. Vaes Vrije Universiteit Brussel
J. Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Y.Rolain Vrije Universiteit Brussel
B. Peeters, J. Debille, T. Dossigne, J.P. Noe¨l, C. Grap-
pasonni, G. Kerschen
TuE03-4 17.45–18.10
Study of the control of a UAV/UGV cooperative
system manipulating an object . . . . . . . . . . 50
Tam Nguyen Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Emanuele Garone Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
TuE03-5 18.10–18.35
Compact representations of large dynamical sys-
tems based on low-rank tensor approximations . 51
Martijn Bousse´ KU Leuven
Otto Debals KU Leuven
Lieven De Lathauwer KU Leuven
TuE04 Bloemen
Control I
Chair: Benjamin Biemond 16.30–18.35
TuE04-1 16.30–16.55
A switched systems approach to (de-)stabilization
of predator-prey tumor dynamics . . . . . . . . . 52
Alina Doban TU Eindhoven
Mircea Lazar TU Eindhoven
TuE04-2 16.55–17.20
Synchronization of Goodwin-type oscillators under
saturated control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Anton V. Proskurnikov Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Ming Cao Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
TuE04-3 17.20–17.45
Estimation of basins of attraction for controlled
systems with input saturation and time-delays . . 54
J.J.B. Biemond KU Leuven
W. Michiels KU Leuven
TuE04-4 17.45–18.10
Design of periodic event-triggered control for non-
linear systems using overapproximation techniques 55
D.P. Borgers TU Eindhoven
R. Postoyan Univ-Lorraine
W.P.M.H. Heemels TU Eindhoven
TuE04-5 18.10–18.35
On delta-sampling verification for discrete-time
systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
Ruxandra Bobiti TU Eindhoven
Mircea Lazar TU Eindhoven
Meet the Experts: Session 1 Les Arcades
Panel of Professors:
Ha¨gglund, Kienle, Scherpen, De Keyser,
Hendrickx, Absil, Pintelon, Schoukens,
Steinbuch
18.35–19.00
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Wednesday, March 25, 2015
WeM01 Les Arcades
Optimization II
Chair: Michel Kinnaert 09.00–11.05
WeM01-1 09.00–09.25
About the latest complexity bounds for Policy It-
eration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Romain Hollanders Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Bala´zs Gerencse´r Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Jean-Charles DelvenneUniversite´ catholique de Louvain
Raphae¨l M. Jungers
WeM01-2 09.25–09.50
Mixing time speedup by some added edges and non-
reversibility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Bala´zs Gerencse´r Universite´ catholique de Louvain
Julien Hendrickx Universite´ catholique de Louvain
WeM01-3 09.50–10.15
Robust Gradient Learning with Application to
Nonlinear Variable Selection . . . . . . . . . . . 59
Yunlong Feng KU Leuven
Yuning Yang KU Leuven
Johan A.K. Suykens KU Leuven
WeM01-4 10.15–10.40
Influence of uncertainty on temporal stabilizability
and compensatability of linear systems with white
stochastic parameters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
L.G. Van Willigenburg Wageningen UR
Willem de Koning
WeM01-5 10.40–11.05
Online semi-supervised clustering regularized by
Kalman filtering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Siamak Mehrkanoon KU Leuven
Oscar Mauricio Agudelo KU Leuven
Johan A. K. Suykens KU Leuven
WeM02 Emanuel
MPC
Chair: Jacquelien Scherpen 09.00–11.05
WeM02-1 09.00–09.25
Data driven MPC based on OBF model structures 62
Ahmad Alrianes Bachnas TU Eindhoven
Siep Weiland TU Eindhoven
Roland To´th TU Eindhoven
A.A. Bachnas
WeM02-2 09.25–09.50
Distributed Model Predictive Control of Aquifer
Thermal Energy Storage Smart Grids . . . . . . 63
Vahab Rostampour TU Delft
Tamas Keviczky TU Delft
WeM02-3 09.50–10.15
Distributed MPC in the Universal Smart Energy
Framework . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
D. Bao Nguyen Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Jacquelien M.A. Scherpen Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
WeM02-4 10.15–10.40
Energy-optimal point-to-point motions with high
positioning accuracy using offset-free energy-
optimal MPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Xin Wang KU Leuven
Jan Swevers KU Leuven
WeM02-5 10.40–11.05
Anticipative linear parameter-varying model pre-
dictive control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
J. Hanema TU Eindhoven
R. To´th TU Eindhoven
M. Lazar TU Eindhoven
S. Weiland
WeM03 Impresario
Identification III
Chair: Johan Schoukens 09.00–11.05
WeM03-1 09.00–09.25
Modeling Circadian Rhythm using Coupled Semi-
passive Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
Isaac Castanedo Guerra TU Eindhoven
Henk Nijmeijer TU Eindhoven
WeM03-2 09.25–09.50
Optimizing Inputs for Nonlinear Systems with In-
finite Memory in the Time Domain . . . . . . . 68
Alexander De Cock Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeM03-3 09.50–10.15
A MATLAB toolbox for optimizing splines . . . . 69
Wannes Van Loock KU Leuven
Goele Pipeleers KU Leuven
Jan Swevers KU Leuven
WeM03-4 10.15–10.40
Modeling and control of heat networks with stor-
age: the single-producer multiple-consumer case . 70
T.W. Scholten Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
C. De Persis Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
P. Tesi Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
WeM03-5 10.40–11.05
Design of experiment approach for optimizing the
characteristics of the excitation signal for discrim-
inating the internal structure . . . . . . . . . . . 71
Alireza F. Esfahani Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Laurent Vanbeylen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeM04 Bloemen
Systems Theory I
Chair: Geert Gins 09.00–11.05
WeM04-1 09.00–09.25
A Tensor-based Framework for Blind Identifica-
tion of Linear MIMO FIR Systems . . . . . . . . 72
Frederik Van Eeghem KU Leuven
Otto Debals KU Leuven
Lieven De Lathauwer KU Leuven
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WeM04-2 09.25–09.50
Applications of the greatest common divisor in
system theory and signal processing . . . . . . . . 73
Ivan Markovsky Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Mayank Saxena Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeM04-3 09.50–10.15
A survey on stochastic and deterministic ten-
sorization for blind signal separation . . . . . . . 74
Otto Debals KU Leuven Kulak
Lieven De Lathauwer KU Leuven Kulak
WeM04-4 10.15–10.40
Identifying Parameters with Pre-Specified Accura-
cies in Linear Physical Systems: Part I . . . . . 75
Max Potters TU Delft
Xavier Bombois TU Delft
Paul M.J. Van den Hof TU Eindhoven
WeM04-5 10.40–11.05
Identifying Parameters with Pre-Specified Accura-
cies in Linear Physical Systems: Part II . . . . . 76
Max Potters TU Delft
Mehdi Mansoori TU Delft
Xavier Bombois TU Delft
Paul M.J. Van den Hof
WeM05 Seaside
Control Applications I
Chair: Goele Pipeleers 09.00–11.05
WeM05-1 09.00–09.25
Distributed supply coordination for Power-to-Gas
facilities embedded in the energy grids . . . . . . 77
Desti Alkano Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Ilco Kuiper Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Jacquelien M.A. Scherpen Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
WeM05-2 09.25–09.50
Handling uncertainties in balancing short-term
and long-term objectives in water-flooding opti-
mization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Muhammad Mohsin Siraj TU Eindhoven
Paul M.J. Van den Hof TU Eindhoven
Jan Dirk Jansen TU Delft
WeM05-3 09.50–10.15
Analysis and Synthesis of Interconnected Systems:
Application to Tuned Vibration Absorber Design
for a Flexible Beam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
Ruben Van Parys KU Leuven
Goele Pipeleers KU Leuven
WeM05-4 10.15–10.40
State-Dependent Virtual Hierarchization of Bat-
teries and Its Application to Energy Management
Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
Hitoshi Yanami Fujitsu Ltd.
Tomotake Sasaki Fujitsu Ltd.
Junji Kaneko Fujitsu Ltd.
Shinji Hara
WeM05-5 10.40–11.05
Extended and unscented Kalman filter designs for
hybridoma cell fed-batch cultures . . . . . . . . . 81
Sofia Fernandes UMons
Anne Richelle Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Zakaria Amribt Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Laurent Dewasme
Plenary: P2 Les Arcades
Dynamics and control of particulate processes
Achim Kienle
Chair: Filip Logist 11.30–12.30
Dynamics and control of particulate processes . . 180
Achim Kienle
WeP01 Les Arcades
Control over Networks
Chair: Maurice Heemels 14.00–16.05
WeP01-1 14.00–14.25
Correct-by-Design Control of Physical Systems,
Separating Estimation and Control . . . . . . . . 82
Sofie Haesaert TU Eindhoven
Paul Van den Hof TU Eindhoven
Alessandro Abate Oxford University
WeP01-2 14.25–14.50
Complete Vehicle Energy Management with Large
Horizon Optimization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
T.C.J. Romijn TU Eindhoven
M.C.F. Donkers TU Eindhoven
S. Weiland TU Eindhoven
J.T.B.A. Kessels
WeP01-3 14.50–15.15
Enterprise-wide Optimization: Graph Constrained
Scheduling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
M. Bahadir Saltik TU Eindhoven
Nikolaos Athanasopoulos TU Eindhoven
Leyla O¨zkan TU Eindhoven
WeP01-4 15.15–15.40
Feedback Control Design for Systems with Data-
Intensive Sensing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
E.P. van Horssen TU Eindhoven
D.J. Antunes TU Eindhoven
W.P.M.H. Heemels TU Eindhoven
WeP01-5 15.40–16.05
Sub-Optimal Strategies for Output-Based Event-
Triggered Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
B. Asadi Khashooei TU Eindhoven
D.J. Antunes TU Eindhoven
W.P.M.H. Heemels TU Eindhoven
WeP02 Emanuel
Optimal Control
Chair: Wannes Van Loock 14.00–16.05
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WeP02-1 14.00–14.25
Bringing optimal feedback controller design to
practice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
Maarten Verbandt KU Leuven
Goele Pipeleers KU Leuven
Jan Swevers KU Leuven
WeP02-2 14.25–14.50
Application of Tensor Decomposition Based Re-
duction for Dynamic Programming . . . . . . . . 88
Julian Stoev Flanders Make
Steve Vandenplas Flanders Make
WeP02-3 14.50–15.15
Optimal tracking gain computation for mechanical
systems with unilateral constraints . . . . . . . . 89
Mark Rijnen TU Eindhoven
Alessandro Saccon TU Eindhoven
Henk Nijmeijer TU Eindhoven
WeP02-4 15.15–15.40
Time-optimal motion planning in the presence of
moving obstacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
Tim Mercy KU Leuven
Wannes Van Loock KU Leuven
Goele Pipeleers KU Leuven
Jan Swevers
WeP02-5 15.40–16.05
It’s not MPC ! An Explicit Reference Governor for
the supervision of constrained nonlinear systems 91
Marco M Nicotra Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
Emanuele Garone Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles
WeP03 Impresario
Identification IV
Chair: Johan Schoukens 14.00–16.05
WeP03-1 14.00–14.25
Irradiance Models for Projection Optics . . . . . 92
R.W.H. Merks TU Eindhoven
M.B.I. Habets TU Eindhoven
S. Weiland TU Eindhoven
W.M.J.M. Coene
WeP03-2 14.25–14.50
Multi-Tone Synthesis of RF Power Amplifiers . . 93
Piet Bronders Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Gerd Vandersteen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP03-3 14.50–15.15
Kalman filter based reconstruction and robust con-
trol of the plasma density in tokamaks . . . . . . 94
Thomas Blanken FOM-institute DIFFER
Federico Felici TU Eindhoven
Marco de Baar FOM-institute DIFFER
Maurice Heemels
WeP03-4 15.15–15.40
Regularized Nonparametric Volterra Kernel Esti-
mation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
Georgios Birpoutsoukis Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP03-5 15.40–16.05
Nonlinear System Identification of Hydrostatic
Drivetrain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
Julian StoevVrije Universiteit Brussel & Flanders Make
Johan Schoukens Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP04 Bloemen
Identification V
Chair: Ivan Markovsky 14.00–16.05
WeP04-1 14.00–14.25
FRF Smoothing Improves the Initial Values for
Transfer Function Estimation . . . . . . . . . . . 97
Egon Geerardyn Vrije Universiteit Brussel
John Lataire Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP04-2 14.25–14.50
Characterization and Nonlinear modelling of Li-
Ion battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98
Rishi Relan Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Laurent Vanbeylen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Yousef Firouz Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Johan Schoukens
WeP04-3 14.50–15.15
SMA-actuated catheter systems . . . . . . . . . . 99
Rolf Gaasbeek TU Eindhoven
WeP04-4 15.15–15.40
Separation of breathing signals from respiratory
response using regularization . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Hannes Maes Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Gerd Vandersteen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP04-5 15.40–16.05
Estimating the BLA of MIMO sub-networks in
simulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Adam Cooman Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Ebrahim Louarroudi Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Gerd Vandersteen Vrije Universiteit Brussel
WeP05 Seaside
Control Application II
Chair: Tom Oomen 14.00–16.05
WeP05-1 14.00–14.25
Optimal control of greenhouse climate with grower
defined bounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
Peter van Beveren Wageningen UR
Jan Bontsema Wageningen UR
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1 Introduction
We have developed a method allowing to build smooth (pos-
sibly strongly) convex interpolating functions from a set of
points with their corresponding (sub)gradients and function
values. We use this procedure on two different applications
from the convex optimization framework. The first applica-
tion is concerned with the recovery of the exact worst-case
behaviour of fixed-step first-order methods using the ideas
developed in [1, 2]. The second application is the develop-
ment of a new bundle-like optimization method.
2 Smooth strongly convex interpolation
We consider the problem of interpolating a set
{(xi,gi, fi)}i∈I by a smooth convex function. That is,
we look for a smooth convex function f satisfying
f (xi) = fi, gi ∈ ∂ f (xi),
where ∂ f (xi) denotes the subdifferential of f at xi. In the
case of L-smooth convex interpolating functions, the exis-
tence condition is given by:
fi ≥ f j+ g⊤j (xi− x j)+
1
2L
||gi− g j||22, ∀i, j ∈ I, (1)
and an interpolating function can be found using standard
tools from convex analysis. We developed those results
in [1] for the general case of L-smooth µ-strongly convex
interpolation.
3 Applications in convex optimization
Consider the standard unconstrained optimization problem
min
x∈Rd
f (x), (2)
where f is a L-smooth µ−strongly convex function.
3.1 Performance estimation problems
It is established in [1, 2] that the worst-case performance of
any fixed-step first-order method on (2) for the class of func-
tions F and the criterion C is exactly given by the infinite
dimensional optimization problem PEP.
max
f ,x0,...,xN ,x∗
C (PEP)
s.t. f ∈F , x∗ optimal for f , ||x0− x∗||22 ≤ R2,
x1, ...xN generated by methodM ,
Interpolation conditions (1) allow reformulating this prob-
lem into a convex semidefinite program [3] for all fixed-step
first-order methods for the class of convex (possibly smooth
and strongly convex) with a concave worst-case criterion.
Tight worst-case results for the gradient and fast-gradient
methods will be provided in the presentation.
3.2 A new bundle-like optimization method
Bundle and cutting plane algorithms are roughly based on
the idea of restricting the search area to the possible posi-
tions of the optimal points, and to choose the next iterates
among this restricted area.
In this context, the use of our exact interpolation conditions
allows obtaining the exact — in the sense that every point
of this area may be optimal — area containing the optimal
solution, and hence to use more of the information harvested
through the previous iterations.
Advances in this topic will be treated in the presentation.
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1 Abstract
The phase retrieval problem concerns recovering a signal
given the modulus of its Fourier transform. It is a key prob-
lem for many important applications (see [2] and the refer-
ences therein). In recent years, a framework called PhaseLift
was proposed in [2] to solve the phase retrieval problem. In
this framework, the problem is solved by optimizing a con-
vex cost function over the set of complex Hermitian positive
semidefinite matrices and the desired minimizer is rank one.
This approach to phase retrieval motivates a more general
consideration of optimizing cost functions on semidefinite
Hermitian matrices where the desired minimizers are known
to have low rank, i.e.,
min
X∈Dn
H(X),
where H : Dn → R : X 7→ H(X) and Dn = {X ∈ Cn×n|X =
X∗,X ≥ 0}. We consider an approach based on an alterna-
tive cost function F defined on a union of appropriate quo-
tient manifolds ∪ni=1Cn×i∗ /Oi, where Cn×i∗ denotes the com-
plex noncompact Stiefel manifold and Oi denotes the group
of i-by-i unitary matrices. The alternative cost function F
restricted on Cn×p∗ /Op is
Fp :Cn×p∗ /Op →R : pi(Yp) 7→H(YpY ∗p ),
where Yp ∈ Cn×p∗ and pi(Yp) ∈ Cn×p∗ /Op can be represent-
ed by Yp. The function F is related to the function H in a
manner that preserves the ability to find a stationary point of
H and optimizing F is significantly more efficient compu-
tationally. A rank-based optimality condition for stationary
points is given and optimization algorithms based on state-
of-the-art Riemannian optimization, including trust-region
Newton [1] and quasi-Newton methods [3, 4], and dynam-
ically reducing rank are proposed. An approach of using
same alternative cost function for problems defined on real
positive semidefinite matrices has been given in [6].
Empirical evaluations are performed using the PhaseLift
problem. Note that since the cost function H in PhaseLift
is convex, finding a stationary of H is equivalent to finding
its global minimizer. The new approach is shown to be an
effective method of phase retrieval with computational ef-
ficiency increased substantially compared to the algorithm
used in original PhaseLift paper. The full version of this
paper has been submitted [5].
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1 Introduction
Symmetric and diagonally-dominant (SDD) linear systems
appear in many applications of computer science. These
systems are usually of important size and solving them is the
main computational task. Direct methods for solving linear
systems are much too slow in the case of huge systems. In
2013, Kelner et al. [1] proposed a new approach for solving
SDD systems in time which is nearly-linear in the number of
nonzero entries. The original paper [1] presents this method
using a physical interpretation of the problem. From this
approach, it is unclear how this method works in a matrix
theoretic point of view. In this talk, we explain Kelner’s al-
gorithm using only matrix theoretic arguments.
2 Problem Formulation
A particular case of linear system is when the coefficient
matrix is the Laplacian matrix of an undirected graph with
positive weights along the edges. The Laplacian matrix of
such a graph is defined as
L= D−A,
where D is the diagonal matrix of the vertex degrees and A
is the weighted adjacency matrix. These particular systems
are called Laplacian systems and are SDD linear systems.
They are of particular interest since it has been shown that
if one can solve any Laplacian system in nearly-linear time,
then one can solve any SDD system in nearly-linear time as
well.
Consequently, we consider a Laplacian system
Lv= b.
This system is supposed to have an exact solution vopt .
The goal is finding an ε-approximate solution vK , namely
vK satisfies
||vK − vopt ||L ≤ ε · ||vopt ||L,
in nearly-linear time, i.e. in time
O(m logc n),
where n is the number of vertices (or the size of the system)
and m is the number of edges (or the number of nonzero
entries in L).
In this talk, we explain the Kelner algorithm through matrix
theoretic arguments.
3 The Kelner algorithm
The method is based on the usual factorization of the Lapla-
cian matrix through an incidence matrix B ∈ Rm×n:
L= BTR−1B,
where R−1 ∈ Rm×m is the diagonal matrix of the weights
along the edges.
We use the variable change f = R−1Bv. The method is made
up of the two following steps:
1. Solve the Laplacian system in variable f , namely
solve
BT f = b
and compute an ε-approximation fK of the minimal
R-norm solution fopt to BT f = b.
In order to find fK , a coordinate descent method is
used.
2. Given fK , use the variable change fK = R−1Bv to find
an ε-approximate solution to Lv= b.
In our talk, we explain the Kelner method in details and we
show how to perform the crucial steps in order to get a run-
ning time in
O(m log2 n).
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1 Introduction
The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
is a very popular optimization technique, notably used
nowadays in distributed optimization and learning [1]. It
aims at solving problems of the form minx f (x) + g(Mx)
where f ,g are convex functions and M is a matrix, by per-
forming iterations of the form
xk+1 = argmin
x
{
f (x)+
ρ
2
∥∥∥∥Mx− zk+ λ kρ
∥∥∥∥2
}
(1a)
zk+1 = argmin
z
{
g(z)+
ρ
2
∥∥∥∥Mxk+1− z+ λ kρ
∥∥∥∥2
}
(1b)
λ k+1 = λ k+ρ(Mxk+1− zk+1). (1c)
In quite a large number of cases (when the functions are
locally strongly convex, projections, polyhedral, etc.), it is
possible to prove that the ADMM converges linearly (i.e ex-
ponentially) to the sought minimum [2, 3]. In these works,
the choice of the ADMM parameter ρ was shown to be crit-
ical for the obtained rate. Unfortunately, no simple closed
form expression for the optimal ρ are available in general.
Relaxation is a technique that consists in replacing the term
Mxk+1 in Eqs. (1b) and (1c) by ηkMxk+1+(1−ηk)zk where
ηk ∈]0,2[ is a relaxation parameter. This method enables to
improve convergence in both sub-linear and linear cases, in
which choosing a fixed relaxation ηk = η ∈ [1.5,1.8] has
been advocated to improve convergence rates [4].
In the recent linear convergence analyses [2, 5], it was
shown that, as for ρ , the value of η had a great impact on
the rate but again, finding the optimal relaxation parameter
is about as hard as solving the whole problem.
2 Contribution
In this paper, we propose an Online Relaxation Method
(ORM) for choosing good values of the relaxation parameter
for a very moderate additional complexity, thus improving
the convergence rate.
1This work is supported by the Belgian Network DYSCO (Dynamical
Systems, Control, and Optimization), funded by the Interuniversity Attrac-
tion Poles Program, initiated by the Belgian Science Policy Office.
In order to warrant this technique, we conduct an analysis
of the ADMM linear convergence rate through monotone
operators theory. This formalism advocates the study of a
variable ζ k = λ k + ρzk to analyze the convergence of the
algorithm. Indeed, the operator, say T, linking ζ k+1 to ζ k
when an ADMM iteration is performed is known to have a
contraction property called Firm Non-Expansiveness (FNE)
[4] which suffices to prove convergence. Then, as remarked
in [3], in some cases where the ADMM converges linearly,
the operator T is linear. It is thus interesting to perform
spectral analysis on this operator as the convergence rate the
ADMM then depends on the eigenvalues of T.
First, we exploit the FNE property to conclude on the eigen-
values distribution of a linear operator with this property.
Then, we explicit the effects of relaxation on these eigen-
values. This enables us to conclude on optimal relaxation
parameters in this case and gives us a good insight to de-
rive our Online Relaxation Method for ADMM. Finally, nu-
merical simulations illustrate the performance of ORM in a
variety of situations.
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1 Abstract
Percentage is an elemental tool in our daily life; it helps
us compare different quantities which would otherwise be
difficult to compare directly. The usage of percentages is
extremely wide; it is used in every application from repre-
senting demographic data to indicating oxygen levels in the
blood. This paper merely attempts to demonstrate an alter-
nate approach to calculating percentages which are specific
to the practical situations in which they are used.
One of the factors which the current method of calculation
of percentages does not emphasize on is the sample size.
While in many situations this helps Percentage represent
varied type of data in a uniform and readable fashion, it also
raises certain ambiguities. Consider two independent sce-
narios having different values of numerator and denomina-
tor quantities with ratio of numerator to denominator being
the same in both cases. On calculation of percentage for
both cases, it is seen that the same percentage value is ob-
tained, owing to the same ratio. This is a direct indication
that the value of the sample size is not given importance,
which might be of practical relevance in various applica-
tions. For example, a person winning 50 of 60 chess matches
will have the same win rate as a person who won 500 of 600
chess matches. However, in common perspective, the sec-
ond person is more skilled at chess.
When quality of the games played is considered, the answer
does not remain obvious. A person winning 500 out of 600
matches against a neophyte in chess might not deserve the
same win rate as a person winning 50 out of 60 matches
against a Grandmaster. The use of percentage tool in such
cases, does not reveal much information. This example sim-
ply helps demonstrate some modifications that can be made
to percentage tool to suit the situations better. Although
there are various tools1 in mathematics and statistics, like
Percentiles, this paper shows that by minor modification to
the current method of percentage calculation, it can be made
a more powerful tool than it already is.
The two modifications that this paper takes up are : Size of
the sample space (i.e., value of the denominator quantity in
the current formula for Percentage calculation) and Quality
of the sample space. The new formula that is proposed in
the paper addresses these two issues and gives a subjective
insight into percentage calculation. The mathematical func-
tion will incorporate ratio of the quantities, sample size and
user selected weights so that emphasis to be placed on the
sample space is free to be decided. The formula contains
two extra terms; one term houses the modification regarding
the size of the sample space and the other term regarding the
quality factor.
Analysis of the modification in the current percentage for-
mula is carried out for generic cases and further a com-
parison is drawn between the new formula and percentiles,
weighted percentage and other variations of the percentage
tool.
Using the new formula for calculation of percentage, var-
ious applicative tools like Percent of increase(or decrease)
and Winning Percentage reveal more information about the
situation in hand. The paper shows how the usage of the
new formula will make evaluation of results easier and more
efficient in cases like Testing of a new drug for a particu-
lar disease or in cases like Income tax payment calculation.
Various such applications which benefit from the modifica-
tion in percentage formula are also discussed in the paper.
In the last section of the paper, limitations of the modifica-
tion are touched upon and analysis of situations in which
the modifications do not lead to appropriate results is per-
formed. The paper ends by shedding light on future scope
of the elements of modification in the current percentage for-
mula, for example, the new formula can be further modified
to make data-based algorithms like Least Squares more effi-
cient.
Keywords: Percentage, Sample size, Weighting factor
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1 Control Lyapunov-Barrier Function
One of the modern control design tools for the stabilization
of affine nonlinear systems is the so-called Control Lya-
punov Function (CLF) method. Artstein in [1] has given
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such
CLF, which has been used to design a universal control law
for affine nonlinear systems in [6].
Similar with the CLF method, Wieland and Allgo¨wer in [8]
have proposed the construction of Control Barrier Functions
(CBF), where the Lyapunov function is interchanged with
the Barrier certificate studied in [3]. Using a CBF as in
[8], one can design a universal feedback law for steering the
states from the set of initial conditions to the set of terminal
conditions, without violating the set of unsafe states.
In this paper, we will recall our previous works in [4, 5].
For gaining the stabilization property of CLF and the safety
aspect from the CBF, we propose a simple control design
procedure for merging a CLF with a CBF. Some previous
relevant works, where a barrier function is incorporated ex-
plicitly in the CLF control design method, have been pro-
posed in [2] and [7]. In these papers, a stabilization control
problem with state saturation is considered which is solved
by incorporating explicitly a “barrier function” in the design
of a CLF. The resulting CLF has a strong property of being
unbounded on the boundary of the state’s domain. While in
our paper, we consider a more general problem where the
unsafe set can be any form of open and bounded set in the
domain of the state. It is solved by combining a CLF and
CBF(s) that results in a Control Lyapunov-Barrier Function
(CLBF) control design method which does not impose un-
boundedness condition on the boundary of the unsafe set.
Hence we admit a larger class of functions than the former
approaches.
2 Simulation
The efficacy of the proposed control law is verified by sim-
ulation. Two examples, i.e., the nonlinear mechanical sys-
tems and the navigation of mobile robot (in Figure 1) are
provided. Simulation results show that our proposed ap-
proach can guarantee the stability of the closed-loop sys-
tems, whilst guarantee its safety.
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Figure 1: The simulation result of the closed-loop system CLBF
approach. The set of unsafe states is shown in red and
the plot of closed-loop trajectories are based on six dif-
ferent initial conditions (1 8), (-2 6), (5 5), (3 6), (10 0),
and (6 4).
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1 Introduction
The biomechanics of the knee joint have been a focus of
extensive research with a twofold reason [1]. Firstly, knee
injuries account for 15 to 50% of all sports injuries and sec-
ondly, there is a considerable aging in the population which
coincides with a high number of knee injuries caused by
wear. Total knee replacement, i.e. replacing the knee by
a prosthesis, is a common used treatment. To test the per-
formance of newly designed prostheses, the orthopedic sur-
geons can use a knee rig where natural movements are im-
posed on the prosthesis. Controlling the motions and forces
applied is not an easy task to do. Designing a control strat-
egy for this application is the main focus of this research.
2 System description
The dynamic knee rig is shown in the left part of figure 1 and
consists of 3 linear actuators: one which mimics the quadri-
ceps (B) and two on the ankle joint (A and C) which mimic
the resulting forces of the hamstrings and the rectus femoris
which flexes the thigh at the hip. Both mechanical knees and
cadaver knees can be placed in the knee rig in order to eval-
uate prosthetics. The system is an unstable multi-variable
with 3 inputs, i.e. the 3 voltages to the linear actuators and 3
outputs: the x- (horizontal) and y- position (vertical) of the
ankle and the quadriceps force.
Figure 1: Left: Dynamic knee rig with 3 linear actuators (A,B
and C) and a mechanical knee (D). Right: Capturing
the system’s nonlinear dynamics.
The system has an nonlinear oscillatory behavior which can
be seen in the right part of figure 1. A step of 250 N has
been applied in each range of the quadriceps force and the
normalized force output has been plotted.
3 Controller design and results
In order to improve control of the quadriceps force, the x-
position of the ankle and the y-position of the ankle in the
system, two PD controllers have been designed based on
specifications such as settling time and overshoot. In a first
step the PD controller for the x-position and the y-position
have been taken the same with a Kp value of 1 and a Td value
of 0,05. The resulting PD controller for the quadriceps force
has a Kp value of 1 and a Td value of 0,02. In figure 2 we
can see an experiment where the quadriceps force is gradu-
ally increased in steps while maintaining a constant x- and
y-position for the ankle. The newly designed controller is
compared to the original situation in order to visualize the
enhancement.
Figure 2: Closed loop control.
4 Conclusion
Initial work for controller design in a dynamic knee rig
is presented in order to obtain implementation of natural
movements on a knee prosthesis.
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1 Introduction
We regard the power grid as an interconnected network of
different control area’s. In order to guarantee reliable op-
eration the frequency is regulated around its nominal value,
e.g. 50 Hz. Automatic regulation of the frequency in power
grid is traditionally achieved by primary proportional con-
trol (droop-control) and a secondary PI-control on the gener-
ators, where economic considerations are largely neglected.
In our work [1] we formulate the problem within the frame-
work of output agreement on networks presented in [2]. By
doing so we are able to regulate the frequency in the pres-
ence of unknown and time-varying demands and we can ap-
ply the design, based on passivity properties of the system,
in a natural way to higher order models including e.g. volt-
age dynamics. By coordinating the different controllers uti-
lizing communication links we can furthermore realize the
minimization of generation costs.
2 Dynamics and problem formulation
The dynamics of the network are described by the following
nonlinear equations,
δ˙i = ωbi −ωn
Miω˙bi = ui−∑ j∈NiViVjBi j sin
(
δi−δ j)
−Ai
(
ωbi −ωn
)−Pli
Tdoi
(Xdi−X ′di)
V˙i =
E f i
(Xdi−X ′di)
− 1+Bii(Xdi−X
′
di)
(Xdi−X ′di)
Vi
+∑ j∈NiViBi j cos
(
δi−δ j).
(1)
where δi,ωbi and Vi are the voltage angle, frequency and
voltage respectively. The unknown time-varying and uncon-
trollable demand is indicated by Pli , whereas ui is the con-
trollable power generation. In this work we aim at design-
ing a controller that asymptotically regulates the frequency
ωbi to its nominal value ωn and at the same time solves
min∑i qiu2i , s.t. ui−∑ j∈NiViVjBi j sin[δi− δ j]−Pli = 0, for
all i, i.e. minimizes the total generation costs at steady state
where ωbi = ωn.
3 Distributed control
We move along the lines of [2], where an approach to deal
with nonlinear output agreement and optimal flow problems
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Figure 1: Frequency response and control input using controller
(2). The time-varying demand is increased at timestep
20, whereafter the frequency deviation is regulated
back to zero.
for dynamical networks has been proposed. In that pa-
per internal-model-based dynamic controllers have been de-
signed to solve output agreement problems for networks of
incrementally passive systems ([3]) in the presence of time-
varying perturbations. In [1] we prove that the controller
θ˙1i = ∑ j∈N commi (θ1 j−θ1i)−q
−1
i ωi
θ˙2i = Siθ2i−q−1i RTi ωi
ui = q−1i θ1i+q
−1
i Riθ2i,
(2)
achieves both frequency regulation and minimizes the gen-
eration costs, where Si and Ri describe the dynamics of the
exosystem generating Pli . Figure 1 demonstrates the perfor-
mance of (2) on a 4-area network in a cycle topology, with a
sudden change in demand.
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The increase in the global energy demand in recent years,
the limitation of fossil fuels and the climate change have all
contributed to a greater interest in energy saving, as well as
distributed energy generation and environmental protection.
In this sense, the renewable energies show up as a corner-
stone for the development of a sustainable future society.
The main issues with renewable energies are that they are
unpredictable and there exists a mismatch between supply
and consumption periods. A key point to solve the latter
problem is energy storage.
The present project is focused on lithium-ion batteries. They
are the most promising electrochemical accumulator of en-
ergy due to their high energy density and high efficiency.
More precisely paintable batteries [1] are considered, in
which each component of the battery is made of a thin layer
of a specific paint. Such batteries would facilitate the inte-
gration of energy storage devices with the energy conversion
devices like solar cells for instance.
The objective is to develop a battery-management system
(BMS) for such lithium-ion batteries in order to improve
their lifetime and performance. This system should on the
one hand ensure a proper balancing of the state of charge
(SOC) of the different battery cells within a battery pack,
and on the other hand detect and localize any malfunctions.
There are two main approaches for developing a BMS: using
an equivalent circuit model vs an electrochemical model. To
ensure proper operation of the BMS over the entire working
range of the battery, the second one will be considered. The
focus of the presentation will be the description of the elec-
trochemical model and the challenges to be addressed both
for parameter estimation and for exploitation of the model
in on-line battery supervision.
The main electrochemical model reported in the literature is
the so-called Doyle-Fuller-Newman (DFN) model [2, 3]. It
is based on porous electrode and concentrated solution the-
ories, and it consists of three regions: two electrodes (one
negative and one positive) and a separator (Figure 1). Each
electrode region contains two phases: the porous solid elec-
trode and the electrolyte gel, while the separator region only
contains the electrolyte gel. The electrodes active material
is assumed to be made up of spherical particles of uniform
size, with diffusion being the transport mechanism inside the
particle. Diffusion and migration are the transport mecha-
nisms assumed to take place for the ionic species through the
electrolyte phase. One dimensional transport of lithium ions
is considered. The kinetics follows Butler-Volmer equation.
Figure 1: Main components of a battery cell.
The above described physical model consists of a system
of coupled non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs).
Each phase is described by a set of three PDEs, which yields
six PDEs for the electrode regions and three PDEs for the
separator region. The applied current and the voltage are the
system input and output, respectively.
Regarding control applications, the electrochemical model
is difficult to implement due to its complexity. Therefore
some reduced models have been proposed to try to estimate
SOC and state of health (SOH). SOC and SOH estimation is
a challenging problem because the available measurements
coming from the battery are limited to current and voltage.
Simultaneous SOC and SOH estimation remains as an open
problem.
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The design of guidance laws for the unmanned vehicles is
an important problem for the researchers in the field of mo-
tion control. One of the most interesting task is the moving
path following control [1]. In this case the desired path is at-
tached to a movable frame. This is a natural extension of the
classical approaches for stationary frames. An application
example of this task is the following by UAV of a moving
ground vehicles [2]. In this work I would like to demonstrate
the method of solution the similar tasks using the geometric
path following framework based on the stabilization of sets.
Consider a point mass dynamic model. For this work was
selected the simplest model to illustrate the main idea of the
proposed approach, but the the method can be extended to
more complex model trivially.
mq¨= Fu, (1)
where q ∈ R3 is the Cartesian position vector of the plant in
the inertial reference frame, m ∈ R is a total mass, Fu ∈ R3
is the vector of the control forces in the inertial reference
frame. The description of a moving frame is presented be-
low.
q¨T = 0, q˙T = RvT , ω˙T = 0, R˙= RS(ωT ), (2)
where qT ∈ R3 is the Cartesian position vector of the center
of a moving frame in the inertial reference frame, vT inR3
and ωT ∈ R3 are the vectors of velocities in the moving
frame, R ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix from the moving
frame to the inertial frame, S(ωT ) is the skew symmetric
matrix. Now define position, velocity and acceleration of
the plant in the moving frame as
r = R> (q−qT ) , r˙ = R> (q˙− q˙T )−S(ωT )r, (3)
r¨ = R>q¨−2S(ωT )r˙−S2(ωT )r. (4)
The desired path is a smooth space curve P. It is described as
an intersection of two implicit surfaces in the moving frame
ϕ1(r) and ϕ2(r). The implicit representation of surfaces de-
termines levels of sets in the space. We will use this property
for the calculation of the instant position deviation e1 and e2
of the plant with respect to the desired surfaces.
P : e1(r) = ϕ1(r) = 0 ∩ e2(r) = ϕ2(r) = 0. (5)
Additional determine the Jacobian matrix in the form τ˙e˙1
e˙2
= J(r)r˙ =
 ∇e1(r)×∇e2(r)∇e1(r)
∇e2(r)
 r˙, (6)
where τ˙ is the vector of tangential velocity along the curve
and ∇ f is the gradient of the vector field f . Assume that
Jacobian is not singular. This assumption is always true for
the smooth curve. Path following control problem is posed
as a problem of maintaining the holonomic relationships be-
tween the system outputs set in (5). It is augmented by the
description of desired longitudinal motion along the path P.
We are using the reference tangential velocity vector of lon-
gitudinal motion τ˙∗. The simple way to design the control
is using of cascade approach. On the first step we shape the
inner loop with respect to velocities. Consider Lyapunov
function V1 in the form
V1 =
1
2
(r˙−u)>(r˙−u), (7)
where u∈ R3 is the vector of the desired velocities. With the
control Fu which is represented below V˙1 < 0.
Fu = mR
(
2S(ωT )r˙+S2(ωT )r+ u˙− k1(r˙−u)
)
,
where k1 - is the vector of positive constants. Now we can
rewrite original model (1) − (4) in the reduced form
r˙ = u. (8)
For the next step consider the Lyapunov function V2 as
V2 =
k2
2
e21(r)+
k3
2
e22(r) (9)
With the control
u= J−1(r)
[
τ˙∗ 0 0
]>
+[k2e1(r)∇e1(r)+ k3e2(r)∇e1(r)] ,
where k2 and k3 are positive constants, the derivative of
the Lyapunov function V2 < 0 and the resulting systems is
asymptotically stable. This control consist of two terms.
First term is the feed-forward part to maintain the vector of
desired tangential velocities. It does not affect on the sta-
bility due to orthogonality of τ˙ in the expression (6). The
second term is used for the elimination of the deviations (5).
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1 Introduction
This presentation discusses the estimation of nonpara-
metric noise and frequency response matrix (FRM)
models for multiple-input-multiple-output(MIMO) sys-
tems. [1] introduced the local polynomial method
(LPM) for dynamic multivariable systems excited by
arbitrary signals. [2] extended this work to MIMO sys-
tems excited by periodic signals in presence of both in-
put and output noise (i.e. an errors-in-variables frame-
work). The local polynomial methods result in a non-
parametrical suppression of the noise and system tran-
sients (leakage errors) in the frequency response matrix
and noise (co-)variance estimates. For lightly damped
systems they can either significantly reduce the mea-
surement time or, for a given experiment duration,
significantly increase the frequency resolution of the
FRM estimate. Although the objective is to apply the
methodology to an experimental set-up, namely an ac-
tive vibration isolation system (AVIS), the discussion
here is limited to a series of simulations dealing with
critical features.
2 The local polynomial method
The LPM builds on the assumption that the input-
output discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spectra U(k),
Y (k) of the input-output signals u(t) and y(t) are re-
lated as
U(k) = U0(k) +NU (k)
Y (k) = G(Ωk)U0(k) +NY (k)
NU (k) = HU (k)EU (k) + TU (Ωk)
NY (k) = HY (k)EU (k) + TY (Ωk)
TZ(ΩkP ) =
[
TY (ΩkP )
TU (ΩkP )
]
,
where Ω = e−jωTs is the frequency variable in discrete
time with Ωk = 2pikfs, and fs = 1/Ts is the sampling
frequency.
Both G, and TZ are rational functions in Ωk that can
be approximated locally at DFT frequencies kP+m for
k = 0, 1, ..., N/2− 1 and m = 1, 2, ...P − 1:
TZ(ΩkP+m) = TZ(ΩkP )+
R∑
r=1
tr(k)m
r+
1√
PN
O(N
−(R+1)
1 )
with P the number of periods of the periodic signals, N
the number of samples per period, and N1 = NP/m.
3 Objectives
The simulations will provide insight into critical aspects
of the methodoly for the particular case of a lightly
damped mechanical MIMO system . This includes the
design of appropriate input signals, and the choice of
the parameters in the local polynomial method. Of
particular interest is the impact these decision variables
will have on the quality of the obtained FRF estimates
around the resonance frequencies. As such, this work is
the first stage in the process of using the LPM for the
identification of the benchmark example of an industrial
AVIS [3] with 8 inputs and 6 outputs..
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1 Introduction
A Bayesian paradigm based approach for LTI system iden-
tification has been introduced recently [1], in which, instead
of postulating finite-dimensional parameterizations of mod-
els of the system, the system impulse response estimation is
dealt with as a function estimation problem. This estima-
tion approach corresponds to a particular regularized least-
squares methodology that achieves favorable bias/variance
trade-off compared to standard Prediction Error Methods
and Maximum Likelihood estimators (PEM/ML). A partic-
ular feature of this methodology is that the unknown im-
pulse response function is assumed to be a realization of
a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process with certain auto-
covariance (Bayesian prior or kernel) function. This func-
tion encodes information not only on smoothness but also
on BIBO-stability. It is shown that the optimal covariance
matrix can be expressed as
P= θ0θ>0 , (1)
where, θ0 is the true impulse response. Although, (1) is im-
possible to be used in practice as the true impulse response
is unknown, it provides a guideline to design the optimal
kernel function for nonparametric identification. In the lit-
erature, there are many choices for kernels, e.g., DC, TC
and SS, but, the performance of those single kernels can be
further improved especially for systems with widely spread
time constants. One approach to handle such complicated
systems is by a conic combination of those single kernels.
Alternatively, orthonormal basis functions (OBFs) can be in-
troduced which offer a more suitable selection of the kernel
function. Next, two different approaches will be discussed.
2 Regularization of the impulse response with OBFs
based kernel
OBFs provide bases for the Hilbert spaceH2 (space of real-
valued functions, i.e., transfer functions, that are squared
integrable on the unit circle and analytic outside of it) and
are generated by a cascaded network of stable inner trans-
fer functions, i.e., all-pass filters. These inner functions are
completely determined, modulo the sign, by their poles [2].
This means that in the context of kernel-based regulariza-
tion, a positive-definite kernel function can be expressed
in terms of OBFs; this kernel function is associated with
a RKHS that corresponds to the Hilbert space spanned by
the OBFs. An OBFs kernel is parameterized in terms of
the generating poles and the tuning of these poles are per-
formed in a Bayesian setting with maximizing the marginal
likelihood. To illustrate the usefulness of OBFs generated
kernels, see Fig. 1 for the realization of a Gaussian Pro-
cesses with OBFs kernel. It can be seen from the figure that
OBFs kernels generate stable realizations with a wide range
of possible dynamics.
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Figure 1: Realization from Gaussian Process with OBFs kernel gener-
ated with different pole locations, (left) and with various number of pole
repetitions, (right).
3 Regularization of the coefficients of an OBFs based
expansion model
Consider a single-input-single-output (SISO), asymptoti-
cally stable and linear time-invariant (LTI) discrete-time sys-
tem, then the following series expansion structure is avail-
able
y(k) =
n
∑
i=1
hiφi(q)u(k)+ v(k),
where, q is the forward time shift operator, y and u are the
output and the input of the system respectively. v(t) is a
zero-mean quasi-stationary noise process, independent of
the input u, and φi(q)’s are the basis functions. LTI system
expansion in terms of such basis offers a much more com-
pact representation of the system compared to FIR represen-
tation, i.e., expansion in terms of pulse basis q−i, especially
for slow systems. This representation capability leads to the
reduction of the number of the expansion coefficients that
are needed to capture the system dynamics. Therefore, reg-
ularizing the estimation of the OBFs expansion coefficients
instead of the Markov parameters will result in better results,
i.e., a better bias/variance trade-off.
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1 Introduction
In the field of system identification, the last few decades
have witnessed a shift from linear to nonlinear system iden-
tification. One special type of nonlinear models are the
so-called block-oriented models, and more specifically the
Wiener-Hammerstein models. When identifying parallel
Wiener-Hammerstein systems based on measurements, a
noisy coupled multiple input-multiple output polynomial
should be decoupled. However, this decoupling problem has
solely been studied for the noiseless case, and not yet for the
more involved noisy case. By using the covariance matrix of
the polynomial coefficients, we have developed a first step
towards the decoupling of noisy multivariate polynomials.
This overview describes our contribution to the existing al-
gorithm in the noisy case. For small noise levels (up to 10%
of the output level), the covariance matrix method gives a re-
duction in error up to 10 dB between model and simulation.
We expect better results after solving a remaining problem
in the covariance matrix algorithm.
2 The algorithm
Let f : Rm → Rn be a multivariate polynomial function.
We wish to decouple this function by finding transforma-
tion matrices V ∈ Rm×r and W ∈ Rn×r for a certain num-
ber of branches r, such that f can be expressed as f(u) =
W ·g(VT ·u), where the internal vector function g : Rr→Rr
is a set of univariate functions: every component gi of g is
only dependent on one variable xi, which is the i-th compo-
nent of the internal variable x = VT ·u.
u1
...um
y1
...yn
f(u)
↓
u1
...um
y1
...yn
f(u)
g1(x1)
gr(xr)
VT W
x1
...
xr
...
Σf
Decoupling of the multivariate function f by taking the co-
variance matrix Σf into account.
In [1], an algorithm to compute the matrices V and W and
the internal functions gi(xi) is described using first-order
derivative information of the function f. This algorithm in-
volves the so called Canonical Polyadic (CP) Decomposi-
tion of a tensor, which is, loosely spoken, a generalization of
the singular value decomposition for two-dimensional ma-
trices to multidimensional arrays of numbers.
It is possible to add a weighting tensor to the CP decompo-
sition [3], and this was chosen as follows. This weighting
tensor has the same dimensions as the tensor used in [1] and
uses covariances between the coefficients of f. For small
noise levels in simulations, this decreases the error between
model and simulated system up tot 10 dB.
However, the current weighting tensor only uses the covari-
ance matrices between the coefficients of one single input
function fi, and not between two input functions fi and f j.
We will investigate how to use the full covariance matrix in
future work.
3 Conclusions
Taking the covariance matrix of the polynomial coefficients
into account decreases the error between model and sim-
ulated data, for small noise levels. However, the current
method uses a fraction of the covariance matrix due to the
dimensions of the weighting tensor. In future work, we will
investigate how this restriction in dimensions of the weight-
ing tensor could be relaxed.
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1 Introduction
Systems considered in science are becoming more and more
complex and of an interconnected nature. Fields where in-
terconnected systems, from now on called networks, are
studied include but are not limited to engineering, biology
and finance. In these fields modeling the network will gen-
erate additional understanding of the underlying system, in
engineering in particular the model can be used for control
design. We focus on black-box modeling since first princi-
ples modeling becomes increasingly complex in networks.
A network identification framework was introduced in [1]
which allows for consistent identification of modules in the
network. In the framework it is assumed that the topology
of the network is known, while in practice this assumption
might not hold. We work on extending the network identi-
fication framework by making less restrictive assumptions.
For example in this work we focus on topology detection.
2 Network identification
Consider the network given by the equation
w(t) = G0(q)w(t)+R0(q)r(t)+H0(q)e(t) (1)
with w(t) a vector of L internal variables, G0(q) an L× L
transfer matrix with 0 diagonal, r(t) a vector of K external
variables, e(t) a vector of L independent stochastic variables
and R0(q) and H0(q) transfer matrices of appropriate dimen-
sion. A network model structureM (θ) is used to define a
network predictor as
ε(t,θ) := H−1(q,θ){(I−G(q,θ))−1−R(q,θ)}. (2)
We do not make assumptions on the structure, hence model
G(q,θ) is fully parametrized with zero diagonal, but also
R(q,θ) and H(q,θ) are fully parametrized. Consistent esti-
mates of the dynamics are obtained under similar conditions
as in [1] when some elements of the network model structure
are restricted. The network model structureM (θ) is flexi-
ble enough to have a model set that contains infinite models
that can represent the network equally well, which can be
classified as an identifiability problem. Identifiability was
addressed in [3] and we continue in a similar reasoning. Re-
stricting the model flexibility using a-priori knowledge is a
way to reduce the amount of models in the model set that
fit the network. Conditions under which the model structure
has been restricted enough and is therefore identifiable are
such that each node either has an independent input or the in-
terconnections coming from that node are not parametrized
[2]. A special case is the assumption that all noises are inde-
pendent (H0(q) diagonal), which leads to a diagonal noise
model H(q,θ) and ensures identifiability.
3 Topology detection
The estimated network models are consistent, however due
to variance all the transfer functions will be parametrized
as non-zero and as a result no topology detection has been
performed then. We would like to see transfer functions be
identified as 0 in some measure when there is no intercon-
nection. Parameters or transfer functions are dragged to 0
by adding L1 or mixed L1-L2 regularization to the identifi-
cation criterion. The regularized estimate is still consistent,
and it is sparse such that the topology has been detected.
4 Conclusions
We relaxed assumptions in network identification by al-
lowing noises to be correlated and investigated the conse-
quences for identifiability. Relaxing the assumptions even
further could be done by letting the noises be represented
by less than L independent noise sources, which leads to
interesting mixed stochastic/deterministic problems. Other
interesting questions include the tuning of the regularization
and making an analysis of the variance.
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1 Abstract
Nonlinear system identification constantly faces the com-
promise between the flexibility of the fitted model and its
parsimony. Flexibility refers to the ability of the model to
capture complex nonlinearities, while parsimony is its qual-
ity to possess a low number of parameters. In this regard, a
nonlinear state-space representation [1]{
x˙(t) = A x(t)+B u(t)+E g(x,u)
y(t) = C x(t)+D u(t)+F h(x,u) (1)
can be classified as very flexible but little parsimonious, two
features typically shared by black-box models. In Eqs. (1),
A ∈ Rns×ns , B ∈ Rns×m, C ∈ R l×ns and D ∈ R l×m are the
linear state, input, output and direct feedthrough matrices,
respectively; x(t) ∈ Rns is the state vector; y(t) ∈ R l and
u(t) ∈ Rm are the output and input vectors, respectively.
The linear-in-the-parameters expressions E g(x,u) ∈ Rns
and F h(x,u) ∈ R l are the nonlinear model terms coupling
the state and input variables. The order of the model, i.e. the
dimension of the state space, is noted ns.
In the present contribution, it is shown that, in the case of
mechanical systems where nonlinearities are physically lo-
calised, the model structure in Eqs. (1) can be drastically
simplified. Assuming localised nonlinearities, the vibrations
of a np-degree-of-freedom mechanical system obey New-
ton’s second law written in the form
M q¨(t)+Cv q˙(t)+K q(t)+
s
∑
a=1
ca ga(qnl(t), q˙nl(t)) = p(t),
(2)
where M, Cv, K ∈ Rnp×np are the mass, linear viscous
damping and linear stiffness matrices, respectively; q(t)
and p(t) ∈ Rnp are the generalised displacement and exter-
nal force vectors, respectively; the nonlinear restoring force
term is written using s basis function vectors ga(t)∈Rnp as-
sociated with coefficients ca. The subset of generalised dis-
placements and velocities involved in the construction of the
basis functions are denoted qnl(t) and q˙nl(t), respectively.
The dynamics governed by Eq. (2) is conveniently inter-
preted by moving the nonlinear restoring force term to the
right-hand side, i.e.
M q¨(t)+Cv q˙(t)+K q(t) = p(t)−
s
∑
a=1
ca ga(qnl(t), q˙nl(t)).
(3)
The feedback structure of Eq. (3) suggests that localised
nonlinearities in mechanical systems act as additional inputs
applied to the underlying linear system. This, in turn, reveals
that black-box nonlinear terms in a state-space model, such
as E g(x,u) and F h(x,u) in Eqs. (1), are overly complex
to address mechanical vibrations. A more parsimonious de-
scription of nonlinearities is achieved by translating Eq. (3)
in state space, which provides the grey-box model{
x˙(t) = A x(t)+B u(t)+E g(ynl(t), y˙nl(t))
y(t) = C x(t)+D u(t)+F g(ynl(t), y˙nl(t)),
(4)
where g(t) ∈ R s is a vector concatenating the nonzero el-
ements in the basis function vectors ga(t), and E ∈ Rnp×s
and F ∈ R l×s are the associated coefficient matrices; ynl(t)
and y˙nl(t) are the subsets of the measured displacements and
velocities located close to nonlinearities, respectively.
For demonstration purposes, black-box and grey-box state-
space models of the Silverbox benchmark, i.e. an electri-
cal mimicry of a single-degree-of-freedom mechanical sys-
tem with cubic nonlinearity, are identified using a maximum
likelihood estimator. It is found that the grey-box approach
allows to reduce markedly modelling errors with respect to a
black-box model with a comparable number of parameters.
It is also suggested that the greater accuracy of the grey-box
model lends itself to the computation of reliable confidence
bounds on the model parameters.
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Abstract
Even with the increase in computing power and the avail-
ability of numerical tools, analysis and control of large-scale
interconnected systems remain complicated tasks. One way
to simplify these procedures is to look at less complex ap-
proximations that closely model the behavior of the origi-
nal system. When directly applying existing reduction tech-
niques to networked systems, important properties such as
the spatial structure of the network may be lost in the pro-
cess. In this abstract we investigate a class of networked sys-
tems called leader-follower based multi-agent systems. We
use clustering based model reduction techniques that pre-
serve some of the network topology. We show that the re-
duced systems retain the consensus properties of the original
system and give an a priori upper bound on the modeling er-
ror.
A multi-agent system consists of interconnected identical
dynamical systems called agents. The interconnections are
modeled by a weighted graph G = (V,E,A), where the
nodes V = {1,2, . . . , p} represent the agents of the network
and the edges E represent the communication links. The
matrix A = (ai j) is the adjacency matrix of G. The set of
neighbors of agent i is denoted Ni. Each agent has state
xi ∈ Rn and dynamics
x˙i =
{
Axi +B∑ j∈Ni ai j(x j− xi) if i ∈VF
Axi +B∑ j∈Ni ai j(x j− xi)+Eui if i ∈VL
where VL = {v1,v2, . . . ,vm} is the set of leaders, which have
an external input, and VF = V \VL is the set of followers.
The input ul ∈ Rq is applied to the leader i = vl . The
overall network dynamics with x = col(x1,x2, . . . ,xp) and
u = col(u1,u2, . . . ,um) is then given by
x˙ = (I⊗A−L⊗B)x+(M⊗E)u, y = (W 12 RT ⊗ I)x, (1)
where L is the Laplacian matrix of the graph G and the ma-
trix M encodes the leaders, with Mi j = 1 if i = v j and 0 oth-
erwise. The output of the system is the weighted edge dis-
agreement where R is the incidence matrix and of the graph
G, and W is a diagonal matrix with the corresponding edge
weights on its diagonal, satisfying L = RWRT . We assume
that the graph is connected and undirected. We further as-
sume that the network reaches consensus for zero input, i.e.
1Johann Bernoulli Institute for Mathematics and Computer Science,
University of Groningen, P.O. Box 407, 9700 AK Groningen, The Nether-
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that the state of each agent converges to a common trajec-
tory. This is the case if and only if A−λiB is Hurwitz for all
nonzero eigenvalues λi of L.
A nonempty subset of the set of nodes V is called a cell. A
collection of cells pi = {C1,C2, . . . ,Ck} is called a partition
of G if ∪kj=1C j =V and Ci∩C j = /0 if i 6= j. The character-
istic matrix P of a partition pi satisfies Pi j = 1 if i ∈C j and
zero otherwise. A partition pi is called almost equitable if
for any p,q ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k} with p 6= q it holds that
∑
v∈Ni∩Cq
aiv = ∑
v∈N j∩Cq
a jv
for all i, j ∈Cp. This means that the sum of the weights of
the edges connecting an agent in a cell Cp to agents in the
cell Cq is equal for all agents in Cp.
Given a partition pi with characteristic matrix P, the reduced
order system obtained by clustering the agents according to
pi is given by
˙ˆx = (I⊗A− (PT P)−1PT LP⊗B)x+((PT P)−1PT M⊗E)u,
yˆ = (W
1
2 RT P⊗ I)xˆ,
(2)
where Lˆ = (PT P)−1PT LP is the Laplacian of a reduced or-
der, weighted, and directed graph Gˆ with node set Vˆ =
{1,2, . . . ,k}. The main result of this abstract now follows.
Theorem. Let pi be an almost equitable partition of G, let
S be the transfer matrix of the original system (1) and Sˆ that
of the reduced system (2). The reduced system then reaches
consensus and the relative model reduction error satisfies
e(pi) =
||S− Sˆ||22
||S||22
=
||S||22−||Sˆ||22
||S||22
≤ Smax
Smin
∑mi=1(1− 1|Cvi | )
m(1− 1p )
where |Cvi | is the number of nodes in the cell of
leader i, Smax = maxλ∈σ(L)\σ(Lˆ) ||S¯λ ||22, and Smin =
minλ>0∈σ(L) ||S¯λ ||22, where S¯λ is the transfer matrix of the
auxiliary system
˙¯x = (A−λB)x¯+Eu, y =
√
λ x¯.
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1 Introduction
An observer can be used in high precision control of flex-
ible systems to increase the achievable feedback control
bandwidth [1]. As the real flexible system contains a large
amount of modes, it is required to truncate the model used in
the observer. This truncation will introduce model mismatch
which increases the estimation error, specifically during ac-
celeration trajectories. This abstract describes a method to
reduce the model mismatch in the frequency region of in-
terest with a minimum increase in the order of the observer
model.
The flexible systems considered are assumed to be in modal
state space form,
Σ
 η˙ =
[
0 I
−Ω2 −2ζΩ
]
η +
[
0
ΦTa
]
u
y =
[
Φs 0
]
η
(1)
Here, η =
[
η1 . . . ηN η˙1 . . . η˙N
]T denotes the
modal state vector, Ω is a diagonal matrix containing the
N modal frequencies in ascending order, Φs ∈ Rp×N de-
scribes the mapping from each mode to each of the p out-
puts, Φa ∈ Rm×N describes the mapping from each of the m
inputs to each mode, ζ ∈ RN×N is the modal damping ma-
trix, and 0 and I are respectively zero and identity matrices
of appropriate dimensions.
The limiting factor on feedback bandwidth stems from the
first few flexible modes and thus one would like to use an
observer model containing only n < N modes. The structure
of (1) can be easily truncated to the appropriate number of
modes. Unfortunately the higher modes, that are discarded
by the truncation, do affect the system transfer function at
low frequencies too, thereby introducing model error in the
observer. By suitably selecting augmentation dynamics for
the truncated model this mismatch can be reduced.
2 Augmentation dynamics
For low frequencies the nd = N−n discarded modes can be
described by a constant gain. The dynamics of the discarded
modes are given by,
Σd
 η˙d =
[
0 I
−Ω2d −2ζdΩd
]
ηd +
[
0
ΦTad
]
u
yd =
[
Φsd 0
]
ηd
(2)
where all matrices are truncations of the system matrices in
(1). The DC gain, K, of (2) is given by,
K =
[
Φsd 0
](−[ 0 I−Ω2d −2ζdΩd
])−1 [ 0
ΦTad
]
=
[
Φsd 0
][2(Ω2d)−1 ζdΩd (Ω2d)−1
−I 0
][
0
ΦTad
]
= Φsd
(
Ω2d
)−1 ΦTad (3)
where Φsd ∈Rp×nd , Φad ∈ Rm×nd , and Ωd ∈ Rnd×nd .
The matrix K can be added as a direct feedthrough term
to the truncated model. Alternatively, a low pass struc-
ture can be used to keep the observer model strictly proper.
From the matrix dimensions in (3) it follows that rank (K) =
r ≤ min(nd ,m, p). By taking the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of K one obtains K =UΣV T , where U ∈ Rp×r,
V ∈ Rr×m are both unitary and Σ ∈ Rr×r is a diagonal ma-
trix containing the singular values. The resulting low pass
augmentation dynamics of order r≪ 2nd are then given by,
Σz
{
z˙ = −ωcIz+ωcV T u
yz = UΣz
(4)
where ωc > ωn is the cut-off frequency of the low pass fil-
ters.
When parameter dependency is present in the system (2) this
method can still be applied. The DC gain (3) will become
parameter dependent as well. By grouping the known pa-
rameter dependencies at the input or output matrices it is
possible to take the SVD and obtain parameter independent
low pass augmentation dynamics that are pre or post multi-
plied by a parameter dependent matrix.
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1 Introduction
The problem of network clustering, or community detec-
tion, has received large interest over recent years. Given
a network, the task is to partition this system into modules
(or communities) of nodes which are ‘quasi-decoupled’ such
there are few interactions between nodes of different groups.
For networks generated from high-dimensional, relational
datasets this task is akin to clustering the data into meaning-
ful subgroups. For networked systems of dynamical units,
the hope is further that by finding such a decomposition one
can gain additional insight into the behavior of the system
in terms of a reduced, simplified description based on the
found modules. Given the prevalence of system descriptions
in form of networks, applications of this problem exist in a
variety of different areas, cutting through disciplines.
2 Network Clustering from a linear systems
perspective.
Community Detection and graph clustering methods have
been mainly defined from a structural (combinatorial) point
of view. Popular methods to find modular structure include
Newman’s and Girvan’s modularity [1], which aims to find
modules in (static) graphs which have a high density of in-
ternal links (compared to some expected density described
by a null model), or spectral methods which arise when min-
imizing some form of (normalized) cut in the network (see
for instance Ref. [2]).
Here we develop a dynamical perspective on commu-
nity detection based on assessing the time-evolution of a
(marginally) stable linear time invariant system, exemplified
by a consensus dynamics, taking place on the network. We
show how by comparing the transient responses of the sys-
tem to localized impulses applied at the nodes, we can effec-
tively decompose the system into groups of nodes which dy-
namically affect the system in a similar way. Our derivations
emphasize a geometric picture in the state space, in which
nodes are clustered together if the trajectories resulting from
the localized impulse inputs at these nodes are close in state
space after a given time horizon.
Interestingly, this dynamical viewpoint can be shown to gen-
eralize a number of community detection algorithms pro-
posed in the literature. Notably, Modularity [1] (and variants
thereof) and spectral clustering [2] arise as special cases of
this formalism for a particular time scale. We can thus give
an interpretation of these methods in terms of a consensus
dynamics, or its dual random walk based process.
While diffusion based approaches on network clustering
have already received some attention in the literature (see
e.g. [3, 4]), our generic linear systems perspective provides
an increased flexibility for the construction of specific qual-
ity functions for network clustering as it can be constructed
from any (marginally) stable linear dynamics and can thus
be adapted to the specific problem under investigation. In
particular, we highlight how using a consensus-like linear
dynamics enables us to naturally define a dynamical net-
work clustering measure for signed graphs, containing both
positive and negative edge-weights.
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1 Introduction
Recent increases in environmental pollution and regulations
for pollutant minimization have raised the need for new and
effective methods to treat waste. In this context, Anaerobic
Digestion (AD) is an environmentally sustainable technol-
ogy of great interest since it converts a variety of wastes
into energy in the form of biogas. In spite of the many ad-
vantages the AD technology provides, it is still not used at
its full potential, due to the high complexity of the process.
Therefore, an important step towards an optimal operation
is a better understanding of the interplay between the pro-
cess dynamics and the operational conditions, which may
be achieved by means of a reliable model. In this study
we obtain a simple model for AD processes using model
reduction techniques and maximum likelihood method for
identification. A prerequisite in the model development is
the inclusion of widely available measurements in real waste
treatment plants. Moreover, this study proposes a simplified
model which includes the hydrogen gas concentration as a
key variable, which can give important information about
the stability of the reactor in fast and effective way.
2 Model Development
One of the most detailed model available for AD processes
is the ADM1 model, which may be customized for a wide
variety of wastes and plant configurations. From a control
and optimization viewpoint however, ADM1 is not practical
due to its complexity. Therefore it is used as a virtual reac-
tor to generate data. In this study, the Maximum Likelihood
Principal Component Analysis (MLPCA) [1] method is used
to develop a simplified model of the ADM1. MLPCA is
a systematic, optimization-based, model reduction proce-
dure, which takes into account the noise corrupting the data.
Firstly, it provides the minimum number of macroscopic re-
actions necessary to represent at best a given data set. Sec-
ondly, it provides an estimate of the stoichiometric matrix.
Kinetics parameters are estimated using maximum likeli-
hood method for identification procedure. The developed
model describes the dynamics of 7 state variables: two sub-
strates, the organic matter S1 and the volatile fatty acids
S2; two biomasses, the acid-forming bacteria X1 and the
methane producing bacteria X2; three biogases, methane
CH4, hydrogen H2 and carbon dioxide CO2.
In order to preserve the greatest possible variability and con-
sequently obtain a model which is able to work on a wide
range of operational conditions, the data is obtained from
simulations with the ADM1 model exposed to changes in di-
lution rate (D) and influent organic matter S1 in. Moreover,
each variable was corrupted with an independent, normally
distributed, additive white noise.
Figure 1: Noisy-experimental data (dots) and reduced-
model simulated variables (solid lines). Upper graph shows
the changes in the applied S1 in, dilution rate (D), and the
applied organic loading rate (OLR). Due to space limitation
only three state variables are shown.
3 Conclusion
The results obtained with MLPCA technique shows that the
complex dynamics of the ADM1 model can be approxi-
mated with only 7 state variables and 2 growth-associated
reactions. Hence, a reasonable sized model for optimization
and control was obtained. In addition, a good estimation of
the kinetic and stoichiometric parameters leads to an accu-
rate prediction of the process state variables.
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1 Introduction
Predictive climate models are widely used to study cli-
mate control of greenhouse and storage rooms [1, 2]. A
wide range of models can be used to describe climate spa-
tiotemporal behavior, such as Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics [3], partial differential equation models [4], and differ-
ential equation models [5, 6]. A general problem for con-
trol design is model complexity, either causing computa-
tional troubles, or resulting in a model format that is not
suitable for classic controller design [7]. Model reduction
techniques such as time scale decomposition, linearization,
transfer function approximation, and LQG balancing are
well known, but their effect on model predictive power is
hard to foresee.
2 Material and methods
We investigated the opportunities of model reduction for
greenhouse climate control by comparing a dynamic non-
linear mechanistic model against a severely reduced static
linear regression model, in order to predict temperature, hu-
midity, and carbon-dioxide concentration as a function of 16
variables related to outdoor climate and control actions. The
prediction error (mean squared error weighted with sensor
noise) of both models was assessed using a data set contain-
ing a one year time series of measurements of climate and
inputs in 5 minute intervals. The parameters of both models
were optimized using training data.
3 Results
With 100 days of training data, the linear regression model
had poorer predictions on average over a 30 day period.
With 200 days of training data, the prediction accuracy of
both models was comparable. Surprisingly, the number of
severe prediction errors was smaller for the reduced model.
Changing the sample time from 5 to 30 minutes did not alter
these results.
4 Discussion
These preliminary findings do not invalidate elaborate
mechanistic modelling, but merely indicate that model sim-
plification does not necessarily result in loss of predictive
power, especially when online sensor measurements are
available for parameter calibration.
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1 Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a growing interest towards
cyber-physical systems (CPSs), i.e. systems with a tight
conjoining of computational and physical resources. Their
field of application is immense, ranging from autonomous
vehicles and supply chains to power and transportation net-
works. Many of these applications are safety-critical. This
has triggered considerable attention to networked systems
in the presence of attacks, bringing the question of cyber-
security into filtering and control theories [1], [2].
As argued in [1], [2] security in CPSs drastically differs from
security in general-purpose computing systems. In CPSs, at-
tacks can in fact cause disruptions that transcend the cyber
realm and affect the physical world. For instance, if a critical
process is open-loop unstable, failures in the plant-controller
communication network can result in environmental dam-
ages.
In a networked control system, malicious attacks to the com-
munication links can be classified as either false data in-
jection attacks or denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. The for-
mer affects the integrity of data by manipulating the pack-
ets transmitted over the network, while the latter affects the
availability of data by causing packet losses.
This work is concerned with DoS attacks in networked con-
trol systems. Specifically, we consider a consensus-like con-
trol network [3], in which the communication medium is
vulnerable to attack; the attacker objective is to prevent con-
sensus by denying communication among the agents. The
problem of interest is that of finding conditions under which
consensus can be preserved.
Inspired by [4], [5], we consider a general attack model
that only constrain the attacker action in time by posing
limitations on the frequency of DoS attacks and their du-
ration. This makes it possible to capture many different
types of DoS attacks, including trivial, periodic, random and
protocol-aware jamming [6]-[8].
By introducing the notion of Persistence of Communication
(PoC), we provide an explicit characterization of the fre-
quency and duration of DoS attacks under which consensus
is not destroyed.
In addition to generalizing the conclusions of [4], [5] to
a distributed setting of practical relevance, the results pro-
vide several insights into the design of control policies that
achieve robustness against failures of the communication
medium. An example is finally provided to substantiate the
analysis.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we are looking at an epidemic-like propagation
process on a network of agents. We suppose that the time be-
tween two consecutive meetings is random and described by
a given inter-meeting time probability distribution, which is
typically a power-law for human-related networks ([1]), and
that at each meeting an infected individual transmits the dis-
ease to his/her neighbours with some probability p.
The goal is to determine the effective inter-event time dis-
tribution of the underlying process, that is the distribution
of the time it takes for an individual to transmit the dis-
ease/information to his/her neighbour once he/she is in-
fected. Knowing this allows us to compare different be-
haviour showing same characteristics such as the mean time
between two successful transmissions but driven by different
inter-meeting time distribution, leading to an optimal trade-
off between single message-efficiency and sending activity.
2 Results
Working in the Laplace domain and with probability gener-
ating function, one can analytically determine the first and
second moments of the inter-event time distribution, that di-
rectly give the mean and variance of this process, in function
of p and the moments
〈
τk
〉
of the inter-meeting time distri-
bution.
From these results, we obtain some important values of this
diffusion process such as the average relay time, which is a
standard measure of the burstiness of a process ([2]):
τ¯ = 1+ p
( 〈
τ2
〉
2〈τ〉2 −1
)
.
Once recovery is taken into account, we can find the trans-
missibility P of the diffusion, which is the overall probabil-
ity that individual transmits the infection before recovery. In
the case of a tree-network, relevant to study the early-phase
of diffusion for instance, the reproduction number R0, giv-
ing the epidecmic treshold for the diffusion, equals to P〈n〉,
where 〈n〉 is the mean degree of the nodes. We also find that
for a given average time 〈τ〉p between two infectious contacts,
rarer (high 〈τ〉) but more ’efficient’ contacts (high p) lead to
less bursty (low relay time) but more transmissible contacts,
that is higher probability of transmitting the disease before
recovery once infected.
Ongoing work indicates that optimal trade-off between
single-message efficiency and sending intensity may be de-
termined analytically given some arbitrary cost function.
3 Conclusion
In this work, we could determine important values such a
average relay time or transmissibility of an epidemic-like
propagation process taking place on a network of agents.
We find that the mean time between two successful trans-
missions is not sufficient to characterize the diffusion speed
of the epidemics, as between two agents with the same mean
time of successful transmission, the one with fewer but more
efficient contacts has a higher transmissibility for the dis-
ease, that is a higher probability of transmitting the disease
to his/her neighbours before recovery.
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1 Introduction
Since the privatisation of Dutch railways, the maintenance
of the railway infrastructure is performed by private con-
tractors, whose short-term objectives are not always fully
aligned with the long-term objectives of the infrastructure
manager, ProRail, and conflicts arise from such misalign-
ment of interests. Game theory provides mathematical anal-
ysis techniques for situations in which two or more decision
makers, called players, make decisions that influence the ob-
jective of the other player(s) [1].
A particular setting, the principal-agent model [2], consid-
ers situations with conflicting objectives and asymmetric in-
formation, which is suitable to investigate the interactions
between ProRail and the contractors under a performance-
based maintenance contract. The overall aim of this work
is to develop new methodologies for optimal contract de-
sign that can also be applied to other situations similar to
the maintenance of Dutch railways, i.e. large infrastructure
networks like road and water networks.
2 Problem formulation
As a starting point, we focus on the bilateral contractual
relationship between ProRail and one contractor, resulting
in a single-principal-single-agent model. We view all the
maintenance activities of a contractor within one mainte-
nance period as a single maintenance task, and consider no
repetitions of the maintenance task at the moment, so the
situation is modelled as a one-shot game.
The primary concern of the principal, also the contract
designer in the context, is how to design incentives to induce
the agent to align its objectives to that of the principal.
The incentive considered in our problem takes the form of
a payment scheme, which specifies the monetary transfer
from the principal to the agent according to a quantitative
performance output, i.e. a payment scheme can be fully
represented by the pair of performance output and monetary
transfer. Under this context, the principal’s decision is
the value of the monetary transfer to the agent, while the
agent’s decision is the effort level applied to achieve a de-
sired performance output. Uncertainty, i.e. the performance
achieved by an agent subjects to random effects imposed
by nature, is also considered by applying a Bayesian-game
approach to the problem.
The principal suffers from information asymmetry due to
inaccessibility to the agent’s private information relevant
to the outcome of the game, e.g. cost structure; this
game-relevant private information of an agent is called
“type” in principal-agent literature. It is also assumed that
the principal has an a priori estimation of the probability
distribution of the agent’s type. Under assumption on the
finiteness of the type space and of the decision space of
both the principal and the agent, the optimal contract design
problem can be reduced to a linear programming problem.
3 Conclusions and future work
This work presents an initial game-theoretic modelling
framework to tackle the real world problem of optimal con-
tract design in railway networks that is able to capture the
essence of the relationship between ProRail and the con-
tractor under a performance-based contract. However, the
static one-shot setting suppresses the rich dynamics typical
to large networks like railways, so the next step would be to
apply a dynamic setting, e.g. combing the principal-agent
framework with a Markov decision process. Another exten-
sion is to consider multi-agent setting.
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1 Introduction
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Figure 1: A synchronizing
automaton.
We present results about
synchronizing automata.
This subject appeared
in computers and relay
control systems in the 60s.
The aim was to restore
control over these devices
without knowing their
current state. It later found
applications in industry
and biology. A complete
introduction and a survey
of the recent developments
is given in [1].
In a few words, a (deterministic, finite state, complete) au-
tomaton (DFA) is composed by a set of states Q, an alphabet
of letters Σ and a transition function δ : Q×Σ→Q. A word
is a sequence of letters. This word is called synchronizing
if it maps any state onto a single one. An automaton hav-
ing such a word is called synchronizing automaton. Figure 1
gives an example of such an automaton with Q= {0,1,2,3},
Σ= {a,b} and transition function shown by the edges. The
word abbbabbba maps any state onto state 0.
More than 40 years ago, Jan Cˇerny´’s conjectured in [2] that
any synchronizing automaton with n states has a synchoniz-
ing word of length not higher than (n− 1)2. Although it
has a simple formulation, this conjecture remains open. We
analyse here a game theoretical approach of the problem,
and propose an easier concept, the triple rendezvous time.
2 Synchronizing Probability Function
In [3], the synchronization of an automaton is reformulated
as a two-player game with the following rules. A length t
is chosen beforehand. Player Two chooses the states of the
automaton and keeps it secret. Player One then chooses a
word of length at most t, which is applied to the automa-
ton, and guesses what the final state is. If he is right, he
1R. M. Jungers is a F.R.S.-FNRS Research Associate
2This work was also supported by the communaute´ francaise de Bel-
gique - Actions de Recherche Concerte´es and by the Belgian Program on
Interuniversity Attraction Poles initiated by the Belgian Federal Science
Policy Office.
wins, otherwise Player Two wins. Choosing a synchronizing
word would ensure him the win. Thereby, the synchronizing
probability function k(t) is defined as the best probability of
Player One to win the game, depending on the length t.
It turns out that the synchronizing probability function can
be computed using a linear program. From linear program-
ming properties, many new results regarding synchronizing
automata were deduced (see [3]).
3 Triple Rendezvous Time
The triple rendezvous time T3 is defined as the length of the
shortest word mapping three of the states of the automaton
onto a single one. It is an intermediate step toward synchro-
nization, and a good indication of the length of a synchro-
nizing word. In the example of Figure 1, the word abbba
maps states 0, 3 and 2 to state 0, and T3 = 5. We are go-
ing to search for bounds on T3 depending on the number of
states of the automaton.
When t < T3, the synchronizing probability function k(t) of
the automaton can only take some particular values. Using
this property, we obtained in [4] the following upper bound
on the triple rendezvous time for an automaton with n states:
T3 ≤ n(n+4)4 −
n mod 2
4
.
On the other hand, in [4], we present a family of automata
such that T3 = n+ 3, which provides a lower bound for the
maximal triple rendezvous time.
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1 Introduction
We present a new analysis of multi-hop network security in
the form of a game played between an attacker who tries to
disrupt a network by disabling one or more nodes, and the
nodes of the network who must allocate limited resources in
defense of the network.
Using social network analysis to improve the performance
and robustness of physical networks is a relatively new area
of research. In [1], the authors studied the effects of coor-
dinated attacks on wireless mesh networks and showed that
targeting and disabling the nodes with the highest between-
ness centrality results in a more effective attack than target-
ing based on degree. However, this strategy might easily be
predicted and thwarted by a smart defender. Game theory
offers solutions that are best-suited to such competitive set-
tings and for this reason has become a valuable tool in the
study of network security [2]. We formulate here a topo-
logical network security problem as a two-player zero-sum
game and present fast algorithms to compute Nash equilib-
rium strategies for both the attacker and defender.
2 Problem Setup
Consider a multi-hop network with n nodes and a possibly
time varying edge set where an attacker tries to disrupt a
network and the nodes must coordinate to defend such an
attack. We begin by observing that in general both attack
and defense of a network require some finite amount of re-
sources. For example, a distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attack requires energy and bandwidth from multiple coordi-
nating attackers in an effort to deplete the memory or band-
width resources of the targeted system. Similarly, such an
attack can be defended by adding memory or bandwidth ca-
pacity to vulnerable nodes in the network [3]. Initially, we
assume the attacker has enough resources to disable one un-
defended node of the network and the defender has enough
resources to defend one node against such an attack.
The strategies for the attacker and defender thus correspond
to attack and defense of each node in the network: A=D=
{1,2, . . . ,n}. An undefended attack results in removal of
that node from the network, while a defended attack results
in no change to the network. The cost of node removals can
be modeled by various network performance metrics, which
often correspond to centrality measures. For example, an at-
tacker who wants to disrupt the most paths in a network us-
ing a shortest-path routing protocol should attack the node
with the highest betweenness centrality. Likewise, the de-
fender should defend this node. However, it is not quite that
simple because the attacker knows the defender is likely to
defend that node and vice versa. These competitive dynam-
ics are modeled nicely by a two-person zero-sum game with
the following payoff matrix:
A=
 0 −a1 ··· −a1−a2 0 ··· −a2... ... . . . ...
−an −an ··· 0
 (1)
where ai denotes the performance loss to the network re-
sulting from the disabling of node i, and the attacker and
defender are row and column players, respectively.
3 Nash Equilibrium Strategies
Let y and z denote the mixed strategies of the attacker and
defender, respectively. The strategy pair forming a saddle-
point or Nash equilibrium of the zero-sum game is given by
the solution to the following minimax problem:
v∗ =min
y∈A
max
z∈D
yTAz. (2)
By the minimax theorem, a unique saddle-point equilibrium
v∗ always exists and the corresponding strategies can be
computed by solving a pair of linear programming problems
for the attacker and defender. However, exploiting the struc-
ture of the payoff matrix allows us to construct an algorithm
that runs in near linear time in the size of the network.
4 Current Work
Both the centrality and minimax computations require in-
formation exchange between nodes which may be subject
to constraints or time delays, and the attacker may also not
have perfect information. We now seek equilibrium strate-
gies based purely on local information. We are also consid-
ering the case of multiple-node attacks, which scales expo-
nentially in computation with the number of nodes.
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1 Introduction
In a fed-batch production context, the determination of op-
timum operating conditions consists of the definition of a
feeding time profile optimizing a cost function (optimization
criterion) while taking into account all the constraints of the
process. Dynamic optimization allows the computation of
this profile by solving an optimization problem formulated
as a pre-defined performance index (e.g. yield, productiv-
ity). When the process model is known and relatively sim-
ple, this problem can be solved analytically by applying the
principle of the Pontryagin minimum. But for more com-
plex models, the dynamic optimization problems continue
to present a challenge to researchers today.
In this study, a macroscopic model [2] was used for the de-
termination of optimal feeding time profiles in carbon and
nitrogen sources for a fed-batch baker’s yeast production
process in the sense of a production criterion. To this end,
two different approaches were used and compared with nu-
merical and experimental data: a control vector parame-
terization approach with mesh refinement and an approach
based on the mathematical analysis of optimal operating
policy (semi-analytical approach) [3].
2 Optimization criterion
In this work, the optimization criterion is the total amount
of biomass obtained at the end of the culture (JVX (Fin) =
V (t f )X(t f )) under the following constraints: the duration of
the culture t f is fixed, the initial operating conditions are
known, the total amount of available substrates for the cul-
ture is fixed and the feeding rate Fin is bounded.
3 Control parameterization approach with mesh
refinement
To solve this dynamic optimization problem, a vector pa-
rameterization method of the control variable was used to
approximate the feed rate. The infinite dimensional opti-
mization problem is then approximated as a problem with a
finite set of control actions:
Fin(t) = Fin( j), t j  t  t( j+1)where j = 1 : N and N is the
number of partitions of the feeding rate Fin(t). In order to
approximate the feeding profile with the greatest accuracy
possible while reducing the number of parameters for which
an initial value must be provided, a mesh refinement was
considered. This refinement is an increasing discretization
on an iterative way allowing a multiple repetition of opti-
mization steps with an increasing number of partitions N.
4 Approach based on the mathematical analysis of
optimal operation
In general, it is theoretically possible to define the optimiza-
tion problem by simpler sub-problems that can be solved
analytically. This approach allows the determination of a
feeding profile close to the optimum and, also, often lim-
its the number of parameters characterizing the optimization
problem [1]. In this work, feeding profile sequences similar
to [1] are defined in order to cause an ethanol peak during
the culture while ensuring maximum process efficiency.
5 Conclusions
The results of the two approaches lead to the determina-
tion of similar optimal operation conditions which are very
similar to the profiles obtained by industrial manufacturers
through an empirical optimization of the process (trial-and-
error method). The feeding time profiles in nitrogen and
glucose found through optimization have been applied ex-
perimentally. In accordance with the optimization goal, the
final biomass has been increased. Moreover, the model pre-
dictions are in good accordance with experimental data.
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1 Introduction
Metabolic flux analysis (MFA) has been a subject of intense
research for almost two decades. It is a useful tool to esti-
mate in vivo metabolic fluxes in, among others, mammalian
cell cultures [1].
In this study, a metabolic network with 72 biochemical re-
actions and m = 45 internal metabolites is considered and
MFA is applied in order to determine the intracellular fluxes.
Due to an insufficient number of extracellular measure-
ments, the classical pseudo-steady state assumption (no ac-
cumulation of internal metabolites) leads to an underdeter-
mined system of algebraic equations and a unique solution
cannot be computed. To overcome this problem, a convex
analysis approach can be used [2], which considers a mass
balance system around intracellular metabolites and for the
measured extracellular species, as follows:
(
Ni 0
Nm −vm
)
×
(
v
1
)
= 0 (1)
In this expression, v is the flux distribution, Ni is the stoi-
chiometric matrix deduced from the metabolic network, Nm
is the matrix connecting the fluxes to the available measure-
ments and vm represents the specific uptake and excretion
rates of the measured extracellular species.
2 Results
In our study, system (1) is not redundant (rank(Ni) = m =
45), and with the information provided by 23 extracellu-
lar measurements from experiments with hybridoma HB58
cells in batch/perfusion cultures [4], it is underdetermined
with a degree of freedom of 4. The solution set is a polytope
in the positive orthant and each admissible flux distribution
v can be expressed as a positive interval vmini ≤ vi ≤ vmaxi ,
which can be calculated using the toolbox METATOOL [3].
The objective of our study is to investigate the influence of
the batch and perfusion operating modes on the metabolic
flux intervals. Figure 1 shows a sample of the results, e.g.,
the bounded flux intervals obtained over the perfusion phase
for the tricarboxylic acid cycle.
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Figure 1: TCA bounded fluxes over perfusion phase.
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1 Abstract
To legitimate overflow metabolism modelling in hybridoma
cell cultures, a Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) model is devel-
oped. It is based on the assumption that the cells behave so
as to maximize biomass growth. Based on a limited number
of reactions and measurements, and using three linear con-
straints, the resulting intracellular fluxes are in agreement
with the overflow metabolism [1, 2].
2 Introduction
Many popular models describe cell cultures are with macro-
scopic kinetics of extracellular subtrates and products, ig-
noring the intracellular metabolism. Others models have
been developed the last decades to take this into account.
These models, metabolically structured, include the FBA
approach. The original contribution of FBA is based on an
evolutionnary hypothesis. Indeed it assumes that the cells
evolve to respond to a certain objective function [3, 4].
Among all the pharmaceutical cell cultures, the mammalian
ones are widely used for production of complex protein
pharmaceuticals and viral vaccines. Their highest benefit
stay in their ability of complex post-translational modifica-
tions on the produced protein unlike microbial systems [1].
Hybridoma cells are mammalian cells used for produc-
tion of very specific monoclonal antibodies. Their energy
metabolism is a substrate-concentration-dependent overflow
metabolism. Indeed the overflow concentrations of carbon
and nitrogen substrates increase by-product formation and
very little carbon enters the energy metabolism, also known
as the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA). Moreover, these by-
products are often inhibitory for the cell culture [1, 2].
This contribution aims at better understanding the intra-
cellular behaviour of hybridoma cell cultures in overflow
metabolism.
3 Contribution
In this study, data of four fed-batch cultures of hybridoma
cell line HB-58 producing IgG1 monoclonal antibodies are
used. It is composed of the measurements of the biomass,
two substrates (glucose and glutamine) and two products
concentrations (lactate and ammonia). The same data have
already been used to develop a macroscopic model [1].
In accordance with the literature on mammalian cells,
the metabolic network takes into account the following
metabolisms: a central metabolism constituted of glycol-
ysis, glutaminolysis pathway and TCA cycle, the pentose
phosphate and the nucleotide synthesis pathways. It
involves 24 reactions and 21 metabolites [4].
Based on this metabolic network, the proposed FBA model
assumes that the cells evolve to maximise the biomass
production. This latter is deduced from the nucleotide syn-
thesis. The constraints are the two input fluxes of substrates
and also an upper bound on the flux of oxaloacetate in
the TCA cycle. The results show, more interestingly, the
production of by-products and very small entry in the TCA
cycle during the overflow metabolism. It also shows the
shift of cell metabolism once glucose and glutamine are
depleted. Moreover, the profiles of extracellular metabolites
are well simulated in direct and cross-validation. These
results are obtained without any a priori information about
the different phases of the culture and without using any
indicator of overflow.
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1 Introduction
Micro-organisms play an important role in industry, e.g.
food industry (avoid growth of pathogens and food spoilage)
and industrial biotechnology (stimulate growth for produc-
tion of high added value products). Therefore a good insight
in the biochemical reactions (fluxes) inside micro-organisms
enables model based monitoring, control and optimization
of bioprocesses.
An important tool in systems biology are metabolic reac-
tion networks in which the knots represent the metabo-
lites (chemical substances produced or/and consumed in the
micro-organisms) and the connections indicate the reaction
fluxes between those metabolites.
2 Problem statement
The analysis of the metabolic fluxes in steady state condi-
tions is already well known in literature [3, 4]. Metabolic
Flux Analysis (MFA) and Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) are
two well-known methods that are used for the estimation
and prediction respectively of the intracellular fluxes. How-
ever, these techniques are mainly developed for steady state
conditions.
When considering transient phenomena, it is needed to grasp
the dynamic behavior of the fluxes. Therefore techniques of
dynamic Metabolic Flux Analysis (dMFA) [6] and dynamic
Flux Balance Analysis (dFBA) [2] are developed. For these
methods data from dynamic experiments are needed for the
estimation of these fluxes. These data can originate from
measurements of exchange fluxes between the cell and its
environment or from measurements from 13C labelling ex-
periments.
Recent dMFA approaches [1, 2] have some drawbacks, i.e.:
(i) the obtained flux profiles are not smooth, (ii) chemically
relevant constraints (e.g. irreversibility constraints) cannot
be taken into account and a basis for the null space of the
stoichiometric matrix has to be chosen [1, 6].
In this paper an alternative dMFA approach [6] for the esti-
mation of the intracellular fluxes, is adopted and validated
with example metabolic networks.
3 Results
The presented method in this work is based on a B-spline
parameterization of the fluxes. State-of-the-art methods and
tools are used for the dynamic optimization problems that
are encountered in this dMFA approach, i.e., automatic dif-
ferentiation with CasADi, interior point optimization with
IPOPT and an orthogonal collocation scheme. For the
validation of this method, several case studies involving
(des)activation in metabolic networks are investigated in an
ideal theoretical setting without noise and in a more realistic
setting with randomly sampled noise for which Monte Carlo
simulations are used.
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1 Introduction
The study of hormonal regulatory processes and their math-
ematical modeling is essential to identify the culprits in their
dysfunction and elaborate effective prophylaxis and medical
treatment against them. In this paper, we deal with a model
for testosterone regulation, important to understand mecha-
nisms of the prostate cancer and reproductive failures. This
model was originally proposed in [1]; in the recent paper [2],
it was demonstrated that the real hormonal concentrations in
a patient during a day really obey this model, replacing the
continuous Hill-type nonlinearity with a pulse modulator.
The model from [1] involves concentrations of three hor-
mones: testosterone (Te), produced in testes, and the
luteinizing hormone (LH) and gonadotropin-releasing hor-
mone (GnRH), produced in different parts of the brain. The
secretion of GnRH stimulates that of LH which, in turn,
stimulates the production of Te, while Te inhibits the secre-
tion of GnRH. There is, however, experimental evidence that
testosterone also inhibits the production of LH [3], for which
direct negative feedback was not taken into account in [1, 2].
The models of biochemical oscillators usually employ Hill-
type nonlinearities to express the negative feedback. At the
same time, presence of multiple nonlinearities in Goodwin-
type models dramatically complicates their dynamics; the
applicability of many criteria for the stability and the exis-
tence of cycles (e.g. those from [2]) remains open problem.
This motivates us to introduce a novel model for testosterone
regulation, employing a linear negative feedback from Te
to LH. This feedback, however, breaks the positivity of the
system and gives rise to the question which solutions are
biologically feasible, staying in the positive octant. In this
paper, we give sufficient conditions for such feasibility.
2 The Mathematical Model in Question
Like the models from [1, 2], our model involves three vari-
ables R(t),L(t),T (t) standing for the serum concentrations
of the GnRH, LH and testosterone, respectively. These con-
centrations obey the following differential equations:
R˙= f (T )−b1R,
L˙= g1R−b2L− cT,
T˙ = g2L−b3T.
(1)
The constants b1,b2,b3 > 0 describe clearing rates of the
hormones; the constants g1,g2 > 0 and the positive and non-
increasing function f (·) determine the rates of their secre-
tion. The mapping f (·) may be smooth, piecewise-smooth
or even generalized function describing the pulse modulator
[2], assuming the solution exists and unique for any initial
conditions. The crucial difference between the model (1)
and those from [1, 2] is the term−cT in the second equation,
where c ≥ 0. For c = 0 our model coincides with Smith’s
model, whereas c> 0 corresponds to the additional negative
feedback from Te to LH and makes the system non-positive.
3 Solution Feasibility
Since functions R(t),L(t),T (t) stand for the chemical con-
centrations, the minimal feasibility requirement for them is
to be positive and bounded. Whereas positivity is easily
proved for any initial conditions, since f (T ) is bounded (see
[2] for similar proof), the positivity can no longer be guaran-
teed for arbitrary initial conditions. In this paper, we outline
the class of solutions that remains bounded and thus biolog-
ically feasible. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem. Assume that R(0),L(0),T (0)> 0 and
b2 < b3;c<
(b3−b2)2
4g2
;
T (0)
L(0)
< min
{
2g2
b3−b2 ,
b3−b2
2c
}
.
Then R(t),L(t),T (t) > 0 for any t > 0. Thus for any com-
pact D ⊂ (0,+∞)3, all the solutions emanating from D are
positive, provided b2 < b3, g2 > 0 is large and c> 0 is small.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents a methodology to obtain an impulse re-
sponse function (hLTV [t][τ]) estimate of a time varying sys-
tem using 2D regularization . Unlike the linear time invari-
ant systems where the impulse response function is unique,
the time varying impulse response is not restricted to only
one solution. Assume that the length of input and output
is N, then the possible variations for the impulse response
function are N2. Hence there is no unique impulse response
function that relates the input to the output, because there
are only N linear relations for O(N2) unknowns. The user
can impose additional constrains to decrease this freedom.
In the proposed case smoothness and exponential decaying
are used over the system time t (direction of the impulse re-
sponses, referring to the behavior) and smoothing constraint
is used over the global time τ (referring to the system mem-
ory). The excess degrees of freedom can be removed using
these constains [1][3].
2 An example
In this Section a measurement example is observed. A sec-
ond order slowly time varying band-pass filter is examined
with sampling frequency (denoted by fs) of 625 kHz. A fre-
quency domain representation is shown in Fig.1. The total
length of the measurement consists of 62520 samples. The
filter is excited by a frequency limited odd random phase
multisine [2]. The input and output signals are band limited.
Fig. 2. shows the results of this method compared with the
frequency domain approach using FDTVident (Frequency
Domain Time Varying identification) toolbox [4] and B-
splines [3], respectively. This comparison is also made for
the ordinary least squares estimation considering that the un-
derlying system is LTI (the selected model order is L=200).
This can give an idea about what happens if the time varia-
tions are not taken into account.
3 Summary
In this work a powerful time domain estimation method is
developed for smooth LTV systems. This technique is illus-
trative, flexible, user friendly.
With respect to the system dynamics using the proposed
method, it is possible 1) to reduce the model order 2) to
decrease the effect of the disturbing noise.
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1 Background
In the near future the requirements for motion control will
become much tighter. To meet these future demands, it is en-
visaged that active control of flexible dynamics is required,
including the use of additional actuators and sensors. This
implies that the number of inputs and outputs is likely to
increase, as well as the order of the relevant flexible dynam-
ics. As a result, a model-based approach based on paramet-
ric models is a natural approach for a systematic design of
controllers for such complex systems.
Although the theory and design of model-based controllers
for motion systems is well-developed, the modeling task still
poses a major challenge in practice. System identification is
the natural approach for the modeling of such systems, since
it is inexpensive, fast, and accurate. However, the identi-
fication of parametric models, as is typically required for
model-based control, remains rather challenging for these
high-precision motion systems.
One of the challenging aspects is the numerical reliability of
the identification algorithms. This is evidenced by the fact
that a significant number of approaches to address numerical
implementation have been developed, including frequency
scaling, amplitude scaling and the use of orthonormal basis
functions. More recently, a numerically reliable identifica-
tion approach was proposed based on the use of orthonormal
basis functions with respect to a discrete, data-dependent in-
ner product [1]. In this work, an extension of this approach
is investigated and showcased on a high quality dataset of a
vibration isolation system.
2 Approach
A recently introduced algorithm for frequency domain para-
metric system identification is the IV-algorithm [2]. Essen-
tially, the computational aspect of this algorithm involves
solving linear equations of the formCHAθ =CHb. The ma-
trices C and A, and their conditioning, depend on the choice
of basis functions used to parameterize the model. Recently
the use of a bi-orthonormal basis has been introduced [3],
which is bi-orthonormal with respect to the bi-linear form
〈
ψi(ξ ), φ j(ξ )
〉
:=
m
∑
k=1
ψHj (ξk)w
H
2kw1kφi(ξk), (1)
where the weights w1k and w2k are the weights in C and A.
Theoretically, this basis leads to optimal numerical condi-
tioning of the system of equations, i.e., κ(CHA) = 1. In this
work we implemented and experimentally investigated this
technique as well several pre-existing solutions for the iden-
tification of a high tech motion system.
Figure 1: Non-parametric estimate of GBLA1,1 (blue) and the fit-
ted model (red)
3 Results
An extensive MIMO dataset has been measured on an ac-
tive vibration isolation system using full random orthogonal
multisines to measure the best linear approximation [4].
Figure 1 shows the non-parametric estimate of GBLA1,1 as
well as a 100th order model, identified using the approach
described in section 2. As can be seen in this Figure,
the identified model is in good agreement with the non-
parametric data. The geometric mean condition number dur-
ing iterations, using the bi-orthonormal basis, was κ = 2,
indicating good numerical reliability. For reference, the IV
algorithm using a monomial basis yields κ = 1 · 10154, or
κ = 2 · 1018 for a scaled monomial basis. For these ref-
erence solutions, the algorithm did not converge and sub-
optimal results were obtained. That these numerical issues
are already present in the SISO case, shows the relevance
and challenge of numerically reliable identification.
4 Ongoing work
Related to the work presented here, further research is cur-
rently being done on the following topics:
• position dependent modal modeling,
• control relevant modeling, and
• further extensions of the bi-orthormal basis function
implementation (MIMO) and theory.
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1 Introduction
What are the similarities and differences between the be-
havior of a small vibrating test system and an F-16 fighter?
To find it out, we compare measurements of the test system
to measurements from the bolted connection of the wing
and the missile of a F-16 Fighter Falcon from the Belgian
air force. These measurements were done during a ground
vehicle test (GVT) campaign. Essentially, the behavior of
these systems match, even though the test system is only the
heart of a self-study kit for nonlinear system identification
and the F-16 is a complex real life mechanical structure.
This clearly shows the added value of an experiment
driven nonlinear educational system identification package.
It provides safe small-scale toy examples for hands-on
exercises that react like real systems. We believe that this
practical approach lowers the gap between learning system
identification concepts and applying it on real systems.
2 Methodology
The mechanical systems are first excited by a multisine sig-
nal with a low measured amplitude. The frequency response
function (FRF) is a rather smooth curve with resonance fre-
quencies. When the amplitude is slightly increased, the FRF
does not change. The system behaves like a typical linear
time invariant (LTI) system (Figure 1, dark grey).
Increasing the amplitude of the input signal further makes
the FRF depart from this value for both systems as the non-
linear distortions pop up.
In Figure 1 the resonance frequency of the FRF is shifting
to the left for both systems. This shows a softening effect.
Note also the increased noise and amplitude change.
Adapting the input signal empowers detection, quantifica-
tion, and qualification of nonlinear distortions and the mea-
surement noise [1][2]. What is the gain? Interpretation of
these FRF’s leads to a better understanding of both systems
and can be of great importance for the practitioner. Odd
nonlinear distortion can be detected which lies at the origin
of the changes in both dynamics of the system (Figure 2).
Figure 1: FRF Measurement with increasing amplitude (Dark to
light grey). Up: Test case system ; Down: F-16 fighter
Figure 2: Detect, quantify and qualify nonlinear distortions of an
F-16 Fighter: black: FRF, blue: even NL, red: odd NL,
Green:noise
3 Application
An example where this knowledge is of great importance
is in the case of GVT campaigns. In GVT mostly, LTI-
based methods are used to identify the resonance frequen-
cies and predict flutter of an aircraft. If the system contains
odd nonlinear distortions, this becomes very dangerous to
asses damping as the dynamics of the system is changed.
An F-16 and the test system look pretty much alike indeed,
the kit prepares practitioners to tackle real-world problems.
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1 Abstract
This contribution focuses on the control of a heterogeneous
system composed of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
and an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The two units
need to cooperate to manipulate an object (see Figure 1).
The UAV and UGV are both subject to saturation con-
straints. The objective is to design a control law able to steer
the system to a configuration of equilibrium. It is assumed
that no communication is exchanged between the two vehi-
cles and that only angle sensors are used.
	  
Figure 1: 2D-planar model. ~U1, ~U2 and ~U3 are the actuated forces.
x, α and β are the generalized coordinates.
To study the system, the first step consists in developing a
model using the Euler-Lagrange approach. Then, the attain-
able points of equilibrium of the system are determined by
taking into account the saturation of the actuators. This set
of points depends on the maximum thrust of the UAV, its
mass and the mass of the beam. On the basis of this analy-
sis, a control strategy is proposed. Such strategy is based on
three main ideas:
1. The reference attitude of the UAV is fixed and is a
function of the beam angle
2. The energy consumption of the UAV is minimized
3. The beam is moved to the desired angle using U1 and
U3
Points 1 and 2 are achieved by defining a continuous func-
tion βre f = f (α). The boundaries of this function must sat-
isfy the following conditions on U1:
• Its tangential component is zero when the beam is ver-
tical
• Its normal component is zero when the beam reaches
its limit angles
A PD controller is used to control the attitude. Point 3 is
achieved using a PD controller with gravity compensation
and assuming that the attitude loop is fast enough.
The stability of the automated system is proven using ISS
arguments and the small gain theorem. The use of a refer-
ence governor is proposed to ensure constraints satisfaction
during the transients.
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Large dynamical systems appear in many applications, e.g.,
home monitoring systems in biomedical sciences based on
wireless body area networks, electroencefalography (EEG)
or electrocorticography (ECoG) with high spatial resolution
and more recently neural probes/dust. Other applications
can be found in wireless communications, e.g., large-scale
sensor array processing and massive MIMO systems. In all
of these cases, many sensors are located closely together,
resulting in possibly very smooth system coefficients. Con-
sequently, the coefficients exhibit some (approximate) low-
rank structure, which becomes increasingly present in the
data as the sensor density grows. This structure can be ex-
ploited to obtain a compact system representation.
Higher-order tensors provide remarkable possibilities in this
context. They are higher-dimensional arrays of numbers; as
such, they are natural generalizations of vectors (first order)
and matrices (second order) [1, 2]. Recently, the domain of
multilinear algebra has received increasing attention, mostly
because of the powerful tensor decompositions. These de-
compositions are promising models that are more powerful
than linear models, but are less complex to deal with than
nonlinear models. Furthermore, they have several properties
that are not present in conventional matrix methods, which
makes them the proper tools for a variety of applications.
Moreover, multilinear algebra provides a powerful frame-
work for the compact representation and analysis of large
and possibly high-dimensional datasets, as well as alleviat-
ing or even breaking the curse of dimensionality [3].
We propose to exploit the underlying compactness of large
dynamical systems by tensorizing the system coefficients
and subsequently applying a low-rank approximation. As
such, the system can be represented with a drastically re-
duced number of coefficients. A comparably strategy has
proven to be very successful in the field of tensor-based sci-
entific computing [4]. This strategy is particularly interest-
ing in blind system identification (BSI); here, one tries to
identify an unknown system based only on the measured
outputs. This problem occurs in a variety of applications,
such as signal processing (e.g., speech dereverberation and
digital communications), image processing (e.g., astronom-
ical or medical image restoration) and sensor array process-
ing (e.g., (non-)uniform linear arrays, wireless communica-
tions, wireless body area networks). By applying the above
strategy, the BSI problem boils down to the computation of
a tensor decomposition, which can for instance be done with
Tensorlab [5]. As such, we can uniquely identify large-scale
systems under mild conditions. The method is determinis-
tic; hence, it even works well when only a small number of
samples are available. Moreover, only mild conditions are
imposed on the inputs. Finally, the same strategy can be ap-
plied to the more simpler problem of blind source separation
(BSS); here, one wants to separate unknown sources from
observed signals which are unknown instantaneous mixtures
of the sources, i.e., a BSI problem with no memory.
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1 Abstract
In this work we consider the problem of destabilizing an
undesired given equilibrium of a continuous–time predator–
prey model such that the trajectories of the system converge
to a desired one. The considered predator–prey model was
proposed in [1] to model the competition between malig-
nant and immune cells in cancer development and has three
equilibria whose stability character depends on the param-
eter values of the model. The three equilibria have a direct
clinical interpretation and they correspond to extinction of
the normal cell population, extinction of the invading (tu-
mor) population and to a stable co-existence of the malig-
nant cells with the normal cells, i.e. tumor dormancy, re-
spectively.
If the problem of maintaining a certain stable equilibrium,
i.e. maintaining a stable tumor, is of interest, then this is
equivalent to maintaining the tumor model states in the do-
main of attraction (DOA) of the tumor dormancy equilib-
rium. Furthermore, the trajectories of the considered system
can be driven away from the DOA of an unwanted equilib-
rium to the DOA of the equilibrium of interest. More specif-
ically, in this work it will be investigated under which con-
ditions the tumor dynamics will converge or can be steered
by therapy to a stable tumor dormancy equilibrium. This
will be done by means of switching between different DOA
approximations.
The predator–prey model is defined by
N˙N = RNNN − RNKN N
2
N −
RNαNT
KN
NTNN
N˙T = RTNT − RTKT N
2
T −
RTαTN
KT
NTNN , (1)
where NT represents tumor cells population which interacts
with the normal cells population NN . The most relevant pa-
rameters are αTN , which represents the effect of the immune
response on the tumor, and αNT , which represents the nega-
tive effect of the tumor on normal tissue.
Computing an estimate of the DOA for general nonlinear
systems is a very complex problem. In the approach of
this work Rational Lyapunov Functions (RLFs) as proposed
in [2], will be used to approximate maximal Lyapunov func-
tions. These functions tend to infinity as the system trajecto-
ries approach the DOA boundary, thus the level sets of RLFs
provide the best DOA approximation [3].
We consider the problem of controlling an invasive tumor
dynamics to a dormant tumor dynamics. This can be formu-
lated as de–stabilization of an undesired equilibrium and sta-
bilization of a different, desired equilibrium. To achieve this,
we will assign a sequence of parameters that corresponds to
a sequence of equilibria and we will switch among them.
A possible application of the developed stabilization strat-
egy is therefore, treatment of an invasive tumor to achieve a
dormant tumor. To this end, the model parameters used for
DOA computation and switching should be linked with the
effect of drugs prescribed to the patient by medical doctors.
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Figure 1: Estimation of the DOAs of E1–red, E2–blue and E3–
black together corresponding equilibrium values and
two switched systems trajectories.
In Figure 1 an illustration of the proposed strategy for the
considered problem is shown, where E1, E2 and E3 are the
three possible equilibria of the tumor model with their cor-
responding domains of attraction computed using RLFs. As
shown in the figure, the switch is triggered whenever the
trajectory initiated in the DOA corresponding to current pa-
rameter values hits the boundary of the DOA corresponding
to the next parameter values in the sequence.
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Many processes in living organisms, including circadian
clocks and hormonal regulation, are controlled by ensem-
bles of biochemical oscillators, synchronized via some
physical coupling. Study of these synchronization mecha-
nism is extremely important, for instance, to understand how
the stable 24h rhythm the “biological clock”, or the main
circadian pacemaker, is maintained by the network of intra-
cellular genetic oscillators with periods spread between 20h
and 28h; the entrainment of the circadian rhythms by the
daylight cycle is also facilitated by synchronization [2].
In the recent paper [1] a first important step in examin-
ing synchronization phenomenon for biochemical oscilla-
tors has been done. A criterion for synchronization of identi-
cal oscillators of cyclic structure under linear diffusive cou-
plings was proposed based on the notion of incremental pas-
sivity. It was shown that if the oscillator is constituted by
incrementally output passive blocks, then it is incrementally
feedback passive [1] (considered as whole system); the sys-
tem of such oscillators renders synchronized by a static dif-
fusive couplings, provided that its “strength” (the algebraic
connectivity of the network) is sufficiently large.
The application of the criterion from [1] to most of real bio-
chemical oscillators may, however, be troublesome, since it
in fact assumes implicitly that solutions are bounded. Fur-
thermore, to design a synchronizing protocol, one has to
know passivity gains of the constituent blocks, that are to
be finite and involved in the formula for the critical coupling
strength. However, finite passivity gains may be guaranteed
only in a finite domain; to choose a linear protocol, provid-
ing the solutions to stays in such a domain, is a quite non-
trivial problem. Instead, we suggest another type of proto-
cols, obtained via superposition of linear protocols from [1]
with special globally bounded “saturating” nonlinearities.
This allows to separate two goals: boundedness of the solu-
tion (achieved due to saturated control) and synchronization
(achieved via sufficiently strong couplings). Unlike [1], the
margin for the coupling strength may be found explicitly.
We confine ourselves to Goodwin-type oscillators of cyclic
structure with external input.
x˙1 = − f1(x1)+gn+1(yn)+uext , y1 = g1(x1),
x˙2 = − f2(x2)+ y1, y2 = g2(x2),
...
x˙n = − fn(xn)+ yn−1, yn = gn(xn).
(1)
For simplicity, we assume that all fi(x),gi(x) are Mikhaelis-
Menten nonlinearities (functions of the form ax/(bx+ c),
where a,c > 0,b ≥ 0, which become linear for b = 0),
gn+1(x) is a smooth decreasing function with gn+1(+∞)= 0.
Consider the functions hi, given by the recursion h1 = f−11 ,
h2 = f−12 ◦ g1 ◦ h1,. . . , hn = f−1n ◦ gn−1 ◦ hn−1. We assume
that hi(·) are defined on [0;gn(0)+m0], m0 > 0. Consider a
network of N identical systems (1), their state variables and
inputs denoted by xpi ,u
p
ext (p= 1, . . . ,N), coupled as follows:
u jext(t) = g0(cv
j(t)), v j(t) =
N
∑
k=1
a jk(yk1(t)− y j1(t)). (2)
We assume the network is undirected: a jk = ak j. Here we
intentionally introduce the coupling strength c, included into
a jk in [1]. We adopt the following assumptions on g0.
Assumption. The function g0 is smooth and bounded: 0 ≤
g0(−∞)≤ g0(+∞)≤ m0. Furthermore, g′0(x)> 0 decreases
at infinity sufficiently slowly: cmin
|y|≤c
g′0(y)→+∞ as c→+∞.
Theorem 1. All the solutions with xpi (0) > 0 (where
i = 1, . . . ,n, p = 1, . . . ,N) remain positive (xpi (t) > 0) and
bounded; their ultimate bounds are given by
lim
t→∞x
p
i (t)≤ x¯∗i := hi(gn(0)+m0) ∀i, p.
Furthermore, the protocol (2) synchronizes the network if
c > c¯, where c¯ depends only on x¯∗i and may be found explic-
itly, see the full version [3] for details.
Theorem 1 shows that for sufficiently strong couplings the
protocol (2) synchronizes the network of identical oscilla-
tors (1). The crucial difference with the result in [1] is that
the minimal threshold for the couplings strength c¯ may be
explicitly found and does not depend on the concrete trajec-
tory thanks to a priori ultimate bounds for the solution.
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1 Introduction
Basins of attraction are instrumental to study the effect of
input saturation in control systems, as these sets charac-
terise the initial conditions for which the control strategy
induces attraction to the desired state. We describe these
sets when the open-loop system is exponentially unstable
and the system is controlled by actuators with both con-
stant time-delays and saturation. Estimates of the basin of
attraction are provided and the allowable time-delay in the
control loop is determined with a novel piecewise quadratic
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional that exploits the piecewise
affine nature of the system.
2 System model and Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
Consider the class of linear systems with saturating actua-
tors modelled as
x˙(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), (1)
where x ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, and u ∈ Rm the inputs
of the actuators that experience saturation. The inputs u ex-
perience a delay τ and are given by u(t) = sat(Kx(t − τ)),
K ∈ Rm×n and sat(y)i := sign(yi)min(|yi|,1), i = 1, . . . ,m
for y ∈ Rm. Hence, the closed-loop system is given by the
nonsmooth retarded differential equation:
x˙(t) = Ax(t)+Bsat(Kx(t− τ)). (2)
We define the function Vnd : Rn→ R as:
Vnd(x) = x¯T P¯(x)x¯ (3)
with x¯=
(
xT 1
)T , P¯(x) :=F(x)TTF(x), with F(x) a piece-
wise constant function such that F(x)x¯ =
(
Kx− sat(Kx)
x
)
.
Then, we can analyse the retarded differential equation (2)
with the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
V (xτ(t)) =Vnd(x(t))+W (xτ(t)), (4)
with Vnd in (3) and a nonnegative functional, for R 0:
W (xτ(t)) :=
∫ 0
−τ
∫ t
t+θ x˙(s¯)
TKTRKx˙(s¯)ds¯dθ . (5)
3 Basin of attraction estimate
In this presentation, matrix inequality conditions are derived
for A,B,K,T,τ such that the sublevelset
Boa := {xτ ∈ AC([−τ,0],Rn) | V (xτ)≤ Γ} (6)
provides a basin of attraction estimate, with Γ selected such
that the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional V decreases along
solutions. Then, given a predefined analysis domain Da
which contains Boa in its interior, we provide an algorithm
[1] to find T and Γ such that
• Vnd(x)≥ 0,∀x ∈ Da,
• dV (xτ )dt ≤ 0, for all xτ such that xτ(0) ∈ Da ∩ Boa ∧
x˙τ(0) = Axτ(0)+Bsat(Kxτ(−τ))
• Boa is a ’large’ domain.
Hence, Boa is a subset of the basin of attraction.
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Assuming u(s) = 0 for s ∈ [0,τ], the set Boa of initial func-
tions is translated to initial conditions for x. Such estimate
is shown in Fig. 1. Hence, this procedure computes delay-
dependent non-ellipsoidal basins of attraction estimates us-
ing LMI-tools.
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1 Introduction
We consider a dynamical system of the form
x˙ = f(x, u), (1)
where x ∈ Rnx is the state and u ∈ Rnu the control in-
put, with nx, nu ∈ N>0. We assume that a control law
u = k(x) is available, such that the closed loop in con-
tinuous time satisfies desired stability and performance
specifications. However, on a digital platform, the con-
trol law cannot be implemented in continuous time. In-
stead, the input u is only updated at discrete times tk,
k ∈ N, and held constant between updates, leading to
x˙(t) = f(x(t), k(x(tk))) = f(x(t), k(x(t) + e(t))), (2)
for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1), where e(t) := x(tk) − x(t) is reset
to zero at each sampling instant. We can write (2) as
z˙(t) = g(z(t)), for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1) (3)
z(t+k ) = b(z(tk)), (4)
for all k ∈ N, where z consists of x and e, and g and b
are obtained by direct calculations.
In conventional systems, the jump times tk, k ∈ N, are
determined a priori, purely based on time. In event-
triggered control (ETC), the jump times are defined as
tk+1 = min{t > tk | Γ(z(t)) ≥ 0}. (5)
where Γ is chosen such that ensuring Γ(z(t)) ≤ 0 guar-
antees the required performance for the closed loop.
The updates based on (5) are typically less frequent
than those based on conventional time-triggered con-
trol, which saves valuable computation and communi-
cation resources.
2 From ETC to PETC
In (5), the function Γ(z(t)) has to be monitored con-
tinuously, which is also hard to accomplish on digital
platforms. Therefore, a periodic event-triggered con-
troller (PETC) [1] is of interest that will only carry
out periodic time-triggered checks of a different event-
triggering condition of the form Γ˜(z(t)) but still ensures
that Γ(z(t)) ≤ 0 for all times t ∈ R≥0, where Γ˜ has
to be designed. To be precise, the jump times in the
envisioned PETC implementation are given by
tk+1 = min{t = tk + nh | Γ˜(z(t)) ≥ 0, n ∈ N>0}, (6)
where h > 0 is the sampling period. The problem of
designing h and Γ˜ that achieve this goal has been ad-
dressed in [1], where a design methodology is presented
to approximately preserve the non-positivity of Γ along
the system’s solution. The objective of this work is
to provide design guidelines for Γ˜ and h to exactly pre-
serve Γ(z(t)) ≤ 0 along the solutions to the correspond-
ing PETC system. The proposed construction exploits
ideas from [1], which show that under certain assump-
tions on differentiability of g and Γ, the evolution of
Γ(z(t)) can be upper bounded by a linear system. Us-
ing these results from [1] we can construct Γ˜ by exploit-
ing ideas from convex overapproximation [2], resulting
in a systematic design procedure for PETC strategies
for nonlinear systems.
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1 Introduction
The problem of safety verification for discrete–time, possi-
bly discontinuous dynamical systems is considered. Typical
solutions rely on finding invariant sets or Lyapunov func-
tions and require solving optimization problems, which suf-
fer from scalability and numerical solvers issues. Recently,
an alternative method for verifying invariance for Lipschitz–
continuous dynamics was proposed in [1], which does not
make use of optimization. This method allows verification
of the invariance of a set by verification for only a finite
number of points in the set, called a δ–sampling of the set.
Here, a δ–sampling verification result is proposed for ex-
tending the previous result to general discrete–time, possi-
bly discontinuous dynamics. This opens up the application
of δ–sampling verification to hybrid systems.
2 Main result
We will present a result that reduces verification of an in-
equality of the type F (x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ S , where F is
a function and S ⊂ Rn is a set, to verification of the in-
equality in a finite number of points of S generated using
δ–sampling. Our result is building upon Theorem 1 in [1],
where F was assumed to be Lipschitz continuous on S . In
what follows we consider the more general case when F can
be discontinuous on S.
Consider the following problem setting. Let S be a compact
subset of Rn. Let F : S → R and Fi : Si → R be
real valued functions for all i ∈ I := {1, . . . , N} for some
N ∈ N. Here Si denotes the closure of Si and the sets Si
satisfy ∪i∈ISi = S. We assume that the following property
holds:
∀x ∈ S, ∃1i ∈ I : F (x) = Fi(x), (1)
where ∃1 denotes that there exists a unique element. We
assume that Fi is continuous on Si for all i ∈ I, but note that
this does not imply that F is continuous on S. For example,
F could be constructed by switching among the different Fi
functions depending if x ∈ Si. Next, define the set–valued
regularization map F : S ⇒ R as
F (x) :=
⋂
ρ>0
⋃
∈ρB
F (x+ ),
where B denotes a unit–radius ball in Rn. For all x ∈ S
define the index set:
I(x) := {i ∈ I : Fi(x) ∈ F (x)}.
Furthermore, define the real–valued function ε : Rn →
R+,
ε(x) := max{|Fi(x)− Fj(x)| : (i, j) ∈ I(x)× I(x)}.
Observe that ε yields the maximum absolute jump that can
occur in the value of the function F at a point x, due to dis-
continuity. If F is continuous at x clearly I(x) is a singleton
and consequently ε(x) = 0. As such, if F is continuous on
S, then ε(x) = 0 for all x ∈ S.
Since for all i ∈ I, Fi is continuous on the compact set Si,
there exist functions σi ∈ K such that:
|Fi(x)− Fi(y)| ≤ σi(‖x− y‖), ∀(x, y) ∈ Si × Si. (2)
By defining σ(s) := maxi∈I σi(s) ∈ K we are ready to
state the δ–sampling verification theorem.
Theorem. Suppose that the above assumptions regarding
the compact set S ⊂ Rn and the functions F and {Fi}i∈I
hold. Let δ ∈ R>0 be the sampling density and let Sδ be
the δ–sampling of the set S. If there exists a γ ∈ R>0 such
that (i) σ(δ) < γ and (ii) for all xδ ∈ Sδ it holds that
F (xδ) ≤ −γ − ε(xδ), then F (x) ≤ 0 holds for all x ∈ S.
Observe that any property which can be posed through a
function F with the above properties can be verified with
this result. In this work we show how δ–sampling can be
used to verify invariance of a set, finite–step invariance, but
also Lyapunov conditions, for nonlinear, possibly discontin-
uous systems.
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1 Markov Decision Processes and Policy Iteration
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a successful state
model to solve many decision problems from engineering.
The idea is to discretize the system of interest into a set
of possible states and identify the possible actions (or de-
cisions) in each state, as well as their effect on the system.
To make good decisions in our system, we aim for the most
rewarding choice of actions which can be found efficiently
using, e.g., the Policy Iteration algorithm (PI). Although the
above definition is rather abstract, the talk will provide a
good intuitive idea of how MDPs work as well as several
perspectives on how their structure can be viewed. We will
focus on the question of the complexity of Policy Iteration, a
major challenge in complexity theory, with close relations to
the study of the Simplex algorithm for Linear Programming.
2 How many steps for Policy Iteration?
Policy Iteration has been shown to require an exponential
number of steps to converge in some pathological cases.
Nevertheless, we are interested in general upper bounds on
this number of steps. Using some structural properties of PI,
we obtain the following bound [2], thereby improving over
a fifteen years old bound from Mansour and Singh [3].
Theorem 1. If mPI(n) is the number of steps of PI on an
n-states MDP, then mPI(n)≤ (2+o(1)) 2nn .
3 Could the Fibonacci sequence be a valid bound?
The following definition allows new perspectives.
Definition 1. Amatrix A∈{0,1}m×n is Order-Regular (OR)
whenever for every pair of rows i, j of A with 1≤ i< j ≤m,
there exists a column k such that
Ai,k 6= Ai+1,k = A j,k = A j+1,k. (1)
Whenever we have j+1 =m+1, we use the convention that
Am+1,k = Am,k.
To see the link with MDPs, the number of columns and rows
of an OR matrix respectively relate to the number of states
of an MDP and the number of iterations of PI to solve that
MDP. The following result is known [4].
Proposition 1. Let m∗(n) be an upper bound on the number
of rows of any n-column OR matrix. Then mPI(n)≤ m∗(n).
1Research supported by the Poles d’Attraction Interuniversitaires (PAI)
and the Actions de Recherches Concerte´es (ARC).
2J.-C. D. is with CORE and NAXYS and R. M. J. is with F.R.S./FNRS.
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Figure 1: Each column of this Order-Regular matrix satisfies some of
the (i, j) constraints, here graphically represented by squares
on the 2D plane.
Simulations have shown the following results:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
m∗(n) 2 3 5 8 13 21 ≥ 33
Based on these observations, Hansen and Zwick conjectured
the following [4]:
Conjecture 1 (Hansen & Zwick [4]). m∗(n) = Fn+2 =
O(1,618n), where Fn+2 is the (n+2)nd Fibonacci number.
In our recent paper, we first develop a code capable of per-
forming an exhaustive search for n = 7 and we thereby in-
validate Conjecture 1 by showing that m∗(7) = 33. We also
show the following bound [1], improving over the previous
Ω
(√
2
n)
bound from Schurr and Szabo´ [5].
Theorem 2. m∗(n)≥Ω(1.4269n).
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1 The aim for fast mixing
Throughout several applications, we often arrive to the task
of randomly sampling a node of a complicated graph or to
average some values appearing at the nodes of this graph.
In both cases, the corresponding mathematical problem is to
find a Markov chain on this graph with good mixing proper-
ties.
Whenever the Markov chain is reversible (e.g., symmetric),
there is a reliable way to find the fastest mixing chain [1].
But what happens if we do not require reversibility? Even
more, what do we expect if we add a few new edges to the
graph? In this work, we show on a simple example how the
interplay of these two modifications can subsantially speed
up the mixing of the Markov chain.
2 Definitions and models
First of all, we have to quantify the speed of mixing. Given
a Markov chain transition matrix P with stationary distribu-
tion pi we define
λ = sup
x∈P
limsup‖xPk−pi‖1/k,
whereP is the set of all possible starting distributions.
We now describe the set of Markov chains we consider.
Given a graph G, we allow Markov chains where transitions
happen with positive probability only along the edges of G.
Moreover, we require the stationary distribution to be uni-
form.
Reversibility means that on each edge of G, transitions hap-
pen with the same frequency in the two directions. In our
case, where the stationary distribution is uniform, this is
equivalent to P being symmetric.
The random graph model with which we work is the follow-
ing: The model depends on a parameter 0 < α < 1. We start
with a cycle graph of n nodes, and uniformly select a subset
A of them such that |A| = dnαe. We then add the complete
graph on A.
3 Results
Based on the tools of [2] we can get general bounds on the
mixing rate.
Theorem 1. For a fixed 0 < α < 1 and a Markov chain on
a random graph corresponding to the definitions above, we
have
1− c1 n
α−1
logn
< λ < 1− c2 n
2α−2
log3 n
.
Moreover, for reversible chains on the same graph, λ
matches the upper bound (up to a logn factor in the fraction),
that is, it is the slowest possible. The novelty in the cur-
rent work is to show a strong speedup in the non-reversible
case. We fix the transition probabilities as follows. All
counter-clockwise steps are given 1/2 probability, all clock-
wise steps are prohibited. All long-range edges are given the
same, 1/(2dnαe) probability.
Theorem 2. For the non-reversible Markov-chain described
above, we have
λ < 1− c n
α−1
log5 n
.
The interpretation of these somewhat complicated formulas
is that the asymmetric, non-reversible version of the Markov
chain mixes to a certain precision in square root of the time
needed for the reversible Markov chain.
4 Outlook
The speedup we see is already impressive, but it also leads
to a range of new questions. First, we might want to general-
ize our results when clockwise steps are also allowed (while
keeping the asymmetry). Intuitively we should see the same
phenomenon, but we have to face new technical difficulties.
We might also change the random graph model. Simulations
show that we do not need a complete graph on A to achieve
the speedup. In fact, if only a random matching is added to
A, we already experience the same type of fast mixing.
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1 Introduction
The gradient learning (GL) model proposed in [2] aims at
learning the gradients of the regression function, which is
directly driven by variable selection and coordinate covari-
ance problems. However, in real-life applications, data sets
might be contaminated by outliers or heavy-tailed noise,
which may appear in both response or the predictors. In this
case, the GL model cannot help in learning gradients. In our
study, we present a framework of robust gradient learning
(RGL) model to learn the gradients of the regression func-
tion robustly [1].
2 The Proposed RGL Model
LetK :X ×X → R be a kernel function which is not re-
stricted to be a positive definite kernel. We denoteHK ,z as
a linear span over the instance-based kernelized dictionary
{K (x,xi)}mi=1 with coefficients {αi}mi=1. More explicitly,
HK ,z is defined as the following function set{
g : g(x) =
m
∑
i=1
αiK (xi,x), αi ∈ R, i= 1, . . . ,m,x ∈X
}
.
Let −→g = (g1,g2, ...,gn)T ∈H nK ,z with the coefficient A =
(α1, ...,αm), where αi = (α1,i, ...,αn,i)T for i = 1, ...,m and
H nK ,z is an n -foldHK ,z defined by
H nK ,z =
{
(g1, . . . ,gn)T |g j ∈HK ,z, j = 1, . . . ,n
}
.
We denote E ρz (−→g ) as the empirical risk when taking −→g as
an empirical estimator of ∇ f ?. Denote ωik values as weights
which are given by ωik = exp{− ‖xi−xk‖
2
2s2 } with some s> 0.
In the regression setting, E ρz (−→g ) is defined as
E
ρ
z (−→g ) = 1m2
m
∑
i,k=1
ωikρ ((yi− yk)+−→g (xi) · (xk−xi)) ,
where ρ(·) is a robust distance-based regression loss.
Based on the above notations, our RGL model takes the fol-
lowing form
−→gz = arg min−→g ∈H nK ,z
{
E
ρ
z (−→g )+λ‖A‖qp,q
}
, (1)
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter, and
‖A‖qp,q :=
n
∑
i=1
(
m
∑
j=1
|αi, j|p
)q/p
with p≥ 1 and q≥ 1.
With a positive constant σ , the following robust regression
loss `σ is used: `σ (t) = σ2
(
1− exp(−t2/σ2)) , t ∈ R.
3 Algorithms and Applications
Although the proposed RGL model enjoys its robustness
from the robust loss `σ , the nonconvexity of `σ also leads
to computational difficulty. To tackle this problem, in our
study, we propose a gradient descent based iterative soft
thresholding algorithm to solve the proposed RGL model.
The algorithm is simple and easy to implement and we also
give explicit proof of its convergence.
The proposed RGL model associated with different regular-
izers can be applied to many applications, such as nonlinear
variable selection, supervised dimension reduction and co-
ordinate covariance estimation. In our study, we carry out
simulation studies with the RGL model on both synthetic
and real data sets in the nonlinear variable selection prob-
lem. Numerical results indicate that the proposed model
can outperform the existing gradient learning methods in the
presence of outliers and give comparable performance in the
absence of outliers.
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1 Introduction 
Apart from changes of system structure vital system properties 
such as stabilizability and compensatability may be lost 
temporarily due to the stochastic nature of system parameters. To 
demonstrate this very recently new system properties called 
temporal mean-square stabilizability (tms-stabilizability) and 
temporal mean-square compensatability (tms-compensatability) 
for time-varying linear discrete-time systems with white 
stochastic parameters (multiplicative white noise) were 
developed. When controlling such systems by means of (optimal) 
state feedback, tms-stabilizability identifies intervals where mean-
square stability (ms-stability) is lost temporarily. This is vital 
knowledge to both control engineers and system scientists. 
Similarly, tms-compensatability identifies intervals where ms-
stability is lost temporarily in case of full-order (optimal) output 
feedback. Tests explicit in the system matrices were provided to 
determine each temporal system property. Here an illustrative 
example concerning the practical application is presented  
together with the associated references. 
 
2 Illustrative example 
 
Example 1 from [1] 
Consider the digital optimal perturbation feedback control of the 
“Goddard Rocket” around its optimal trajectory as presented in 
[2], example 2. The example considered here is identical except 
for the parameters of the equivalent discrete time-varying 
linearised system (EDTVLS) used for digital optimal perturbation 
feedback design. These are turned into stochastic parameters 
using a possibly time-varying parameter uncertainty measure 
0
i
  , where i  denotes discrete-time. When 0
i
    the 
parameters are deterministic at each time i   and the results of 
example 2 presented in [2] are obtained. With increasing i , 
parameter uncertainty at time i  increases.   
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Fig. 1: tms-stabilizability measures  Example 1 for different 
 values of i  
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Fig. 2: tms-compensatability measures Example 1 for 
 different values of i   
 
Fig. 1 presents values of the temporal mean-square stabilizability 
measure  
min
,25
tms
i , 0,1,..,24i  of the closed loop system with 
full state feedback over time-interval  ,25i  . If the value falls 
below one, the system is temporal mean-square stabilizable (tms-
stabilizable) over time-interval  ,25i . Similarly  Fig. 2 presents 
values of the temporal mean-square compensatability measure 
 
min
,25
tms
i , 0,1,..,24i  of the closed loop system with full-order 
output feedback over time-interval  ,25i . Again if the value falls 
below one, the system is temporal mean-square compensatable 
(tms-compensatable) over time-interval  ,25i . As expected, with 
increasing constant values of  , i.e. with increasing parameter 
uncertainty at each time i , tms-stabilizability and tms-
compensatability become worse because their measures increase. 
Also observe that tms-stabilizability is far better than tms-
compensatability. This represents the well-known fact that full 
state feedback is to be preferred over full-order output feedback.  
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1 Introduction
An on-line semi-supervised learning algorithm formulated
as a regularized kernel spectral clustering (KSC) approach
is proposed. Given a few user-labeled data points the ini-
tial model is learned and then the class membership of the
remaining data points in the current and subsequent time in-
stants are estimated and propagated in an on-line fashion.
Furthermore we show how the tracking capabilities of the
Kalman filter can be used to provide the labels of objects
in motion and thus regularizing the solution obtained by the
MSS-KSC algorithm.
2 Formulation of the method
Consider training data points D = {x1, ...,xnu ,xnu+1, ..,xn},
where {xi}ni=1 ∈ Rd . The first nu data points do not have la-
bels whereas the last nL = n− nu points have been labeled.
Assume that there are Q classes, then the label indicator ma-
trix Y ∈ RnL×Q is defined as follows: Yi j = +1, if the ith
point belongs to the jth class and −1 otherwise. The for-
mulation of Multi-class semi-supervised KSC (MSS-KSC)
in primal is given as follows [1]:
min
w(ℓ),b(ℓ),e(ℓ)
1
2
Q
∑
ℓ=1
w(ℓ)
T
w(ℓ)− γ1
2
Q
∑
ℓ=1
e(ℓ)
T
Ve(ℓ)+
γ2
2
Q
∑
ℓ=1
(e(ℓ)− c(ℓ))T ˜A(e(ℓ)− c(ℓ))
subject to e(ℓ) = Φw(ℓ)+b(ℓ)1n, ℓ = 1, . . . ,Q,
(1)
where cℓ is the ℓ-th column of the matrix C defined as
C = [c(1), . . . ,c(Q)]n×Q =
[
0nu×Q
Y
]
n×Q
, (2)
where 0nu×Q is a zero matrix of size nu ×Q and Y is defined
as previously. The matrix ˜A is defined as follows:
˜A =
[
0nu×nu 0nu×nL
0nL×nu InL×nL
]
,
where InL×nL is the identity matrix of size nL×nL. V is the inverse
of the degree matrix. In the dual the solution is obtained by solving
a system of linear equations [1]:
γ2
(
In− R1n1
T
n
1Tn R1n
)
c(ℓ) = α(ℓ)−R
(
In− 1n1
T
n R
1Tn R1n
)
Ωα(ℓ), (3)
where R = γ1V − γ2 ˜A. The proposed on-line MSS-KSC consists
of two stages [2]. In the first stage, one trains the MSS-KSC al-
gorithm to obtain the initial solution vectors αi and the cluster
memberships. Assuming that Nc clusters are detected, the initial
cluster representatives are then obtained. The aim of the second
stage is to predict the membership of the new arriving data points
using the updated solution vectors αi. The score variables of the
arrived batch of new data points is estimated by means of the out-
of-sample extension property of the MSS-KSC method. Then the
estimation of the projection of the points in the α-space and cal-
culating the membership of the points are carried out. Finally the
cluster representatives in both α and original spaces are updated.
The interaction between Kalman filter and I-MSS-KSC algorithm
is shown in Fig. 1.
MSS-KSC
Kalman
Filterthe c(ℓ) values
Provides
Figure 1: Kalman filter acts as a regularizer for the MSS-KSC algorithm
The applicability of the approach for online video segmentation are
shown in the Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Bouncing balls and Siamak’s hand video. First row: Original video,
Second row: IKM, Third row: I-MSS-KSC(-), Fourth row: I-MSS-
KSC(+)
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1 Introduction
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is widely applied in the
field of process control. The aforementioned control scheme
is able to realize control objectives while obeying safety
constraint on the input side. However, desired performance
of the controller can only be sustained in small time peri-
ods after its commissioning. The performance degradation
is usually caused by the change of disturbance characteris-
tics and/or growing plant-model mismatch. These phenom-
ena have led to numerous proposed solutions to prolong the
lifetime of an MPC controller.
In this work, a novel solution is proposed by employing a
flexible model structure, namely an orthonormal basis func-
tion (OBF) model structures into the MPC scheme. Due to
its model characteristics, structured model updates can be
conducted iteratively in a closed loop setting via latest mea-
sured input-output data. Small updates towards model coef-
ficients are done iteratively to fine tune the prediction part
of the control scheme. If the change of the plant and/or dis-
turbances persist for a long period, model overhaul is con-
ducted by re-updating the basis functions. This will reduce
the modeling uncertainty to ensure that the plant can still be
accurately described by the selected basis functions. More-
over, since OBF model structures can be seen as a general-
ization of FIR model structures, the wide application of FIR
model in the industrial MPC scheme is another appealing
reason for the proposed solution.
2 Formulation
The OBF model structure utilizes a broader selection of
orthonormal basis functions {φi(z)}ngi=1 instead of just the
pulse basis {z−i}ni=1 which are used in FIR model structures.
The formulation of an OBF model of an LTI system is:
y(k) =
ng
∑
i=1
wiφi(q)u(k)+ v(k), (1)
with w ∈ Rny×ng being the collection of expansion coeffi-
cients, and v(k) is the noise process which is assumed to be
white. The output error noise structure provides consistent
estimation in the close loop setting. With appropriately se-
lected basis functions, the plant dynamics can be described
by a small amount model coefficients. This leads to a parsi-
monious model of the system.
2.1 Coefficient estimation
Data-driven estimation is conducted iteratively to re-
estimate expansion coefficients w by minimizing the least
square prediction error criterion. The size of the measured
data as well as possible weighting on the criterion, will be
a design parameter to mitigate or adept any changes in the
plant behavior. Lastly, the OBF model and the identification
criterion can be easily formulated a state-space description
which is better suited for the standard MPC problem formu-
lation.
2.2 MPC formulation
The proposed scheme uses standard MPC formulation with
quadratic cost function to penalize deviations of the pre-
dicted outputs y(k+ i|k) from a reference trajectory r(k+
i|k)
V (k) =
Hp
∑
i=0
‖ y(k+ i|k)− r(k+ i|k) ‖2Q +
Hu
∑
j=0
‖ ∆u(k+ j|k) ‖2R
where ∆u is the input increment, and Hp,Hu is the predic-
tion and control horizon respectively. Expression ‖ x ‖2Q is
equivalent with x>Qx where Q is the symmetric tuning ma-
trix. The task of the control scheme is to compute the op-
timal input sequence that minimizes the cost function while
satisfying operational constraint on input and output.
2.3 Joint data-driven scheme
Since y(k+ i|k) is the future prediction of a model which
is iteratively updated from measured input-output data (in a
least square fashion), the quadratic cost function V (k) can
be formulated solely based on the collection of measured
data. Thus, the computation of the optimal input sequence
and model coefficient can be done in one single formulation.
Besides of the data-driven case, the performance level of
the whole scheme can be monitored periodically. In case
the level dropped below some threshold, model overhaul by
re-optimizing the selected basis functions can be conducted
to adapt the model towards major changes in the system or
disturbance characteristics.
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Abstract
Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) systems are used
to store large quantities of thermal energy in underground
aquifers enabling the reduction of energy usage and CO2
emissions of the heating and cooling systems in buildings.
In dense urban environments, the proximity of hot and
cold wells in nearby ATES systems installations may lead
to undesired interactions between such energy storage sys-
tems leading to suboptimal operation or conservative design
choices [1, 5]. The interactions between ATES systems are
dynamically time-varying and plagued by uncertainty due
to the absence of detailed underground models and cooper-
ation between operators regarding the influence of nearby
systems. ATES systems interact via the aquifer in a way
comparable to how distributed sources and sinks of electric-
ity are interacting via the electricity smart grid [3].
In a smart grid setting, every agent represents an ATES sys-
tem and has the potential to contribute to the local thermal
balance of the grid. A single ATES system is linked to the
neighboring agents via the aquifer that is defined as a com-
plicating constraint. Therefore, coordination is expected to
provide improvements in the local and system-wide thermal
energy cost and efficiency, while fulfilling all coupling con-
straints. Thus the motivation for ATES smart grids can be
both economical and environmental.
When designing controllers for the underlying intercon-
nected dynamical system, distributed solutions are sought in
order to reduce the computational complexity, and allow in-
dividual operators to operate their installations locally with-
out the need for a central entity to determine the system-
wide optimal pumping schedules. The proposed distributed
approach should provide performance close to that of a cen-
tralized one, while being robust to uncertainties in the sub-
system models and their interactions, and relying only on a
limited amount of information exchange. Distributed MPC
(DMPC) is a promising methodology in this context since
it is able to fulfill local and complicating constraints be-
tween subsystems while striving for economically and envi-
ronmentally optimal operation (see [2, 4] and the references
therein).
1Research supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Re-
search (NWO) under the project Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage Smart
Grids (ATES-SG) with grant number 408-13-030.
In this work, we propose a price-based (Lagrangian) coor-
dination scheme that is based on solving a local agent prob-
lem subject to the local constraints in parallel. Each ATES
system optimizes its own objective function that is modified
according to a set of prices assigned for the thermal energy
resource. The goal of this price-based method is to coor-
dinate agents by finding equilibrium resource prices which
lead to a globally optimal ATES smart grid state. Due to
the fact that ATES system operates in various modes in each
season, the optimization problem becomes a mixed integer
program.
We first introduce a mathematical model for a single ATES
system, based on the physical description and limitations,
that is suitable for an optimal control problem formulation.
Subsequently, we extend the single system model to an inter-
connected grid by introducing the complicating constraints.
As part of our future work, we will develop a methodol-
ogy that ensures tractability while providing convergence
and performance guarantees with respect to the centralized
optimum of the whole networked system. The efficiency and
practical feasibility of the theoretical results will be investi-
gated by applying them to a real case study.
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Abstract
Environmental concerns have prompted a shift towards the
usage of renewable energy resources, such as wind or so-
lar energy. Windmills and solar panels are, however, often
spatially distributed, hence the energy production itself also
becomes distributed. This presents a paradigm shift from
the traditional, centralized generation. Furthermore, renew-
able energy resources depend on weather conditions which
results in a fluctuating production and creates an imbalance
between supply and demand. The problem can be addressed
by demand response, in which the consumer side is also
playing an active role in the balancing process.
To facilitate the development of smart energy services, the
Smart Energy Collective (SEC) is setting up a standardized
platform in the Netherlands, called the Universal Smart En-
ergy Framework [1]. USEF introduces flexible households
that are equipped with appliances capable of moving their
load demand and thus change their energy consumption in
time.
We describe a model predictive control scheme to balance
between supply and demand in a network of flexible house-
holds. The households can communicate and share their
imbalance information with local neighbors. The network
topology is represented by a weighted adjacency matrix,
where the weights express the importance of imbalance in-
formation from a particular neighbor. An example is given
below with corresponding information sharing matrix A.
1 2
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We denote the flexible (eg., washing machines, refrigera-
tors) and fixed (eg., TVs, radios) loads of household i at
time-step k by fi[k] and gi[k], respectively. We also set the
day-ahead forecast of its energy consumption as goali[k].
Then, the MPC formulation of the problem is given by:
xi[k+1] = Aiixi[k]+∑
j 6=i
Ai jx j[k]+
+ui[k]+di[k]−∆goali[k],
where xi[k] is the imbalance of household i, ui = fi[k+1]−
fi[k], di = gi[k+ 1]− gi[k] and ∆goali[k] = goali[k+ 1]−
goali[k], for all k. The objective is to minimize the total
imbalance in the network:
min
u ∑
k
∑
i
x2i [k]
This (centralized) MPC formulation can be rewritten in a
distributed fashion using dual decomposition. Larsen et
al. [2] applied the approach to avoid peak loads in a net-
work of flexible washing machines by “flattening” the load
patterns.
We extend the idea to embed it into the USEF hierarchical
setting and show that the algorithm succesfully matches de-
mand with supply to minimize the imbalance. We demon-
strate the large-scale feasibility of the method via MATLAB
simulation. Our current implementation is capable of han-
dling 10.000 households and can scale up well with addi-
tional computing power. Moreover, we study how specific
parameters influence the performance of the controller.
Our next step is to incorporate the role of the Distribution
System Operator (DSO) into the model. DSOs are respon-
sible for staying within the transmission line capacity lim-
its and for invoking the flexibility of households in case of
overloads.
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1 Introduction
Offset-free Energy-optimal Model Predictive Control
(offset-free EOMPC) is developed based on our previ-
ous research - Energy-optimal Model Predictive Control
(EOMPC) [1] to improve its positioning accuracy in the
presence of unmodelled disturbances. This is realized by
augmenting the system state with disturbance variables such
that the disturbances are estimated and the effects of which
are cancelled. Experimental validation of the offset-free
EOMPC is implemented on a linear motor with coulomb
friction and cogging disturbances.
2 Offset-free energy-optimal MPC
EOMPC [1] is a MPC approach for time-constrained
energy-optimal point-to-point motion control of LTI sys-
tems. The EOMPC approach guarantees the two conflict-
ing time- and energy- requirements by solving a two-layer
optimization problem. The top layer has the highest pri-
ority and aims to guarantee the request motion time. The
bottom layer aims to minimize the energy consumed dur-
ing P2P motions. However, EOMPC cannot achieve high
positioning accuracy in the presence of unmodelled distur-
bances. In order to cope with this problem, a disturbance
model strategy is adopted: the system state is augmented
with disturbance variables. Based on the disturbance model,
the disturbances are estimated using a state estimator. Then,
the reference of the input is determined such that the steady-
state condition is satisfied with the estimated disturbance.
Thus, the effects of the disturbance can be cancelled. The
EOMPC approach adopting the disturbance model yields the
offset-free energy-optimal MPC (offset-free EOMPC).
3 Test setup
The test setup is a current-controlled permanent-magnet lin-
ear motor. The control input to the system is motor current
[A], and the output is the position of the carriage [m]. The
main disturbances in this test setup are Coulomb friction and
cogging and are expressed in [A] because they are input dis-
turbances. Coulomb friction is a constant which depends on
the sign of the velocity. Cogging, which is independent of
1Acknowledgement This work benefits from KU Leuven-BOF
PFV/10/002 Center-of- Excellence Optimization in Engineering (OPTEC),
the Belgian Programme on Interuniversity Attraction Poles, initiated by the
Belgian Federal Science Policy Office (DYSCO) and KU Leuven’s Con-
certed Research Action GOA/10/11.
motion velocity, is more or less a periodic function of the
position and the period corresponds to the distance between
the magnetic poles of the linear motor.
4 Experimental Results and conclusion
The following motion is validated on the linear motor with
sampling rate fs = 100Hz. The system is initially at rest at
position 0m, and yre f = 0.12m is requested at time t = 0.4s.
The required motion time T = 0.6s, the prediction horizon
Nmax = 80. Figure 1 shows that time-constrained energy-
optimal point-to-point motion with high positioning accu-
racy is achieved using offset-free EOMPC.
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Figure 1: Experimental results
Methods u2[A2] error motion time
offset-free EOMPC 27.88 5µm guaranteed
EOMPC 24.33 0.5mm guaranteed
offset-free MPC 40.88 5µm approximately (Qy)
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1 Introduction
To achieve sub-nanometer level positioning accuracy in
high-tech systems advanced control design approaches are
necessary. On this scale a wide range of physical phenom-
ena leading to e.g. position-dependent system behaviour be-
comes relevant, and a controller has to account for these ef-
fects to obtain the required accuracy. In a wafer scanner for
instance, deformations in the mechanical structure caused
by a non-uniform temperature can lead to unacceptable er-
rors. To develop controllers which take into account all rele-
vant phenomena causing dynamical variations, a design pro-
cedure based on linear time-invariant (LTI) models is no
longer adequate. The use of highly accurate first-principle
models on the other hand is unsuitable for real-time applica-
tions.
The framework of linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems
offers a promising trade-off between model accuracy and
complexity. In an LPV system the relations between input
and output signals are assumed to be linear, but these linear
relations depend on a time-varying and on-line measurable
variable: the so called scheduling signal p : Z→ P . This
approach provides the capability to capture the behaviour of
complex non-linear systems, while control design can be ad-
dressed in a unified framework which can be regarded as an
extension to the powerful results of the existing LTI theory
[1].
2 MPC for LPV systems
In model predictive control (MPC) the N future control in-
puts u(k), . . . ,u(k+N) to a system are determined by mini-
mizing on-line, at each sampling instant k, a predefined cost
function. In general, this cost function depends on the future
inputs and on the predicted outputs y(k+ 1), . . . ,y(k+N).
An advantage of using MPC for complex system is that it
can explicitly account for physical limitations such as actu-
ator saturation.
The central problem in MPC for LPV systems is that the fu-
ture values of the parameter p – which are required to predict
the future outputs – can be unknown. Theoretically this can
be handled by considering a min-max optimization where
the worst-case value of a cost function over all possible vari-
ations of p within the set P is minimized. Unfortunately,
this approach is not computationally tractable as uncertainty
propagates over time. Existing proposed solutions either in-
troduce limitations on control performance or do not man-
age to sufficiently decrease the computational burden.
3 Towards anticipative LPV-MPC
To overcome the aforementioned issues, it is proposed to use
knowledge on the future trajectory of p in the controller. In
this way it anticipates upon future parameter variations, im-
proving performance and reducing computational complex-
ity. When the values of p are known exactly for all instants
in the prediction horizon the LPV predictive control law can
be reduced to a quadratic program, such that computational
issues are eliminated and closed-loop stability can be guar-
anteed [2]. This setting is physically interesting because in
the wafer scanner context p is dependent on the route (chip
layout) to be followed, which is known. This route may,
however, not be exactly realized due to positioning errors
and disturbances.
In view of the challenging application requirements, it is
proposed to carry out fundamental research on the achiev-
able levels of performance of LPV-MPC algorithms which
• Use exact or partial knowledge on the behaviour of p;
• Are robust against modelling mismatch and unmea-
sured disturbances;
• Are computationally simple to allow for real-time im-
plementation.
The results of the research will be applied for thermal con-
trol of the wafer table in a lithography machine.
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1 Introduction
The biological clock regulates 24-h rhythms in our body.
This clock is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN). The output entails a 24-h rhythm in electri-
cal impulse frequency with a higher frequency during
the day and a lower frequency during the night. There
is evidence that individuals neurons within the SCN
act as circadian oscillators. Due to local coupling the
oscillators synchronize and an overall rhythm emerges
[1].
2 Neural Oscillators
As an example of a neural oscillator, we use the
Hindmarsh-Rose model which is a semipassive system
[2]. We aim to model the SCN as a population of cou-
pled oscillators, hence the model is given by
z˙i,1 = −y2i − 2yi − zi,1
z˙i,2 = 0.005(4(yi + 1.1180)− zi,2)
y˙i = −y3i + 3yi − 8 + 5zi,1 − zi,2 + I + ui
Where y is the output potential of the neuron, I is
the bifurcation parameter, which regulates the behavior
of the neuron, and u is the coupling between neurons,
defined as,
ui = σ
∑
j∈ǫi
aij(yj − yi),
and, σ is the coupling strength between cells.
3 Contribution
Our targets are to analyze the network topology, and
external inputs (such as sunlight).
3.1 Network Topology
The interconnection between neurons inside the SCN
is not well defined, neither the coupling strength. We
aim to investigate the best way to represent this inter-
nal structure of the SCN, such as line, ring, mesh, or
Figure 1: Region of sync
combination of them. Moreover, it is pertinent to ana-
lyze the way a small sample of neurons can resemble a
large scale network.
3.2 Exogenous Inputs
Early researches have shown that synchronization of
neural behavior is closely related to many biological
features. For the proper functioning of circadian sys-
tems, they have to be synchronized, or trained, to the
daily external cycle. The most important synchroniz-
ing stimulus in the environment is light, rather than the
change of temperature or other environmental stimuli.
Such a thing can lead to appealing regions of synchro-
nization or weak coupling limits, see Fig. 1.
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1 Introduction
The quality of system models obtained through identifica-
tion largely depends on the experimental conditions under
which the measurement data was obtained. Therefore ex-
perimental design is an important step in the identification
process. One aspect of the experiment that can be optimized
is the input signal that is used to excite the system. For linear
dynamic systems and nonlinear static systems the problem
of optimal input design is well understood and well covered
in literature. However, no general solution is known for non-
linear dynamical systems [1].
2 Problem Statement
Instead of considering the whole class of nonlinear systems,
we will limit ourselves to Wiener systems consisting of an
infinite impulse response filter (IIR) followed by a static dif-
ferentiable nonlinearity. Notice that this is a subclass of the
nonlinear infinite memory systems.
IIR NL
Figure 1: IIR filter followed by a polynomial nonlinearity
3 Solution Method
Our goal is to obtain a better understanding of what makes
an input informative in the case of nonlinear infinite memory
systems. However, unlike linear dynamic systems or nonlin-
ear finite memory systems [2], no global or convex solver is
known for this problem. Therefore, a brute force optimiza-
tion will be performed where we optimize the time samples
of the input with the help of numerical nonlinear solvers. In
order to avoid local maxima, the settings of the optimiza-
tion problem need to be carefully chosen. Three important
settings will be considered: the total signal length, the sam-
pling frequency and the initial values of the optimization.
Once the correct settings are known, different systems for
the system class will be considered and their optimal inputs
designs will be compared in order to detect which aspects of
the design influence the information content.
4 Revisiting the Linear Case
To obtain an insight in how to choose the settings of the
problem, we will revisit the linear case. It should be noted
that for linear systems, direct optimization of the time sam-
ples is not very common due to the existence of convex op-
timization methods in the frequency domain. Therefore, in-
vestigating the behavior of nonlinear optimization methods
in the time domain for linear systems has its own scientific
merits.
5 Results
Successful optimization of the input samples for linear sys-
tems has been performed in the time domain with perfor-
mance comparable to the state of the art designs obtained
with the existing convex optimization methods. Rules of
thumbs have been derived for the choice of the signal length
and sampling frequency based on the behavior of a second
order system. Extensions of these rules to the nonlinear case
are still in progress.
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1 Introduction
This work presents a new MATLAB toolbox for modeling
and solving optimization problems of the following form
minimize
x
f (x)
subject to h(x,θ)≥ 0,∀θ ∈Θ
where x are the coefficients of a (polynomial) spline
s(x,θ) =∑
α
xαbα(θ),
with basis bα and labeled by the (multi-)index α .
The main challenge when solving these problems lies in
transforming the constraints that should hold for infinitely
many values of θ , so-called semi-infinite constraints, to a
(conservative) finite set of constraint. For spline repre-
sentable h(x, ·), this toolbox implements an efficient novel
relaxation scheme based on the partition of unity of the ba-
sis functions and using knot insertion.
Spline solutions of the problem can be interpreted as an ap-
proximation to the solution of the more general infinite di-
mensional problem in which a function s(·) is searched for
without preset parameterization. For these problems, splines
are a particularly interesting parameterization as it can be
shown that splines are a good approximation of smooth
functions [1]. The toolbox therefore enables solving many
practical that arise in engineering, physics, economics, and
so on. In control engineering applications, one can think
of optimal control problems, explicit model predictive con-
trollers, the design of H∞/H2 gain scheduling controllers
and combined structure and control design. A spline
0 1 2 3 4
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4
6
θ
x 1
(θ
)
+
2x
2(
θ)
Figure 1: The approximation (solid) converges to the exact solu-
tion (dashed) for an increasing number of knots
2 A software toolbox
This research develops a MATLAB based software tool that
aids the engineer in defining and solving his own spline op-
timization problems. The aim is to provide a simple syn-
tax, similar to YALMIP’s and to relax the semi-infinite con-
straints automatically. To this end, a spline class that over-
loads many of MATLAB’s built-in methods has been devel-
oped. Consider following optimization problem
maximize
x1(·),x2(·)
∫ 4
0
x1(θ)+2x2(θ)dθ
subject to 0≤ x1(θ),∀θ ∈ [0,4]
0≤ x2(θ)≤ 2,∀θ ∈ [0,4]
x1(θ)+θx2(θ)≤ 2,∀θ ∈ [0,4].
The solution to this problem is approximated by a cubic
spline with degree d and n equally distributed knots:
Bl = BSplineBasis([0, 4], n, d);
theta = parameter(1);
x = BSpline.sdpvar(Bl, [1, 2]);
obj = x(1) + 2 * x(2);
con = [x(1) >= 0, x(2) >= 0, x(2) <= 2,
x(1) + theta * x(2) <= 2];
sol = optimize(con, -obj.integral);
In Figure 1 the dashed line illustrates the exact solution for
x1 + 2x2 and the solid lines the spline approximation for an
increasing number of knots. It is clear that the approxima-
tion converges to the exact solution. The presentation will
analyze two more involved examples from the field of opti-
mal control and combined structure and control design.
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Figure 1: Topology of a district heating network.
1 Introduction
In heat networks, energy storage is a viable approach to bal-
ance demand and supply. In such networks, a heat carrier
is used in the form of water, where heat is injected and ex-
tracted through heat exchangers. The network can transport
heated water and store it in stratification tanks. We define
a setpoint tracking problem in which a desired amount of
energy is stored in the storage tank while satisfying a, pos-
sible time varying, demand. A setup is considered which
includes a single producer with a storage tank and multiple
consumers as is depicted in Figure 1.
2 Controller
In order to solve the tracking problem a model consisting
of differential equations is derived. This model is based
on general modeling principles of thermodynamical systems
which can be found in [1], while the heat exchanger models
are adopted from [2]. In contrast to [3] where pressures and
flows are considered this model describe the dynamics of
the temperatures and volumes. In order to store a desired
amount of energy we formulate the control problem as an
output regulation problem where both the volume and tem-
perature should converge to the prescribed setpoints. Us-
ing the internal model principle as in [4], a controller is de-
rived for which it is proven that the tracking error converges
asymptotically to zero.
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Figure 2: Simulation results of three consumers with time varying
demand.
3 Simulation and conclusion
In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed con-
troller a simulation is conducted, where the thermal storage
device has a fixed temperature setpoint of 90◦C. By regu-
lating the volume in the storage a desired amount of stored
energy is achieved. We aim to store 900m3 in the first time
interval to and drain it to 100m3 in the second time interval.
Figure 2 shows that the proposed controller is able to regu-
late the energy level in the storage device when consumers
extract their time varying heat demand.
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1 Introduction: objectives
Nonlinear (NL) system identification is a high demanding
field. Several NL system identification algorithms require
very high quality frequency response functions (FRFs).
These are used to generate an initializing estimate of the
model in the optimization stage. In this work a practical
method, based on design of experiment (DOE) is proposed
to generate optimal quality FRFs. The proposed method
tunes the DC and standard deviation (STD) levels of the ex-
citation signal in a sense, to have an FRF (BLA, the best
linear approximation) with minimum distortion level [1].
2 Problem and Methodology
For discriminating the internal structure it is proposed to ex-
cite the system with varying STD levels and looking at the
BLAs behavior and trend [2]. But, increasing the STD level
of the input signal, usually increases the NL distortion of the
input (right side of Fig.1) which results in a decrease of the
quality of the BLAs. Another approach is to introduce, a
DC content to the signal. By varying the DC level it is seen
that the BLAs have superior quality (left side of Fig.1). This
raises the question what is the optimal selection of the STD
and DC level settings in a 2-dimensional plane? This work
proposes an answer to this question.
The method of central composite design (CCD) [3] is used
to minimize the mean square error (MSE), which is defined
on the total distortion of the BLA. Based on this method, at
least 10 experiments are done on the system, with different
DC and STD levels. The BLAs are calculated. By using
periodic excitations, it is possible to calculate the total dis-
tortion. It is assumed, that the MSE of the distortions is a
quadratic function of DC and STD levels of the excitation
signal. It gives a convex surface for the MSEs, that facili-
tates the optimization procedure.
The coefficients of the quadratic function are estimated. The
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the coefficients is calculated
by using the noise information of the multiple experiments
on the center point. The coefficients with low SNR are
dropped. The direction associated with the lowest eigen-
value of the final quadratic function shows the best experi-
ment strategy.
3 Results
Fig.1 shows the BLAs of the silverbox device (NL mass-
spring damper system) by either varying the DC (left side)
or STD (right side). By using the DOE, the total distortion
and the NL distortion are decreased but the noise distortion
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Figure 1: BLAs of silverbox (black), total distortion (light gray),
and noise distortion (dark gray). The left side by vary-
ing the DC and the right side by varying the STD levels
of the excitation.
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Figure 2: BLAs of silverbox by CCD experiments (black), to-
tal distortion (light gray), NL distortion (medium gray),
and noise distortion (dark gray).
is increased with a small value (see Fig.2). The quality of
the BLAs are superior to the approach where the DC level
varied.
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1 Blind system identification
Contrary to classical identification, blind system identifica-
tion (BSI) attempts to estimate a system using output mea-
surements only. This is especially useful when the input
data are expensive or impossible to measure, as is the case
in several medical applications, wireless communications,
and the processing of seismographic data [1]. However, it
is not possible to blindly identify systems without making
some extra assumptions. Here, the inputs are assumed to be
statistically independent, which is done often and has proven
to be a good approximation in several applications [2]. This
assumption bridges the gap between BSI and independent
component analysis (ICA).
In its most basic form, ICA tries to estimate signals from an
instantaneous mixture. The convolutive extension of ICA
strongly resembles the blind identification of linear FIR sys-
tems, which are characterized by a convolution. The only
difference in both approaches lies in the goal: BSI tries to
identify the system itself, whereas ICA is mainly interested
in estimating the input signals.
2 A tensor-based framework
Datasets are frequently surfacing as multi-way arrays, mak-
ing tensors a natural tool for data representation. As a
higher-dimensional generalization of vectors and matrices,
tensors possess favorable properties lacking in their lower-
dimensional counterparts. One of the key properties is the
uniqueness under mild conditions of several decomposi-
tions, motivating why tensors have been increasingly studied
during the past decades [3].
Tensor methods for instantaneous ICA have already been
well established and mostly make use of second- and higher-
order statistics [2]. Here, the focus lies on expanding these
tensor-based methods to blind MIMO FIR identification and
convolutive ICA, which has only been studied little so far
[4, 5]. A tensorial framework is developed which allows
to blindly identify linear FIR systems with either i.i.d. or
temporally coherent inputs, assumed mutually independent.
The framework not only comprises existing methods but has
new variants as well. By relating each method to a tensor
decomposition, we can tap into the theory developed for the
latter. This allows us to formulate uniqueness conditions.
Moreover, the performance of several methods is improved
by fusing both second- and higher-order statistics in coupled
decompositions.
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1 Introduction
Finding the greatest common divisor (GCD) of a set of uni-
variate polynomials is a classic problem in algebra, which
is still an active research topic. Numerically it is an ill-
conditioned problem: small perturbations in the input data
(the polynomials’ coefficients) may result in large changes
in the solution (the GCD coefficients). This makes the prob-
lem computationally challenging. For a recent overview of
computational approaches, we refer the reader to [3].
Applications of the GCD in systems, control, and signal pro-
cessing, however, are surprisingly missing from the broad
literature on the theoretical and computational aspects of
the problem. We present here three applications that are di-
rectly solvable by a GCD computation. Subsequently exist-
ing GCD methods, algorithms and software can be used in
the applications. Vice verse, methods, algorithms and soft-
ware developed for the applications can be viewed as and
used for GCD computation.
2 Blind FIR system identification
The indeterminate of a polynomial is denoted by z, as a re-
minder to the Z-transform that maps finite duration time do-
main signals to polynomials.
Problem 1 (GCD). Given polynomials a1(z), . . . ,ag(z), find
a maximal degree polynomial c(z) that divides all ai(z)’s,
i.e., there are bi(z), such that ai(z) = c(z)bi(z), for all i.
We denote the GCD of a1(z), . . . ,ag(z) by GCD(a1, . . . ,ag).
Problem 2. Given output observations y1, . . . ,yN of a finite
impulse response (FIR) system, generated by unknown sig-
nals u1, . . . ,uN , find the impulse response h of the system.
The Z-transform of a finite duration signal yi is a polynomial
yi(z). (With some abuse of notation, we use the same lower
case letter for both the time-domain and Z-domain signals.)
Theorem 3. Assuming that 1) N ≥ 2, 2) u1, . . . ,uN
have finite support, 3) GCD
(
u1(z), . . . ,uN(z)
)
= 1, and 4)
y1, . . . ,yN are the full responses of the filter, including the
transients, h(z) can be obtained up to a scaling factor α as
h(z) = αGCD
(
y1(z), . . . ,yN(z)
)
.
3 GCD applications in systems theory
An application of GCD for computing the distance of a lin-
ear time-invariant system to the set of uncontrollable system
is described in [1]. A related problem, described next, is
reduction of a non-minimal kernel representation to a mini-
mal one [2]. For simplicity, we restrict to the case of scalar
autonomous systems. A (non-minimal) kernel representa-
tion is defined by a g×1 vector polynomial R(z), such that
the solutions of differential/difference equation R( dd t ) = 0 /
R(σ) = 0, where σ is the shift operator, are the set of all
trajectories (the behavior) of the system. The representa-
tion is minimal if g is as small as possible. In the scalar
autonomous case, a minimal representation is a scalar poly-
nomial Rmin, which is given by
Rmin(z) = GCD
(
R1(z), . . . ,Rg(z)
)
. (∗)
Other applications of the GCD computation in system the-
ory are: finding the intersections of two (autonomous) be-
haviors, detecting spurious poles in operational modal anal-
ysis, and separation of the disturbance shaping filter from
the system’s dynamics. Current work is focus on general-
ization of (∗) to multivariable systems. The solution tools
are based on low-rank Hankel and Sylvester structured ma-
trix computations.
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Introduction Given a mixture of some source signals, the
Blind Signal Separation (BSS) problem consists of the iden-
tification of both the mixing matrix and the original sources.
Specifically, one tries to determine M and S in X=MS with
only X known. The source signals, mixing vectors and sen-
sor signals are contained in S, M and X, respectively. One
can see that the problem consists of a matrix factorization of
X. The solution is not unique (except for a single source),
and scaling and permutation of the mixing part and source
signals are two insurmountable indeterminacies.
Solutions for BSS The eigenvalue decomposition, the
QR/LQ decomposition and the singular value decomposi-
tion are the most well known matrix factorization tech-
niques. However, the constraints defining these (such as tri-
angularity and/or orthogonality) are too restrictive for BSS.
More suitable techniques have been introduced in recent his-
tory, e.g., Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), Sparse
Component Analysis (SCA) and Independent Component
Analysis (ICA).
The possibility of obtaining a single unique solution is an
desirable quality of a BSS-technique. Proving this is a hard
task. For example, NMF needs additional constraints (such
as sparsity) to enforce uniqueness of the solution. Tensors
(as higher-order generalizations of vectors and matrices [1])
provide a solution for a lot of techniques for BSS. Decom-
positions of tensors, such as the Canonical Polyadic Decom-
position (CPD) and Block Term Decomposition (BTD), are
very powerful as they are unique under only mild conditions.
They can be used for BSS after the observation matrix is
mapped to a tensor through tensorization, translating the as-
sumptions made on the sources and/or mixing vectors. The
decomposition afterwards ensures the uniqueness.
Tensorization Different tensorization techniques have re-
cently appeared but in a disparate manner. Also, the link
to tensor decompositions has been omitted in many exist-
ing techniques for BSS despite it being inherently present.
The multilinear setting however provides a comprehensive
framework. We will present tensorization as an important
concept by itself.
We shall discuss the following tensorization techniques:
• Higher-Order Statistics, useful for ICA [2];
• the stacking of matrices depending on a single (or multi-
ple) parameters. Stacked covariance matrices are an ex-
ample also suitable for ICA [2];
• ‘Hankelization’, useful for a separation into exponential
polynomials [3];
• ‘Loewnerization’, useful for a separation into rational
functions [4];
• ‘Segmentation’, useful for big data with compact repre-
sentations through low-rank approximations [5].
The first item is a stochastic tensorization technique, to-
gether with the example in the second item. The latter three
are purely deterministic techniques. They work well for a
low number of samples. There are other techniques such
as Taylor/McLaurin series coefficients, constant modulus &
constant power constraints and time-frequency & wavelet
representations, which we omit for brevity.
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Introduction
Estimation of key parameters in physical systems is an im-
portant problem in many fields of science. For instance, ma-
terials can be characterised by their conductivity and dif-
fusivity parameters [1], groundwater contamination simu-
lations require estimates of diffusivity and advection con-
stants [2], and permeability and porosity estimates are cru-
cial parameters to characterize subsurface reservoirs [3]. In
light of the above motivation, we studied the design of least-
intrusive input signals that nevertheless result in parameter
estimates with variances that do not exceed user-chosen lim-
its. The subject dealing with this problem is referred to as
Least-Costly Experiment Design (LCED).
Identification and Experiment Design for linear physical
systems involve two aspects that need to be treated carefully.
The main differences between a ordinary input-output sys-
tem are: (i) an irrational infinite-order transfer function, and
(ii) input, output and parameter values that differ by many
orders of magnitude.
Due to these intrinsic properties of many physical sys-
tems we can not straightforwardly apply the classical LCED
framework nor identification procedures to physical sys-
tems. In part I of a series of two presentations we introduce
the classical LCED framework [4]. We discuss two scenar-
ios: LCED for the purpose of control (multi-dimensional
ellipsoidal constraints) and for the purpose of accurate pa-
rameter estimates (multi-dimensional box constraints). In
particular we provide new insight in the numerical solutions.
With this background we proceed in Part II with the identi-
fication and LCED in physical systems, where we elaborate
on issues (i) and (ii). We show how to alleviate both issues
and introduce a uniform framework for the identification and
LCED procedure. Our results are illustrated on diffusion-
advection systems.
The presentations are structured in such a way that they can
be followed independently.
Part I: Fundamentals on Least-Costly Experiment
Design
In Part I we define the least-costly experiment design prob-
lem and show how it is currently solved numerically. We
explain the optimization problems of the two scenarios men-
tioned above and discuss their differences. Furthermore, we
show new analytical results for both scenarios which gener-
alize earlier ones [5]. These solutions allow us to (i) interpret
the numerical results, (ii) validate the numerical results, (iii)
analyse the accuracy of the numerical solution, (iv) analyse
the consequences of the so-called chicken-and-egg problem,
and (v) solve some problems many times quicker and more
accurate than with the numerical method.
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Introduction
Estimation of key parameters in physical systems is an im-
portant problem in many fields of science. For instance, ma-
terials can be characterised by their conductivity and dif-
fusivity parameters [1], groundwater contamination simu-
lations require estimates of diffusivity and advection con-
stants, and permeability and porosity estimates are crucial
parameters to characterize subsurface reservoirs [2]. In light
of the above motivation, we studied the design of least-
intrusive input signals that nevertheless result in parameter
estimates with variances that do not exceed user-chosen lim-
its. The subject dealing with this problem is referred to as
Least-Costly Experiment Design (LCED).
Identification and Experiment Design for linear physical
systems involve two aspects that need to be treated carefully.
The main differences between a ordinary input-output sys-
tem are: (i) an irrational infinite-order transfer function, and
(ii) input, output and parameter values that differ by many
orders of magnitude.
Due to these intrinsic properties of many physical sys-
tems we can not straightforwardly apply the classical LCED
framework nor identification procedures to physical sys-
tems. In part I of a series of two presentations we introduce
the classical LCED framework [3]. We discuss two scenar-
ios: LCED for the purpose of control (multi-dimensional
ellipsoidal constraints) and for the purpose of accurate pa-
rameter estimates (multi-dimensional box constraints). In
particular we provide new insight in the numerical solutions.
With this background we proceed in Part II with the identi-
fication and LCED in physical systems, where we elaborate
on issues (i) and (ii). We show how to alleviate both issues
and introduce a uniform framework for the identification and
LCED procedure. Our results are illustrated on diffusion-
advection systems.
The presentations are structured in such a way that they can
be followed independently.
Part II: Parameter Identification in Physical Systems
with Optimal Input Signals
To tackle point (i) we have to approximate the infinite-order
transfer function. Although several methods exist, see for
instance [4], we require that the approximate transfer func-
tion is explicit in the physical variables in order to apply
LCED. To this end, we discretize the PDE equations with an
appropriate numerical scheme to obtain a stable and rational
transfer function. This scheme also allows us to simulate the
physical system, which is required in the identification pro-
cedure. Point (ii) is taken care of by appropriately scaling
the system and parameters. This step ensures convergence
of the numerical methods. Next, we generalise the LCED
framework by introducing an algorithm that also computes
optimal actuator and sensor locations.
Lastly, we apply our methodology to a problem in heat
transfer studies: estimating conductivity and diffusivity pa-
rameters in front-face experiments. We show, among other
things, that sensor and actuator locations play a crucial role
in the accuracy of the parameter estimates.
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1 Introduction
Power-to-Gas (PtG) facility is currently an alternative en-
ergy storage for a power grid with high penetration of re-
newable energy. The facility converts excess electricity into
a gaseous energy carrier, i.e. hydrogen. The produced hy-
drogen can be used in different ways, e.g. it can be injected
in the gas grid or sold to a mobility sector. Alternatively, it
can be stored in a hydrogen buffer and later on reconverted
into electrical energy using a fuel cell before selling it to a
power grid. The facility overview is shown in Figure 1.
Relying on the fact that a number of PtG facilities embed-
ded in the existing energy grids may increase, it is therefore
of interest to study on how to maximize their estimated rev-
enue from the produced hydrogen without exceeding grid
capacities. The problem is solved by distributed model pre-
dictive control, allowing each PtG facility locally to decide
how much hydrogen each PtG facility i = 1, . . . ,n injects
into the gas grid gi, sells to the mobility sector yi, stores
to the hydrogen buffer us,i, and/or reconverts into electricity
before injecting it to the power grid ei, given the estimated
predictions of demand patterns and selling prices in the gas
grid, the mobility sector, and the power grid. As the energy
grids have limited capacities, these decisions need to be co-
ordinated with the operators of the energy grids.
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Figure 1: An overview of Power-to-Gas facility equipped with a
hydrogen buffer and a fuel cell.
2 Distributed supply coordination through prices
Inspired by [1], a dual decomposition approach combined
with the projected sub-gradient method applied in the model
predictive control scheme is used to solve our problem in a
distributed fashion. With this approach, each operator sets
extra fee for energy transport and system service utilized by
PtG facilities if overloading grid is detected. In this way,
PtG facilities are induced to modify their supply levels. This
bidding process is illustrated in Figure 2. We provide results
on how the dynamic extra fee is useful to avoid overloading
grids, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Interactions among PtG facilities and the operators
of energy grids at each iteration rg,ry,re within a time step τ .
Given extra fees λ rgg (τ),λ ryy (τ),λ ree (τ), PtG facilities bid their sup-
ply levels grgi (τ),y
ry
i (τ),e
re
i (τ) to the operators of energy grids.
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Figure 3: The decrease of supply level when the initial fee set by
the operator of the gas grid is at zero level, i.e. λ rg=0g = 0, and the
allowable hydrogen in the gas grid is 83 Nm3.
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Figure 4: The increase of supply level when the initial fee is set at
0.2, i.e. λ rg=0g = 0.2, and the allowable hydrogen in the gas grid is
28 Nm3.
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1 Introduction
Water-flooding involves the injection of water in an oil reser-
voir to increase oil production. Dynamic optimization of
the water-flooding process has shown significant scope for
improvement of the economic life-cycle performance of oil
fields [1]. The financial measure, Net Present Value (NPV)
used in this optimization, because of its cumulative nature,
focuses on the long-term gains while the short-term produc-
tion is not explicitly addressed. At the same time the achiev-
able NPV is highly uncertain due to the limited knowledge
of reservoir model parameters and the varying economic
conditions. Different (ad-hoc) methods have been proposed
to introduce short-term considerations to balance short-term
and long-term objectives in a model-based approach [1]. In
this work, we address the question whether through an ex-
plicit handling of model and economic uncertainties in NPV
(robust) optimization, an appropriate balance between these
economic objectives is naturally obtained.
2 Robust optimization
An ensemble of possible realizations of the reservoir mod-
els and different oil price scenarios are considered to char-
acterize geological and economic uncertainty respectively.
A robust optimization (RO) approach is implemented which
maximizes an average NPV over these ensembles. Further-
more, as RO does not attempt to reduce the negative ef-
fects of uncertainty, a mean-variance optimization (MVO)
approach is used which maximizes the average NPV and
minimizes the variance of the NPV distribution [2].
3 Simulation examples
In the first example, only geological uncertainty is consid-
ered. The RO, conventional reactive control (RC) and the
MVO (with different weighting γ on the variance term in
the mean-variance objective) strategies are applied to the
geological model ensemble resulting in a set of NPV val-
ues for each strategy. The corresponding PDFs, as shown in
Fig.1a, show a reduction in variance with increasing value of
γ . The maximum and minimum values of the time-evolution
of NPV form a tube as shown in Fig. 1b. It can be observed
that, due to better uncertainty handling, all MVO strategies
provide a faster build-up of NPV over time (high short-term
gains) but at the cost of compromising long-term gains. The
second example considers an ensemble of varying oil price
scenarios with a single geological model realization. The
time evolution of the NPV is shown in Fig. 2b. Fig. 2a
(a) PDF from each strategy (b) Tubes of NPV time buildup
Figure 1: Results comparison with geological uncertainty
(a) Average values of NPV tubes (b) Tubes of NPV time buildup
Figure 2: Results comparison with economic uncertainty
shows the average NPV values of these bands. With MVO
approaches, an improvement in the short-term gains com-
pared to the RO case can also be observed.
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1 Introduction
Since the last decade, substantial research has been devoted
to the analysis and synthesis of interconnected systems by
addressing techniques from robust systems theory. An im-
portant result is the convex reformulation of the distributed
controller design problem, for which the controller has the
same interconnection scheme as the plant and the controller
subunits having the same order as the ones on the plant [1].
However, this controller type is not always applicable. In
some cases, it is desired to synthesize controllers with a
much lower degree or with a free interconnection topology.
In this work, two strategies are explored to solve structured
distributed control problems. These are applied on the de-
sign of tuned vibration absorbers for a flexible beam.
2 Analysis and Synthesis of Interconnected Systems
The lower part of Figure 1 illustrates an interconnected sys-
tem with equal subunits G. This system can be addressed as
an uncertain one with the time and spatial frequency as un-
certainties. Using techniques from robust systems analysis,
one obtains an LMI condition, guaranteeing an input-output
energy attenuation γ in a given time frequency interval:[
I
G
]T
Θ(Pt ,Ps,γ)
[
I
G
]
≺ 0 (1)
Θ is a Hermitian matrix which depends linear on respec-
tively the time and spatial related multiplier Pt , Ps and on
γ . In order to retrieve the best attenuation in a desired
frequency range, appropriate distributed controllers are de-
signed. In this work, the structure of the controller is fixed
and by solving problem (1) while minimizing γ , the optimal
control parameters are determined. Because G depends on
those parameters, the problem is non-convex and currently
two approaches are investigated to solve it effectively. As
the non-convex matrix inequality can be decomposed in a
convex and concave part, it can be solved by sequential con-
vex programming [2]. Secondly, the problem can also be
solved as a parametric program. The variables Pt , Ps and γ
are parametrized as B-Splines which depend on the control
parameters. The problem becomes convex and results in the
best performance as a function of the control parameters.
3 Tuned Vibration Control for a Flexible Beam
The synthesis methods are applied on the design of periodi-
cally attached tuned vibration absorbers for a flexible beam
in order to create a desired frequency stop band which re-
G G G
Figure 1: Beam with periodically attached tuned vibration ab-
sorbers modelled as an interconnected system.
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Figure 2: Worst-case compliance γ in a frequency band of 10 rad/s
around 1000 rad/s for a beam with periodically attached tuned vi-
bration absorbers with variable damping.
duces the noise radiation in this frequency range. Because
the absorbers are attached periodically, the structure can be
modelled as an interconnection of equal subunits (Figure 1),
from which the system representation is derived from the
finite element model of the beam. The input of the sys-
tem is a vector containing all nodal forces acting on the
beam, the outputs are the nodal displacements. Therefore
γ expresses the worst-case compliance seen over all pos-
sible spatial force distributions. In order to create a de-
sired frequency stop band, the optimal parameters for the
tuned absorber are determined which minimize γ in this fre-
quency interval. A first result is illustrated in Figure 2. Us-
ing parametric programming, the worst-case compliance γ
in the given frequency range is determined as a function of
the damping coefficient of the tuned absorber, for which the
mass is fixed and the resonance frequency is tuned in the
middle of the desired stop band.
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1 Introduction
To control next-generation, large energy network systems,
hierarchical and decentralized control methods are needed.
We focus on such systems with batteries and examine how
they should be controlled for effective use of energy with a
model predictive control approach [1, 2]. The present paper
is based on the work of the CREST team directed by Shinji
Hara to realize glocal control [3] in energy network systems.
2 Problem Setting
We consider energy network systems in a community such
as an office or area where a lot of batteries are placed that are
available to energy management. We make the following as-
sumptions about batteries and power network: (1) Required
power for charging a battery, charge speed, and discharge
speed are all constant. (2) Specifications of batteries such as
a full charge capacity and required power for charging are
all comparable, (3) Each of the total power consumptions of
electrical instruments attached to a battery is time-invariant
and all of them are comparable, and (4) All batteries are as-
sumed to be supplied with grid power only.
The energy management server forecasts electric energy de-
mand of the whole community based on the past energy de-
mand, ambient temperature and other data. The main task of
the server is to create an appropriate charge and discharge
plan for each battery to reduce peak power in the commu-
nity based on the forecast data, each battery’s state of charge
(SOC) and the like. Each computational device attached to
a battery receives signals from the server and controls actual
charge and discharge.
3 State-Dependent Virtual Hierarchization
Our control algorithm is based on a three-layered state-
dependent virtual hierarchization of the batteries in which
the batteries are grouped according to their SOCs, and their
data are aggregated. With this structure we split an optimiza-
tion problem for the whole system formulated by a model
predictive control approach with both temporal and spatial
scales into smaller ones; the top layer cares about a global
objective of peak power reduction only concerning a dimen-
sion of time, the middle layer determines battery modes, a
spatial optimization with a shorter time-horizon.
Simulation studies on computer show that our algorithm ef-
fectively reduces the peak power in a community with up to
a million batteries. We also examine a long-term effect on
the SOC distribution of the batteries in the system.
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1 Introduction
In the present study, both extended (EKF) and unscented
(UKF) kalman filters are applied to hybridoma cell cul-
tures to estimate glucose and glutamine concentrations, us-
ing a macroscopic model taking account of an overflow
metabolism within glycolysis and glutaminolysis [1].
In many study cases, sensitivity of measured model states to
unmeasured ones is low, leading to poor estimation quality.
This is due to the fact that when using least-squares method
to identify model parameters, no guarantee is provided about
sensitivity. To overcome this problem, a parameter identifi-
cation procedure is proposed in [2], which is based on a cost
function combining the usual least-squares criterion with a
state estimation sensitivity criterion.
The motivation of this work is to show the effectiveness of
the parameter identification for state estimation procedure
when state observability is limited.
2 Results
Glucose and glutamine concentrations are estimated by the
EKF and UKF observers using a set of modified parameters
based on a cost function combining the usual least-squares
criterion with a state estimation sensitivity criterion, when
applied to a structurally comparable model defined by a set
of nominal parameters identified by a classical least-squares
method.
From fig. 1 it is shown that the use of an exponential feeding
can lead to divergent state estimates when the observers are
set with the nominal parameters (NP). This phenomenon is
observed when the sensitivity of the unmeasured states to
the measured ones becomes very low (which happens here
when the glutamine is almost depleted) and, simultaneously,
the corresponding state estimates are still far from the true
values. This phenomenon is not observed with the modified
parameters (MP) as they lead to a significantly higher state
estimation sensitivity.
Figure 1: Glucose and glutamine estimations with EKF and UKF
using consecutively the nominal and modified parame-
ter values (20 runs are achived for varying initial con-
ditions - black curves) for a fed-batch culture with ex-
ponential feeding. In blue: model evolution. In green:
Confidence intervals at 95%.
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1 Background
Reliable and autonomous operation of many complex engi-
neered systems demand guaranteed behaviour over the full
spectrum of operating conditions. This is for instance the
case with systems in avionics, automotive, railway trans-
portation, electronic systems, and semiconductors, where
safety is critical and mistakes can lead to heavy economi-
cal losses.
Formal methods [1] have arisen to assist in the model based-
design and certification of these systems. Using tools from
formal methods, specifications of interest can be analyzed
and used as an important design tool. Specifications are ex-
pressed within a language comprising logical expressions,
or formulae. Since the underlying formal language is built
upon sound syntax and semantics it is possible to mechanize,
or automatize analysis methods into a computer-aided set of
tools for the verification, and the automated synthesis of the
behaviour of the model of interest.
2 Problem Setting
Recently the demand towards robust extensions of automatic
synthesis of correct-by-design controllers [2, 3] for applica-
tions on (cyber-)physical systems has arisen. Current re-
search strives towards the application of these formal meth-
ods in i.a. robotics, symbolic planning of robot motion [4],
and in the analysis of biological systems such as genetic net-
works [5]. However, at this moment these formal methods
are incompatible with the uncertainty present in physical
systems as they hinge on exact knowledge of the dynam-
ics and full state observability. Whereas in general, no state
measurements are available and measurements are distorted
by sensor noise.
Classical methods [6] for the control of physical systems
based on output measurements include (frequency domain)
methods using PID tuning, and robust control methods as in
H∞ control. Alternatively, known techniques for state feed-
back are often exported to noisy output feedback through a
separated approach where an observer, to estimate the state
of the system, is designed separately from a state-feedback
controller, yielding when combined an output feedback con-
troller. Examples include the standard separation theorem
for optimal LQG design.
3 Goals
In this work, we consider the latter approach in the ex-
tension of correct-by-design controller synthesis to output-
based controllers for cyber-physical systems. We explicitly
consider the accuracy of applying this separation for esti-
mation and control in the synthesis of an output-feedback,
correct-by-design controller. As a first step, in this talk phys-
ical systems are assumed to be linear, time-invariant sys-
tems, and disturbed by additive stochastic noise and with
additive sensor noise on output measurements.
This work fits within the overall objective of data-based au-
tomatic synthesis of controllers and formal verification of
physical systems. Recent work considers the data-driven
and model-based verification of grey box system from noisy
measurements [7]. Future work will consider the influence
of modelling errors on correct-by-design controllers. Addi-
tionally, we are interested in identification methods tailored
to correct-by-design controller synthesis.
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1 Introduction
Hybrid vehicle technology has the premise of reducing fuel
consumption under various driving conditions. This tech-
nology requires an energy management strategy to optimally
control the power flow between the internal combustion en-
gine (ICE) and the electric machine (EM), while meeting
strict state-of-charge boundaries in the high-voltage battery.
Besides an electric machine, heavy-duty vehicles can also
be equipped with a refrigerated semi-trailer and many other
auxiliaries with the interesting property of having a flexi-
ble power demand and/or the ability of storing energy (see
Fig. 1). Including these components in the energy man-
agement strategy, yielding complete vehicle energy manage-
ment (CVEM), is attractive for reducing fuel consumption,
but requires a new approach to solving the energy manage-
ment problem [1].
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Figure 1: Topology of a hybrid heavy-duty vehicle
2 Approach
The approach taken in [1] is based on the dual decompo-
sition. The CVEM problem is solved for a heavy-duty ve-
hicle with an electric machine, a high-voltage battery and
a refrigerated semi-trailer over a short horizon of 800 time
steps. As long-haul heavy-duty vehicles easily operate for
10 hours and more, solving the problem for large horizons
is necessary to truly establish the benefit of CVEM.
The dual decomposition results in four separated optimiza-
tion problems, i.e., the dual functions. Each of the dual
functions is related to one of the components in the vehi-
cle and all dual functions are coupled by the dual variables.
The primal problem is solved by iteratively solving the dual
functions and subsequently updating the dual variables with
a subgradient method. This approach is not only attractive
because of its distributed nature, but also because of the de-
composition, which allows each of the dual functions to be
solved using any preferred solution method. By selecting
the best solution method for each dual function, the decom-
posed CVEM problem introduced in [1] is solved for large
horizons with 53000 time steps (approximately 15 hours).
3 Simulation results
The CVEM problem is solved using different solution meth-
ods for each of the dual problems. In particular, the solu-
tion of the dual function related to the engine and electric
machine is found explicitly. The dual function related to
the battery is solved with the Lagrangian method adapted to
state constraints. The dual function related to the refriger-
ated semi-trailer is solved by applying ‘the method of mul-
tipliers’ similar to distributed quadratic programming. The
results presented in Fig. 2 show that both, the battery State-
of-Energy (SoE) and the temperature inside the refrigerated
semi-trailer remain between bounds. Moreover, the compu-
tation time for this large-scale optimization problem is only
13.2 minutes on a standard laptop pc and scales linearly with
the length of the horizon. In particular, computation time is
reduced with a factor 100 for a horizon with 2000 time steps,
compared to the approach taken in [1].
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Figure 2: Optimal State-of-Energy and temperature trajectory
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1 Introduction
The aim of this work is to introduce graphs to reduce the
complexity of scheduling algorithms that are conducted for
enterprise-wide optimization, see, e.g., [1]. The scheduling
decisions when to turn-on or when to turn-off a so-called
unit operation (UO), a subprocess of a large-scale system,
will be the main research topic. In order to reduce the in-
herent complexity, we follow a modeling approach of the
scheduling logic rules on labeled directed graphs that allow
self-loops. The decision tree is greatly reduced (w.r.t. un-
constrained case) by making use of graphs of each UO. Then
by utilizing forward reachability algorithms, we find the all
possible trajectories, which distinguishes the infeasible (un-
desired) and feasible schedules. The proposed approach is
implemented on a whey processing example.
2 Graph Theory and Scheduling Algorithms
In industries like food or pharmaceuticals, it is common that
UOs are turned on or off due to various offline activities,
such as cleaning or safety regulations. Due to these on-off
time windows, scheduling algorithms are considered to in-
crease the efficiency and throughput. The on-off nature of
the problem introduces binary decision variables, hence the
optimization problems for scheduling purposes are in the
class of integer programming problems (IPPs). The IPPs are
inherently difficult to solve. The standard approaches con-
cern either relaxing the IPP or constructing a decision tree,
which is effected by curse of dimensionality. To reduce the
number of possible decisions, we recast the scheduling con-
straints into a directed graph, making use of ideas from [2].
In this graph, each vertex corresponds to on or off condi-
tion of subprocess while carrying the memory information,
that is, every time step in either condition creates a new ver-
tex. The edges stand for logical rules inherent to the system,
which models the switching between on-off conditions or
staying in either condition. For example one can consider
the logical rules such as maximal operational time, mini-
mum offline time span, which shapes the graph of that UO.
3 A Case Study and Future Work
We consider the scheduling problem of cleaning times of a
simplifies whey processing plant. The process has 2 UOs,
which induces 3 binary decision variables α j constrained
to 3 different cyclic digraphs, see Figure 1, and 2 continu-
ous states, denoted as xi which stands for the mass hold up
in the UOs. The simulation result shows that none of the
schedules causes an unstable trajectory, as visualized in Fig-
ure 2. From this result we deduce that for a process that can
be modeled only with cyclic graphs, the scheduling problem
reduces to decide the starting node of graphs to select the
best schedule, which is simpler than other methods.
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Figure 1: The graphs of considered subsystems.
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Figure 2: The evolution of the sum of the mass hold ups over time
for all possible initial conditions.
Future directions will consider a-priori detection of feasi-
ble schedules for an initial condition set and introduction of
stochastic variables for extending the deductions to mixed-
integer stochastic programming.
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1 Introduction
Many emergent applications require a tight coupling be-
tween computational, communication and control (cyber)
devices and physical processes (e.g. mechanical, electrical).
These so-called cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1] require
engineers and researchers from various disciplines to work
together and solve problems that overstep the boundaries of
their individual fields. Such an integrated design approach
potentially yields better results than a traditional approach
building on separation of concerns.
The next development step in this field is the design of tools
that are robust to non-ideal situations, so-called robust CPS
[2]. Large information flows from sensors can result in such
a non-ideal situation. This so-called data-intensive sensing
poses challenges in various parts of the systems’ control
loops, coping with delays in particular. Data-intensive sens-
ing becomes increasingly relevant in many high-tech sys-
tems since the number and the complexity of sensors in these
systems is continuously increasing.
The aim of this work is first to give an overview of the chal-
lenges of data-intensive feedback control. Second, research
directions are presented on how these challenges can be han-
dled. Inspiration is drawn from the tools used for hybrid,
switched and networked control systems. Third, examples
of applications are discussed to show how these methods
can be used.
2 Research challenge example
Acquisition of control-relevant data is generally done by
data processing. While an application may allow a large
time for the post-processing of data to improve results, to
improve the quality of the data itself control-relevant data is
needed in real-time and typically as fast as possible. The
trade-off between the quality of control-relevant data and
the processing delay, i.e. small delay and low quality ver-
sus large delay and high quality, is evident. Our approach is
to cope with this trade-off on-line, as a function of the needs
of the system, thus making it more robust to uncertainties
and disturbances.
3 Methodology
The case described in the previous section and several other
scenarios can be captured in the following model of a
discrete-time switched linear system with (stochastic) dis-
turbances:
xk+1 = Aσkxk+Bσkuk+wσk (1)
yk =Cσkxk+ vσk (2)
where xk, uk, σk, yk, denote state, control input, switch-
ing mode and output, respectively, at discrete time instance
k ∈ Z. Real matrices Aσk , Bσk and Cσk describe the sys-
tem dynamics in mode σk and are dependent on the pro-
cessing delay. The signals wσk and vσk are mode-dependent
(stochastic) disturbances. In particular, we consider zero-
mean Gaussian noise with mode-dependent covariance.
We consider the co-design problem of computing simultane-
ously the mode σk, switching the system configuration, and
control input uk, providing the feedback action. This prob-
lem is known to be combinatorial, therefore an approximate
approach must be pursued. Our approach uses approximate
dynamic programming algorithms such as in [3].
4 Applications
Data-intensive sensing is particularly relevant in vision sys-
tems dealing with acquisition and processing of images [4].
An example of a vision system in an industrial application
is electron microscopy [5]. Another example is vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) communication, where using networks of
wireless sensors results in data-intensive sensing.
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1 Introduction
Recent research advocates that replacing the periodic com-
munication paradigm by an event-triggered paradigm can
have significant benefits for control systems. Here we pro-
pose an optimization-based output-feedback event-triggered
solution for linear discrete-time systems which guarantees a
performance that is within a certain factor of all-time trans-
mission control, while reducing the communication load
significantly. 2 Problem Formulation
We consider the control of a linear discrete-time system over
a shared network as depicted in Figure 1. We assume that
the controller, collocated with the sensors, sends the con-
trol inputs to the actuator over a communication network.
This controller should not only compute the control inputs
but also decide at which times k ∈N0 new control inputs are
sent to the actuator. In present work, the controller will be of
an event-triggered nature. To model the occurrence of trans-
missions in the network, we introduce σk ∈ {0,1},k ∈ N0,
as a decision variable indicating if a transmission occurs
at time k, in which case σk = 1, or otherwise, in which
case σk = 0. We also consider that at the actuator side a
standard zero-order hold device holds the previous value
of the control action as long as no new control input is
received. Let uk ∈ Rnu denote the received value by the
actuators at time k ∈ N0 when a transmission occurs and
have any arbitrary value otherwise. Considering an extended
state ξk := (xk, uˆk−1) ∈ Rnx ×Rnu , we obtain the model
ξk+1 = Aσkξk+Bσkuk+ωk, k ∈ N0
yk =Cξk+ vk,
(1)
where ωk := (sTk ,0
T
nu)
T and sk and vk denote the state distur-
bance and measurement noise at time k ∈ N0, respectively.
A j, B j are the appropriate matrices and we arbitrate that
uˆ−1 = 0. The performance measure is defined to be
E[
∞
∑
k=0
αk(1+θσk)g(ξk,uk,σk)]. (2)
where g(ξ ,u, j) = ξ TQ jξ + uTR ju + 2ξ TM ju
with Q j, M j, R j are proper cost matrices and 0 < α < 1
is the discount factor. Moreover, this cost penalizes
transmissions with a multiplicative factor (1 + θ) in
the stage cost associated with time k if a transmission
occurs at time k. We are interested to find the pol-
icy (uk,σk) = µk(Ik), Ik := {y0, . . . ,yk,u0, . . . ,uk−1,σ0,
. . . ,σk−1}, that improves the quadratic perfor-
mance index (2) over all-time transmission control
where σk = 1 ∀k ∈ N0.
3 Proposed Method and Results
The ETC block consists of three functions, namely: (i) the
estimator, which computes estimates of the state xˆk based
PlantActuator Sensors ETC
Communication Network
Figure 1: The schematic of the considered structure
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Figure 2: Schematic of the proposed algorithm
on the information, Ik available up to time k, (ii) the con-
troller, which computes control actions, and (iii) the sched-
uler, which makes the transmission decisions also based on
information vector. At each time step the scheduler decides
whether or not to transmit based on the value of the cost
function of the two possible scheduling sequences as shown
in Figure 2. In both cases, after the first step, all-time up-
dates are being used. For each of these two fixed possi-
ble scheduling sequences, one can compute the value of the
cost function (2) associated with transmitting, denoted here
by J1, and the cost function (2) associated with not transmit-
ting, denoted here by J0, based on the available information
at each iteration. If J0 < J1 no transmission takes place and
the actuator holds its current value. Otherwise, the new op-
timal control value computed for all-time transmission case
is sent over the network. The procedure is then repeated at
the next iteration.
The main result of this work is to prove that the pro-
posed output-based ETC algorithm guarantees a perfor-
mance bound which is within a factor (1+ θ) of the per-
formance obtained with all-time transmission algorithm,
while reducing the communication load. Numerical results
for an example of two connected masses controlled over a
shared network showed that approximately 40% communi-
cation reduction is achieved while guaranteeing a perfor-
mance within 1.1 of the all-time transmission control per-
formance. (See [1])
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1 Introduction
Although optimal feedback controller design based on H∞
or H2 criteria [1] has already proven its potential in
academia, it has yet to find wide acceptance in industry. One
explanation is the lack of software support for practitioners
without expertise in optimal control. Matlab’s robust con-
trol toolbox [2] contains the core tools forH∞ andH2 con-
trol, but (i) it doesn’t allow for an easy and intuitive control
problem formulation; (ii) it doesn’t support multi-objective
controller designs; (iii) it doesn’t allow for unstable [3] or
improper weights. To overcome these drawbacks we are de-
veloping a Matlab toolbox that combines an intuitive control
problem formulation with efficient and numerically stable
algorithms that overcome the drawbacks mentioned above.
2 Control problem formulation
In order to simplify multi-objective feedback controller de-
sign, a novel intuitive LTI problem parser is being devel-
oped. It is intended to be as simple as sysic and as flexible
as iconnect. Moreover, it is designed specifically to easily
impose control objectives. Some example code is depicted
in figure 1. The generalized plant is constructed by connect-
ing several subsystems. Next the control specifications are
expressed in terms of a weight on a certain transfer func-
tion. Combining both gives rise to a general multi-objective
control problem, which is then analyzed and solved. Future
work includes the introduction of even higher level spec-
ifications for the controller design, e.g. ‘maximize band-
width’ or ‘add sufficient damping’.
lti_begin()
% Object declaration
subsystem G, signal r
% Connection declaration
u = Gin; y = Gout; e = r - y;
% Input-output declaration (GP)
control_in([u]); control_out([e]);
exog_in([r]); exog_out([y]);
% Control problem formulation
ctrl_begin()
minimize(WS*(e/r))
MS*(e/r) <= 1
WT*(y/r) <= 1
ctrl_end
lti_end
Figure 1: Multi-objective control problem formulation using
the new LTI Toolbox’ syntax.
3 Control problem solution
Traditional multi-objective controller design uses weights to
shape the closed loop behavior of the system. These weights
are typically chosen to be proper since it simplifies the con-
struction of the augmented plant. However, if the transfer
function of interest is proper and of relative degree d, it is
possible to add an improper weight with a zero-pole excess
up to d, without making the augmented plant improper. This
reduces the order of the resulting controller because poles,
intended to make weights proper and typically of high fre-
quency, can be omitted.
Adding an improper weight might result in an improper gen-
eralized plant which is modeled using a descriptor form (1):
Ex˙= Ax+Bu, y=Cx+Du (1)
Current solvers cannot deal with the descriptor form, mak-
ing it impossible to add improper weights with a zero-pole
excess larger than d. However, this may be necessary in or-
der to obtain the desired roll-off in e.g. the complementary
sensitivity function. To this end, future research will go to
the extension of multi-objective feedback controller design
to improper generalized plants.
The descriptor form also holds potential to increase the nu-
merical conditioning of the optimization problem. Up till
now only systems with unity E were valid. However allow-
ing E to be different from unity and thus making its condi-
tioning worse, may result in a better conditioning of A and a
better conditioning of the overall LMI problem. Research
will therefore focus on the optimization of the numerical
conditioning of the LMI problem through appropriate trans-
formation of A and E.
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1 Introduction
Dynamic programming (DP) is a well known approach with
many applications, among them optimal control. It can
handle a broad class of systems including nonlinear ones
and can incorporate practically relevant constraints includ-
ing state and input. The results of the DP come in the form
of multidimensional look-up tables (LUT), which can be im-
plemented efficiently on real-time control platforms. Un-
fortunately the big disadvantage of dynamic programming
is related with the curse of dimensionality, which results in
the size of the look-up tables growing very quickly with the
number of states and their discretization. This reduces sig-
nificantly the class of systems which can be handled. Sig-
nificant efforts were directed to remove this disadvantage in
many different ways and this topic is still very relevant di-
rection for research [3].
This work aims to reduce some of the disadvantages of DP
by using tensor decomposition [1, 2] based reduction of the
look-up tables. The idea is rather straightforward and sim-
ple. The set of look-up tables resulting from DP can be ar-
ranged in the form of multidimensional tensor. Higher-order
singular value decomposition (also known as Tucker decom-
position) is then performed on it, resulting in a reduced core
tensor and a set of one-dimensional look-up tables. The
memory required to store these is reduced with respect to
the original look-up table.
The approach is demonstrated using a simple mechanical
system with two states. It represents the moving mass of a
linear actuator, which is part of a robot playing badminton.
The robot has to intercept the shuttle at particular location
and at precise time. The first designs were using time-
optimal trajectories, which resulted in successful play of the
robot, but wasted a lot of energy due to the unnecessary high
velocity and accelerations. Later works [4] concentrated on
improving the energy needed for the motion. Optimal trajec-
tories can be designed in different ways, so that the robot ar-
rives at the interception point on time and with required pre-
cision. The tracking of the trajectories is performed with a
simple PID-like control, which remains the same. We com-
pare the energy needed to move the linear actuator for the
same complex trajectory simulating a real play of the robot.
2 Application
The real dynamics has also friction, but we neglect the fric-
tion dynamics, which is mostly a low frequency phenomena
and model the mass as a pure double integrator. Previous
experimental results were used to derive a simple model re-
lating the consumed electrical power needed for the motion
and the robot velocity and acceleration. Thus the energy
model includes also the energy effects of friction. This is
all the information we need to apply DP for this problem.
The resulting DP full look-up table (LUT) has dimension
227x227x65 and can be used to generate feed-forward sig-
nals for the robot trajectory. The results using experimental
measurements are shown in Table 1, where we show both
the energy and the missed hits during the play of the robot
taking approximately 10 minutes. A hit is missed if the the
robot position at the moment of the hit has error of more
than 0.05 m. We see that the performance of the full LUT is
recovered after the tensor reductions.
Energy [J] Miss hit
Time optimal (PTOS) 212.4551 2
Energy optimal (PEOS) 101.3346 6
DP full LUT 97.5798 2
reduced LUT (10 components) 99.3826 2
reduced LUT (20 components) 97.9767 2
reduced LUT (30 components) 97.5007 2
Table 1: Experimental results
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1 Introduction
We consider the problem of trajectory tracking for mechan-
ical systems with unilateral constraints [1]. These systems
can be casted in the framework of hybrid systems with con-
tinuous (flow) and discrete (jump) dynamics. In [2] it has
been shown how the local behavior about a reference tra-
jectory with state jumps can be described by a specific time-
triggered jumping linear system. In this work, we investigate
the possibility of employing LQR-like ideas to compute op-
timal tracking gains for this class of mechanical systems.
2 Problem formulation
Consider a hybrid system where the state x evolves in free
motion according to
x˙= f (x,u, t) (1)
and at impact times t = τi, i = {1,2, . . .}, the state is reset
according to
x+ = x−+∆(x−,τi). (2)
An impact occurs at time t = τi when g(x−(τi),τi) = 0. The
aim of this work is to design a control strategy such that this
system tracks a given reference state-input trajectory with
jumps (α(t), µ(t)) in an optimal sense. The main difficulty
here lies in the fact that for the tracking system a slight per-
turbation from the reference will cause a difference in the
event time. A solution to this time difference and introduc-
tion of an appropriate error definition is given in [2] and is
based on extending the reference trajectories before and af-
ter the event to past this impact time.
3 Preliminary results
By linearizing the system about the reference state-control
trajectory (α , µ) an optimal control strategy may be con-
structed inspired by the well-known Linear Quadratic Reg-
ulator (LQR). The linearized control input v is found from
min
v
1
2
T∫
0
(
zTQz+ vTRv
)
ds+
1
2
z(T )TPT z(T ) (3)
s.t. z˙ = A(t)z+B(t)v t 6= τi
z+(τi) = z−(τi)+H(τi)z−(τi) t = τi
(4)
with z the linearized state vector, Q and R weighting ma-
trices, and PT the terminal cost weighting. Using the lin-
earized system that jumps at the nominal impact times t = τi,
i= {1,2, . . .} and the linearized jump map H(τi), the matrix
Riccati differential equation can be employed to solve the
optimal control problem. Given a reference trajectory (Fig.
1) for a controlled bouncing mass (coefficient of restitution
0.8), the corresponding position feedback gain can surpris-
ingly become negative for a short amount of time before the
impacts as can be seen in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Reference trajectory for an actuated bouncing mass.
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Figure 2: Feedback gains for tracking the reference in Fig.1
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1 Introduction
Autonomous motion systems are becoming more and more
popular in industry. Some examples are AGV’s, fruit pick-
ing robots, welding robots, drones and autonomous cars.
To drive these systems, one generally wants to compute the
fastest or the most energy efficient motion trajectory to move
the system from its current position to its destination while
obeying input and state constraints and avoiding collision
with obstacles in the environment. This motion trajectory
is typically computed by solving an optimization problem.
As autonomous systems often operate in environments with
moving obstacles of which the motions are not fully known
a priori, the trajectory needs to be updated in real time.
This abstract presents a method for calculating a time-
optimal motion trajectory in the presence of moving obsta-
cles. The method has two key aspects: (i) via a B-spline
parametrization of the motion trajectory it is possible to
make a trade-off between the complexity of the optimization
problem and the optimality of the resulting trajectory; (ii)
the properties of B-splines allow to transform all constraints
to conservative constraints on the B-spline coefficients. This
relaxation lowers the amount of constraints. These aspects
lead to a small scale optimization problem that is suitable
for real-time implementation [2].
The method has been tested extensively by numerical simu-
lations. In addition, it has been validated in an experimental
demo where a KUKA youBot moved time-optimally from
one point to another while avoiding a moving obstacle.
2 Methodology
The time-optimal B-spline trajectory is determined by solv-
ing an optimization problem with the motion time as the
objective function. The optimization variables are the mo-
tion time and the spline coefficients. Three types of con-
straints are considered: (i) kinematic constraints, limiting
the speed and acceleration of the vehicle; (ii) initial and final
conditions, imposing the vehicle’s initial and final position,
speed and acceleration; and (iii) anti-collision constraints,
ensuring the vehicle avoids all obstacles in its environment.
Currently, the anti-collision constraints can cope with ellip-
soidal and rectangular vehicles and obstacles. For rectan-
gular obstacles and/or vehicles, the constraints are based on
the separating hyperplane theorem [1].
In order to deal with moving obstacles, a linear prediction
of their future positions, based on the current position, ori-
entation and speed, is added to the anti-collision constraints.
To account for uncertainty in this prediction the proposed
method re-optimizes the trajectory in each time step by us-
ing new initial conditions, and updated obstacle information
and velocity estimation.
The developed method allows generating a time-optimal
point-to-point trajectory to avoid elliptical, circular and rect-
angular obstacles with a circular or rectangular vehicle or
robot. In future work, more general vehicle and obstacle
shapes will be considered, as well as including the vehicle’s
dynamics.
3 Results
Figure 1 shows an optimal motion trajectory for moving a
circular robot from the start point to the marked end point.
When the dashed static circular obstacle is also considered
the optimal trajectory changes to the dashed trajectory.
Start and end point
Robot
Trajectory with circular obstacle
Figure 1: Circular robot moving through a warehouse
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1 Introduction
This talk introduces a novel control law that dynamically
modifies the reference of a pre-compensated nonlinear sys-
tem so as to ensure the satisfaction of convex constraints
without resorting to online optimization. This is done by
translating state space constraints into a constraint on the
Lyapunov function and limiting its value by modulating the
velocity of the applied reference. The theory is introduced
for general nonlinear systems subject to convex constraints
and is then specialized to the large and highly relevant class
of nonlinear systems admitting a Lyapunov function that is
lower-bounded by a quadratic form. Some extension and
implementation will be discussed as well.
2 Problem Statement
Consider the pre-compensated nonlinear system subject to
constraints and let r(t) denote the desired reference signal
(not known in advance). The ERG problem is that of gener-
ating, at each time instant t, a reference g(t) such that:
1) if g(t) is kept constant, constraints are not violated;
2) g(t) approximates r(t) as much as possible.
3 Basic Idea
By taking advantage of invariance properties of closed-loop
systems, it has been shown in [1] that a set of state-space
constraints can be translated into a single constraint on the
Lyapunov function
Vg(x)≤ Γg.
Assuming that g(0) satisfies condition 1) of the prob-
lem statement, the Explicit Reference Governor provides a
closed-form solution by assigning the applied reference ve-
locity as g˙= ρˆ γ , where ρˆ is the unitary vector that points to
the desired reference r(t) whereas γ is a positive scalar.
The problem statement is then solved by choosing
γ = κ (Γg−Vg(x))
with κ > 0 an arbitrarily large scalar.
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1 Thermal modelling of projection optics
Thermally induced deformations of optical elements influ-
ence the performance of high precision optical projection
systems. For extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, the
mirrors each absorb approximately 35% of the incident
power. The thermally induced deformations are for this rea-
son mainly a result of the irradiance on the mirrors. Mea-
suring the temperature distribution and/or the deformations
of the mirrors is impractical. In order to determine and pre-
dict the induced deformations for design as well as control
purposes irradiance models can be utilized.
Propagation of light can be simulated using ray tracing. A
full ray tracing approach could be used to determine the ir-
radiance on the elements accurately, but this approach re-
quires hours of calculation time. In this presentation faster
approaches are proposed and compared to full ray tracing.
2 Case study
The irradiance models are determined for a projection op-
tics box (POB) with a numerical aperture (NA) at object
side NAO = 0.0625, a magnification MA = 0.25 and with
6 mirrors that each absorb 35% of the incident power. [2]
3 Theory
The irradiance models are created using a method as pro-
posed by Saathof [1]. In this method ray tracing is utilized
to determine the projected pupils for each position within
the object. These projected pupils are an image of the aper-
ture stop of the POB, which determines the range of angles
for each position that will be able to pass through the POB.
The wavelength of EUV light is 13.5 [nm]. The irradiance
after the mask is mainly determined by diffraction for fea-
ture sizes in the same order as this wavelength. The mirrors
of the system are in the far field and for this reason it is
possible to use Fraunhofer diffraction. The irradiance per
position in the field of the object can be determined by plac-
ing the diffraction pattern inside the projected pupils for this
position. The total irradiance profile is then a superposition
of these projected pupils for a set of positions in the field of
the object.
4 Irradiance models
Paraxial approach (1): The paraxial (linear) approxima-
tion of ray tracing uses various assumptions. The projected
pupils are circular, with the radius r of the pupils indepen-
dent of the position in the field of the object. The centre
positions of these pupils form an image of the object, scaled
by a factor s. The projected pupils on each mirror can there-
fore be parametrised by r and s. These two parameters can
be determined by tracing two rays using paraxial ray tracing.
Improved paraxial approach (2): An improvement to the
paraxial approach is made by determining r and s using real
(nonlinear) ray tracing of at least two rays.
Simplified full ray approach (3): The method could be im-
proved further by assuming circular projected pupils with
position dependent parameters. In this way the pupil radii
r(x,y) and centre position vectors −→c (x,y) are dependent on
the position within the field of the object (x,y). These pa-
rameters can be approximated by real ray tracing of at least
two rays per object position.
5 Results
The projected pupils for these approaches are compared ge-
ometrically to the pupils of the full ray tracing approach.
The resulting errors, relative to pupil radius r, are shown in
the following table:
Method Relative pupil pro-
jection error [%]
Computational
time in MATLAB
1 2.3875 ∼ seconds
2 0.6027 ∼ seconds
3 0.5504 ∼ minutes
Full 0 ∼ hours
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1 Introduction
Efficiency enhanced power amplifiers (PA), such as the Do-
herty PA, the Envelope Tracking (ET) technique and many
others [1], are either designed by using exquisite nonlinear
models or more generally with the help of a simple one tone
excitation that heavily simplifies the PA behaviour, ignor-
ing the dynamical behaviour that such devices demonstrate.
This work proposes the use of multi-tone excitations as a
trade-off between complexity and oversimplification. This
in the hope that a first pass solution is attained that gives a
more performing result than classical one tone design tech-
niques and permits a greater extent of control to the designer.
In the following section a possible design proposal for a ET
PA, as is shown in Figure 1, using multi-tone excitation sig-
nals will be clarified. In the case of a ET PA, the envelope of
the Radio Frequency (RF) input signal u(t) is applied to the
drain node (VDD). By reducing/increasing this bias voltage
in function of the envelope, maximum efficiency can theo-
retically be preserved. The shaping function that meets this
criterion is in most practical cases unknown and must be in-
telligently chosen by the designer.
2 Preliminary Design Proposal
The main goal of the design is to obtain a supply shaping
function dependent on a set of design criteria such as effi-
ciency, power gain, gain compression or a combination of
all. At the input port the PA will be excited by a multi-tone
signal u(t) that closely mimicks the final operating condi-
tions for which the PA is intended. The extracted envelope
e(t) of this bandpass multitone will be used as the drain bias
voltage. According to the theoretical framework it is known
that the ideal drain bias modulation (satisfying the design
criteria) is closily related to the unmodified envelope signal.
Needless to say that most of the theoretical assumptions do
not apply in practice, such as the hypothesis that the transis-
tor has static behaviour. One of the biggest advantages that
the usage of multi-tones allows in contrast to one tone exci-
tation signals is that the dynamical behaviour of the under-
lying device can be identified as well. In a more theoretical
sense we face a common design problem present in a vari-
ety of control applications; given a set of constraints, give
the required input signal such that the device satisfies all of
these constraints.
A small inband multitone perturbation δ (t), generally called
a tickler tone, is now added to the drain node. An impor-
tant hypothesis is that this additional multitone only evokes
a linear response of the device at hand. Using this assump-
tion we can now attempt to linearize the nonlinear impact of
the modulation of the drain voltage around the unmodified
envelope signal e(t). Fluctuations of the efficiency, power
gain and several other figures of merit under influence of
this tickler tone can now be analyzed and will give an indi-
cation of the wanted supply shaping function.
Important to note is that this approach only results in a cor-
rect outcome if the ideal drain bias modulation is assumed to
be close to the unmodified envelope signal which might, in
disagreement to the theoretical assumptions, not be the case.
Even if this condition is not satisfied, the design method
might however still result in a superior first iteration of the
supply shaping function in comparison to the classical one
tone design techniques.
Figure 1: Simplified schematic of a ET PA excited by a multi-
tone signal u(t). The extracted envelope signal e(t) and
inband tickler multitone δ (t) are also shown for clarifi-
cation purposes.
3 Conclusion
The first steps on the path to a potential multi-tone synthesis
technique have been taken, hopefully resulting in a feasible
design method for the supply shaping of a ET PA.
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1 Abstract
An observer and a feedback controller are presented which
can reconstruct and control the density profile of a tokamak
plasma. A control-oriented, model-based approach is em-
ployed to design a Kalman filter and a feedback controller
using robust control theory [1]. The framework is generic
and can be adapted to different tokamaks, measurement
systems and actuators. Observer design is based on a
similar approach for the estimation of plasma temperature
and current density [2].
The tokamak is a magnetic plasma confinement device and
is a promising candidate for reaching controlled nuclear
fusion for electricity production. Real-time reconstruction
and control of tokamak plasmas is necessary to maintain
the desired stable plasma conditions, avoid safety limits and
compensate for disturbances.
We present a control-oriented model of the plasma density
and the tokamak particle balance. Particle transport in a
tokamak plasma is modeled by a 1D partial differential
equation. Two additional ordinary differential equations
complete the model of the particle balance. We explicitly
take the influence of other physical plasma quantities (such
as plasma temperature, current and 2D equilibrium) and op-
erational modes of the tokamak into account as exogeneous
inputs. We assume these quantities to be available through
equilibrium reconstruction and measurements.
Multiple measurement channels of an interferometry system
allow to infer the spatio-temporally varying density. A
Kalman Filter is designed to estimate the state as well as
unknown disturbances. One problem with interferometry
systems is the occurence of fringe jumps, which are infre-
quent but substantial steps in the output signal. A threshold
scheme is proposed to detect fringe jumps and correct for
them in the state estimation. Offline reconstruction simu-
lations using interferometry measurements from the TCV
tokamak indicate accurate density estimation, demonstrate
the tuning tradeoffs and show the quality of fringe jump
detection.
Existing closed-loop control systems for the plasma density
often consist of PI-type controllers [3]. Applying robust
control theory can improve the stability and performance
of the closed-loop system in the presence of disturbances,
nonlinearities and varying operating regimes of the toka-
mak. Positivity constraints on the actuators complicate the
design of a controller. Both SISO and TITO controllers are
designed to be robust against uncertainties in model coeffi-
cients and exogeneous inputs. Closed-loop simulations for
TCV show the controller performance.
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1 Introduction
One way to describe the nonlinear behavior of a process is
by use of the nonparametric Volterra series representation.
The major advantage lies in the fact that the problem of
choosing the appropriate nonlinear model structure is by-
passed. Unfortunately it comes at the cost that the number
of parameters to be estimated increases fast for increasing
memory of the several impulse responses. This results in
a very large variance for the estimated parameters leading
to a poor description of the system dynamics, unless very
long data records are available. In this work, we present a
method to estimate efficiently finite Volterra kernels without
the need of long records, based on the regularization meth-
ods that have been developed for the one-dimensional (1-D)
impulse responses for linear time invariant (LTI) systems.
2 Regularization for the 2nd degree Volterra Kernels
Assume that the dynamics of a true discrete nonlinear pro-
cess can be described by the following finite second degree
Volterra series representation [1]:
yk =
n1−1
∑
τ1=0
gτ1uk−τ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Linear dynamics
+
n2−1
∑
τ1=0
n2−1
∑
τ2=0
hτ1,τ2uk−τ1uk−τ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Quadratic dynamics
+ek (1)
where uk denotes the input, yk represents the measured
output signal, ek is zero mean i.i.d. white measurement
noise with variance σ2, τi, i = 1,2 are lag variables and
gτ1 and hτ1,τ2 are the impulse coefficients of the first and
second order kernels, respectively. It can be easily shown
that, given N input-output measurements, (1) can be trans-
formed into a linear-in-the-parameters problem [2], namely
YN =ΦTNθ+E, where θ contains gτ1 and hτ1,τ2 . The regular-
ized least squares problem given a linear-in-the-parameters
model is defined as [3]:
θˆRegN = argminθ
‖YN−ΦTNθ‖2+[θ¯T1 θ¯T2 ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
θT
(
D1 0
0 D2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
(
θ¯1
θ¯2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ
where D1 and D2 are matrices penalizing the parameters of
the first (θ¯1) and the second (θ¯2) order kernel. In this work
Figure 1: Left: The second order kernel to be estimated. Right:
The estimated second order kernel using regularization.
we propose a method such that prior information about the
smoothness and the exponential decay of the higher dimen-
sional kernels is used during the identification step. The lat-
ter is achieved by proper construction of the matrices D1 and
D2 [2].
3 Results
It can be clearly observed in Fig.1 that, using the regulariza-
tion method the properties of exponential decay and smooth-
ness have been effectively reflected on the estimated 2-D im-
pulse response, leading to a precise description of the true
dynamics. The method can be easily extended to identifica-
tion of Volterra kernels of dimension higher than two.
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1 Introduction
The engineering community has extensive experience in
identification of linear systems. Nonlinear system identifi-
cation is a more recent and advanced body of knowledge. It
is of practical interest to apply nonlinear system identifica-
tion to diverse industrial cases and gain understanding how
it compares with existing linear methods in situations close
to real-life.
1.1 Nonlinear state-space model of the system
Polynomial Nonlinear State Space (PNLSS) models are
composed of a best linear approximation (BLA) augmented
with multi-ivariable polynomial non-linearities dependent
on the states and the inputs.
1.2 Subsystem structure preserving identification
The experimental setup consists of several hydraulic and
electrical subsystems. It is practically important to preserve
the separation of these subsystems and to obtain a model
representing each of these subsystems as parts of the bigger
model.
2 Experimental setup
The test set-up for this work comprises a relatively large
hydrostatic drive train as depicted in Figure 1, available at
FladersMake a Strategic Research Centre for Manufactur-
ing Industry in Leuven. The hydraulic motors and pumps
in the setup are driven by large induction motors. There are
flywheels imitating inertia on the load side, where the mo-
tors can also be used to imitate different loads. The setup is
controlled with a dSpace system. From control point of view
the system is MIMO, time-varying and non-linear, with not
fully understood dynamics. Due to the large amount of en-
ergy stored in different parts of the system, the safety of the
experiments is also of particular concern.
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Figure 1: Electro-hydraulic drivetrain
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1 Introduction
Estimating a parametric model based on measured input-
output data is a commonly occurring step in e.g. control
design. Unfortunately, this often boils down to solving a
non-convex optimization problem [1, 2]. Especially for high
model orders and/or very noisy data, classical optimization
schemes easily get stuck in local optima. To avoid these lo-
cal optima, a good initial estimate becomes pivotal. Hence,
the obtained model quality is strongly influenced by the
quality of the initial estimate.
Based on the premise that it is easier to produce initial para-
metric estimates for a smooth FRF than for a noisy FRF,
this presentation proposes to smoothen the measured (non-
parametric) frequency response function (FRF) to obtain
better initial estimates for a parametric transfer function.
2 Approach
First, a smoothing technique is used to extract a smooth
FRF from the measured (noisy) input/output data. In this
case study, the time-truncated Local Polynomial Method
(LPM) [3], on the one hand, and the regularized finite im-
pulse response (RFIR) [4], on the other hand, are used to this
end. Existing initialization schemes, such as generalized to-
tal least squares (GTLS) and bootstrapped total least squares
(BTLS) [1], are then used to convert the non-parametric FRF
into an improved initial parametric estimate. To assess the
effectiveness of smoothing the FRF as starting value, the
model quality obtained after further optimization is com-
pared for the different initialization strategies (no smooth-
ing, smoothed with the time-truncated LPM or smoothed
with RFIR).
3 Results
The FRF smoothing techniques aid in producing better ini-
tial estimates as they reduce unwanted phenomena such as
noise and leakage. By doing so, the quality of the actual
parametric model can be increased considerable as shown
in Figure 1 without requiring any additional effort from the
user.
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Figure 1: Norm of the model error, determined from a mea-
sured validation data record for the different initializa-
tion strategies. The estimates obtained using the pro-
posed techniques (Gˆtrunc and GˆRFIR) produce models
that are (on average) almost an order of magnitude bet-
ter than the existing techniques (BTLS/GTLS: Gˆexist).
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1 Abstract
Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries are attracting significant and
growing interest because their high energy and high power
density render them an excellent option for energy storage,
particularly in hybrid and electric vehicles as well as an ideal
candidate for a wide variety of applications. Some limita-
tions of existing Li-ion battery technology include underuti-
lization, stress-induced material damage, capacity fade, and
the potential for thermal runaway. In order to develop a com-
plete dynamic model of a lithium ion battery that is suitable
for virtual-prototyping of portable battery-powered systems,
accurate estimation of the state of charge (SOC) and state
of health (SOH) is required , which in-turn depends on the
quality of the models which are used for the estimation of
these quantities. In this paper, a data-driven polynomial non-
linear state-space model (PNLSS) is proposed for the nonli-
near regime of the battery’s electrical operation based on a
non-parametric characterization of the battery’s behaviour.
2 Chracterization of the battery electrical behaviour
Generating a control-oriented model e.g. needed by battery
management system (BMS), that can describe the input-to-
output (Current to Voltage) dynamics of a battery is a chal-
lenging problem. A primary reason for this is that battery dy-
namics vary significantly with operating conditions, and are
typically nonlinear in nature. For example, temperature can
affect the rate of electrochemical reactions ; SoC determines
the available reaction components ; and, current demand (in
particular, the direction) determines the types of reactions.
Hence, before proceeding to model the battery dynamical
behaviour, it is very important to characterize the battery
response under varying operational conditions. In this pa-
per, we propose a non-parametric technique in frequency do-
main [1], which utilises the properties of the random phase
multisines signals to characterize the battery’s behaviour in
different regimes of its operating range. Fig.1(a) shows the
result of the non-parametric analysis done on the measure-
ment data acquired from a NMC (EIG, 20Ah) type cell using
a PEC tester at room temeperature, 10% SOC. The effect of
the even nonlinearities is clearly obsevered at −20 dB rela-
tive to the output spectrum at excited lines along with the
weak odd nonlinearities and also the time variations.
3 Nonlinear modelling
In order to identify the discrete-time nonlinear model for the
battery, the polynomial nonlinear state-space model struc-
ture [2] is selected :
x(t+1)= Ax(t)+ Bu(t)+ Eζ(t) (1)
y(t)= Cx(t)+Du(t)+ Fη(t) (2)
The coefficients of the linear terms in x(t) ∈ Rna and u(t)
are given by the matrices A ∈ Rna×na and B ∈ Rna×nu in
the state equation, C ∈ Rny×na and D ∈ Rny×nu in the out-
put equation. The vectors ζ(t) ∈Rnζ and η(t) ∈Rnη contain
nonlinear monomials in x(t) and u(t) of degree two up
to a chosen degree P . The coefficients associated with
these nonlinear terms are given by the matrices E ∈ Rna×nζ
and F ∈ Rny×nη . For the identification, a discrete-time li-
near model is fitted on non-parametric data and this linear
discrete-time model was converted in to a state-space form
before optimizing it to identify in least-sqaure sense a non-
linear state-space model. Fig.1(b) clearly shows the impro-
vement in final the PNLSS model output error in the desired
frequency band of interest with respect to output measure-
ment and linear model.
FIGURE 1: Battery Identification
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1 Introduction
Steerable catheter systems have a dominant role in minimal
invasive treatments of cardiovascular diseases. Typically,
catheters are steered through simple mechanical pull-wire
systems. These systems have the disadvantage that they have
restricted directionality and limited shape control. The use
of Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators, integrated in the
tip of the catheter, enables the realization of extremely accu-
rate and flexible catheters. Thereby, SMA-actuated catheter
systems allow for quicker and more advanced minimal inva-
sive surgeries.
2 Shape Memory Alloy for Actuation
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) is a lightweight material with
considerable higher actuation strain and work output than
other active materials such as (high strain) piezo-materials
[1]. For this reason SMA-actuators have a great potential in
micro-robotic systems, such as catheters, and are the point
of interest in this work.
SMA is able to recover from large deformation by changing
crystallographic structure. This change in structure is stress
and temperature dependent and has highly nonlinear contri-
butions to the material dynamics. Additionally, the material
suffers from a hysteresis effect [2].
The crystallographic transformation, and thus the actuating
movement, is typically controlled by applying Joule heating
to a SMA-wire.
3 Physical Modeling of SMA-actuators
A non-linear physical model for SMA-actuators has been
derived, characterized and validated. The model accurately
describes macroscopic behavior of the material.
By using a suitable class of transformation dynamics, pa-
rameters in the model are engineering-based and can be de-
termined with standard material characterization tests [3].
Figure 1: Nonlinearity Compensation
* The research leading to these results is part of INCITE, an Eniac
Joint Undertaking project that is co-funded by grants from the Netherlands,
Finland, Hungary, France, Ireland, Sweden, Spain, and Poland.
4 Nonlinearity Compensation
As previously stated, the high actuation stroke of SMA-
actuators is a result of crystallographic changes in the SMA
material. In order to fully address the nonlinear dynamics
that dominate this crystallographic change, it is proposed to
rewrite the model from Section 3 in a Hammerstein repre-
sentation with a static nonlinearity γ and a linear part Pl(s).
The latter allows for compensation of the non-linearity in the
control action, provided that the nonlinearity is invertable.
The proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 1. Simi-
lar strategies have been successfully implemented for other
active materials with alike non-linearities [4] [5].
Note that a Hammerstein description for SMA-actuators
also yields a possibility for parametric system identifica-
tion [6]. Parametric identification provides model parame-
ters and thereby makes extensive material characterization
tests redundant. The latter is not only of great value for con-
trol engineers, but also for material scientists that are inter-
ested in accurate and quick material characterization.
5 Overview
In future work, the possibilities of the proposed framework
of Hammerstein-representation and parametric identifica-
tion have to be investigated. Furthermore, both control de-
sign and extension to 3D actuators (multiple wires) have to
be addressed in order to allow for multi-directional steering
of SMA-based catheter systems.
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Lung diseases can be monitored by measurement of the
respiratory admittance. The forced oscillation technique
(FOT) is a widely used measurement technique to obtain
respiratory admittance.
The FOT applies small amplitude pressure oscilla-
tions p (in the order of 0.1kPa) at the mouth of the pa-
tient. A resulting airflow q generated by the patient as
a response to the pressure oscillations is measured. The
respiratory admittance G is defined as the frequency de-
pendent ratio between the resulting air flow q and the im-
posed pressure p.
A lot of useful information is contained in the fre-
quency range of spontaneous breathing (0.1−1 Hz) [1].
Therefore, a setup is developed that can generate pressure
oscillations in this frequency range [2].
To make the measurement technique clinically prac-
tical for patients, the setup is designed so that the patient
can continue breathing spontaneously during the mea-
surement. This spontaneous breathing br generates a sig-
nal in the same frequency range as the respiratory re-
sponse q. Since the setup does not allow to measure the
breathing signal separately, the breathing signal is consid-
ered as a disturbance on the response signal as illustrated
in Figure 1.
Separating breathing and respiratory response
The measured flow signal u consists of the superposi-
tion of br and q (Figure 1). Since the pressure excita-
tion p is known, the respiratory response q needs to be
extracted from u in order to obtain the respiratory admit-
tance. Therefore, a model for both q and br needs to be
introduced.
The model for q is the linear response to a known
excitation signal. The pressure excitation p is a random
phase multisine consisting of Nexc excitation lines. There-
fore the following model is presented for q
q(t,θq) =
Nexc
∑
k=1
αk sin(2pik f0t)+βk cos(2pik f0t)
with f0 = 1/T and T the multisine period.
Spontaneous breathing can vary strongly depending
on the patient which demands for a more flexible model.
In previous works, nonlinear models with a high number
of parameters were used [3]. In this work a simple linear
model is proposed for br
br(t,θbr)=
M
∑
m=1
Am(t)sin(2pimfbrt)+Bm(t)cos(2pimfbrt)
Figure 1: The measured flow signal u contains both the re-
sponse q of the respiratory admittance to the pres-
sure oscillation p as the breathing disturbance br.
with fbr the fundamental breathing frequency, M the
number of harmonics and Am(t) and Bm(t) polynomials
of a chosen order. By using this model on multiple short
time data segments both amplitude and phase variation
can be taken into account.
The parameter vectors θq and θbr can be gathered in
one vector θu. This parameter vector can be obtained us-
ing a least square estimator which minimizes the cost
V = ‖Y −Kθu‖2 (1)
withY the measurement data and K the regression matrix.
The problem which arises is that the regression matrix
of the least square estimator K will be ill conditioned due
to the overlapping frequncy lines of br and q.
Regularization is used and the following cost function is
minimized
V = ‖Y −Kθu‖2 +θTu Rθu (2)
with R the regression matrix.
In this work, several regularization techniques and their
influence on the estimation of the respiratory admittance
are compared.
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Complex systems usually consist of an interconnected net-
work of more basic sub-systems. Examples can be found
in many different disciplines like electric circuits, biologi-
cal systems and flexible mechanical systems. Analysis of
the sub-systems can give valuable information about how
the global system operates. One can, for example, study the
way disturbances propagate through the network to find the
dominant source of non-linear distortion [1].
In this talk, we consider simulations of such interconnected
sub-systems, more specifically: electronic circuits. Due
to the port-based representation, classically used in this
context, the sub-networks are all Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) systems. The global system is excited by a
single large signal (See figure below). This signal sets the
non-linear operating point of the whole network.
The goal is to determine the Best Linear Approximation
(BLA) of the sub-networks. The estimation of the MIMO
BLA is a well-studied problem [3]. The classic techniques
use orthogonal excitation signals, which require a multisine
source for each input of the sub-system. Adding these extra
excitation signals to the input of the sub-systems can po-
tentially change the non-linear operating point of the whole
network, and with it, the BLA.
We consider an interconnection of MIMO systems where a single large-signal multisine sets the
non-linear operating point. The goal is to determine the MIMO BLA of the sub-systems.
This work is sponsored by the Strategic Research Program of
the VUB (SRP-19), Institute for the Promotion of Innovation
through Science and Technology in Flanders
(IWT-Vlaanderen), Fund for Scientific Research
(FWO-Vlaanderen), Flemish Government (Methusalem) and
the Belgian Federal Government (IUAP VI/4)
We propose to use a different technique which requires
no extra large-signal sources in the network. The pro-
posed technique considers the input multisine as a periodic
scheduling and linearises the circuit around that scheduling
[2]. By studying the linearised behaviour for different phase
realisations of the input multisine, we obtain the wanted
BLA of the sub-network.
Besides removing the risk of changing the non-linear oper-
ating point, the linearisation-based technique has the addi-
tional benefit that less phase realisations are required to esti-
mate the BLA. With an efficient implementation, this could
lead to a drastic reduction in simulation time.
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1 Introduction
An optimization framework to minimize the total energy in-
put to a greenhouse was developed and analyzed for a mod-
ern greenhouse with active cooling and industrial CO2 in-
jection.
2 Optimization procedure
A dynamic three state model was developed for greenhouse
air temperature, humidity, and CO2 concentration. Given
the model, initial conditions Tair(0), χair(0), andCO2,air(0),
external inputs, and constraints on the climate variables and
control inputs, the optimal control trajectory that minimizes
total energy input over time can be found by minimizing the
following functional J:
min
QE,h ,QE,c ,gV ,φc,in j
J(QE,h,QE,c,gV ,φc,in j) =
∫ t f
t0
(
Q2E,h+Q
2
E,c
)
dt (1)
where QE,h is heating, QE,c cooling, gV the specific ventila-
tion, and φc,in j the injection of CO2 . Also the control inputs
had constraints. Another constraint was the total amount
of CO2 that could be injected per day. One full year was
optimized and compared with data from a 4 ha commercial
rose greenhouse. Standard optimization settings, based on
grower’s operation of the greenhouse were formulated to
compare the optimal situation with the grower. By adapting
the lower bound for heating to the amount of energy coming
from the pipe rail heating system in case of minimum pipe
temperature, the effect of settings that growers are familiar
with can be made explicit.
3 Results
The daily optimization results with standard settings for the
whole year 2012 are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
Table 1: Total heating, cooling, and CO2 injection of the grower,
the optimal situation with standard settings, and the op-
timal situation with minimum pipe temperature as used
by the grower for 2012.
Heating Cooling CO2 injection
GJ m−2 y−1 GJ m−2 y−1 kg m−2 y−1
Grower 2.08 0.71 95.4
Opt standard settings 1.10 0.60 85.7
Opt minimum pip 1.49 0.71 85.9
Optimization for the whole year resulted in a reduction of
47 % in heating, 15 % in cooling, and 10 % in CO2 injection
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Figure 1: Results of daily optimization with standard settings for
the year 2012. Optimal heating ( ), optimal cooling
( ), heating grower ( ), cooling grower ( ),
and mean outside temperature ( ).
for the year 2012. When the minimum pipe temperature of
the grower was implemented, still, a reduction of 28 % in
heating, 14 % in cooling, and 10 % in CO2 injection use was
found. The effect of different bounds on the optimal energy
input was analyzed. Fig. 2 shows the effect of changing the
boundaries for CO2 on 16 June, 2012. A lower lower bound
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Figure 2: Effect of changing CO2 bounds for 16 June, 2012.
Values for COmin2,air were the standard settings −20 %
( ), −13 % ( ), −3 % ( ), and 7 % ( ).
Other settings were standard optimization settings. is
optimization with standard settings.
for the CO2 concentration leads to lower energy input by
heating and cooling, because the windows can be opened
more during day time instead of using active cooling. If
more CO2 is available per day, the same effect can occur.
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1 Introduction
Any fuel cell car can also be considered as a small power
plant that can produce electricity from hydrogen in an effi-
cient and clean way. By considering a large number of fuel
cell cars in the future, one can imagine the presence of sev-
eral locations spread in the city that can provide a safe park-
ing place for these kind of cars and at the same time, may
extract electricity from the fuel cells of the cars and inject
it into the power grid. Therefore, these kind of installations
can be considered as future power plants.
The car as power plant (CaPP) can increase the efficiency of
the electricity production. However, there are several chal-
lenges in the realization of such a system. Technological
challenges, like efficient ways to produce hydrogen and fuel
cells, social behavior of fuel cell car owners in presence of
such a system, and charging/discharging management of the
vehicles are among the most important challenges. In this
project, we will develop a robust hybrid model-based pre-
dictive control (MPC) approach to determine the optimal
time instants to charge or discharge the electrical vehicles
in a CaPP installation in order to minimize the overall cost
of the system.
2 Fuel-cell-car-based smart energy system
A CaPP installation with several fuel cell cars has the capac-
ity to produce and inject electricity into the power network
by using the fuel cells of the cars, and on the other hand, it
can consume electricity from the power network and store
it in the batteries of the cars. The overall cost of electricity
production/consumption of the parking station can be de-
termined by considering the current charge state of the fuel
cells and batteries of the cars, production capability of the
renewable power sources, energy prices, degradation of the
fuel cells when producing electricity, and possibly a reward
paid to the car owners. In addition to these factors, every car
owner has a desired time to take back the car from the park-
ing station. As a result, several factors should be considered
in a parking station in order to determine a charge/discharge
plan and optimization is required in order to minimize the
overall costs.
To this end, first we will define the models of the electrical
networks, fuel cells, batteries, etc. present in the system. To
define the total costs of the system, it is necessary to indi-
cate some profiles about the future energy needs, production
capability of renewable energy sources, and electricity price
during the next few hours. In this project, uncertainties in
the model and prediction profiles will be considered explic-
itly. Today, there are several methods in robust MPC liter-
ature that can deal with these uncertainties [1] and we aim
to propose a new robust MPC that is applicable in the CaPP
framework.
In addition, the combination of continuous dynamics (e.g.
currents and voltages) and discrete-event behavior (e.g.
switching the appliances or power sources on and off,
changing the type of energy sources, and activating a cer-
tain type of energy conversion) indicates that the system is
hybrid in nature. In recent years, it has been shown that the
MPC can efficiently control a wide variety of hybrid systems
[2]. Hence, the goal of this project is to develop a new ro-
bust hybrid MPC approach based on time-instant optimiza-
tion that can determine the charge/discharge plan of the fuel
cell cars.
3 Challenges
We consider a hybrid system that contains uncertainties in
the model and in the prediction profiles. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to develop a new robust MPC approach that can also
deal with the hybrid nature of the system. Moreover, in real-
time control, it is necessary to use fast and efficient numer-
ical algorithms in the controller and this feature should also
be considered in the development of the new robust hybrid
MPC approach.
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1 Introduction
Time-optimal point-to-point motion is of significant impor-
tance for maximizing the productivity of robot systems. This
type of motion planning for robots is however a complex
problem and is therefore often solved in two phases. First,
a high level planner determines a geometric path ignoring
the system dynamics but taking into account geometric path
constraints. Second, an optimal trajectory along the geomet-
ric path is determined taking into account system dynamics
and limitations. Since the dynamics along a geometric path
can be described in terms of a scalar path coordinate s and its
time derivatives [1], the decoupled approach simplifies the
motion planning problem to great extent. In recent work it
was shown for a simplified robotic manipulator that the path
following problem with Cartesian acceleration constraints
can be cast as a convex optimization problem [2], which al-
lows for the highly efficient computation of the global opti-
mum.
In this work we explore ways to solve the motion plan-
ning problem in application to the waiter problem. The
waiter problem considers moving a non-fixed object time-
optimally from an initial pose to a final pose while prevent-
ing the object to slide, lift or tip over. This problem is akin
to a robot that transports, e.g., a pallet with a loosely stacked
payload. In [2] the convex formulation of the path following
problem is implemented to solve a simplified version of the
waiter problem. Assuming a fixed geometric path, the opti-
mal timing along this path s(t) is determined subject to the
earlier outlined criteria. This convex problem can be solved
efficiently, but is still conservative. Namely, appropriate tilt-
ing of the tray allows reduce the overall motion time. We
present attempts to include the shape of the path in the opti-
mization and to implement an efficient solution technique.
2 Approach
We compare two methods to tackle the overall time-optimal
trajectory planning problem. For both methods the path is
parameterized as a convex combination between lower- and
upper-bound paths in joint space to achieve freedom in the
Cartesian trajectory [3]. In the first approach, a high-level
gradient descent optimization is applied to the parametric
sensitivity of the solution for each convex path following
subproblem towards the shape of the path. This algorithm
Figure 1: Experimental setup, the ABB IRB120 manipulator.
can be very slow due to the many convex problem solutions
that are needed to compute the gradients. The second alter-
native is to formulate one single non-linear program for the
entire time-optimal motion planning problem. And to sub-
sequently use a state-of-art non-linear programming solver
to obtain the optimal trajectory. The goal of this case study
is to assess the potential performance of both techniques in
a real-time solution scheme for nonlinear model predictive
control. The presentation is primarily focused towards the
intermediate findings for the first described gradient-descent
method.
3 Example
To illustrate the results and show the experimental validity,
we apply the solution methods for the waiter problem to an
industrial robot. Considered here is a six-DOF ABB IRB120
serial link manipulator with an open controller for tracking
the joint trajectories, see Figure 1. The time-optimal trajec-
tory is generated off-line and applied in open-loop for the
validation of the numerical results.
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1 Introduction
Robot path following problems determine the motion of a
robot along a predetermined geometric Cartesian end effec-
tor path without any preassigned timing information. Many
problems in robotics can be cast as path following prob-
lems. Standard path following techniques then determine
an optimal motion along the geometric path that takes the
system dynamics and limitations into account. Describing
the dynamics along a geometric path by a scalar path co-
ordinate s and its time derivatives [1] simplifies the motion
planning problem to great extent and renders a convex prob-
lem with linear inequality constraints for a simplified robot
model. The goal of this work is to explore the potential of
adding counterweights to the robot structure in order to de-
crease the optimal motion time for path following problems.
The idea is that the torque required to move the robot links
is countered by the torque of the counterweight, hence the
motor can use the ecces of torque to move the link faster.
This idea originates from classic examples such as eleva-
tors. The problem of optimizing both counterweights and
timing along the path can be cast as a non-convex optimiza-
tion problem with bilinear inequality constraints. Despite
the non-convexity of this problem, it can still be solved ef-
ficiently, rendering a relevant solution that can be used in
practice.
2 Approach
Path following decouples the timing and path parameters by
defining a path coordinate s going from 0 to 1 and by pro-
jecting the dynamics onto the path. Hence for a given path,
the timing can be found easily. The approach here extends
this idea. Since both timing and dynamic parameters of the
counterweights need to be found and the path is given, we
decouple the timing, path kinematics and dynamic param-
eters in the system model. For an n dof robot the motor
torques τ ∈ Rn are then given by
τ(s) = f (A(s)ρx(s),B(s)µx(s)),
where A(s) and B(s) project the dynamics onto the path
for the link and counterweights respectively, x(s) captures
the timing along the path and ρ and µ represents the dy-
namic parameters of the links and counterweights respec-
tively. Torque constraints τ− ≤ τ(s) ≤ τ+ then introduce
linear terms for the links, since ρ is known, and bilinear
terms µx(s) for the counterweights in the optimization vari-
ables µ and x(s). The bilinear optimization problem can be
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Figure 1: Right: planar robot (full) with optimal counterweights
(dashed). Left: joint paths for two periods with
(dashed) and without (full) optimal counterweight.
solved in three ways: 1. solving the non-convex problem us-
ing non-convex solvers, 2. decomposing the bi-linearities as
a convex and concave part and solving the problem using Se-
quential Convex Programming, 3. decoupling the optimiza-
tion: high level searches µ while low level searches x(s) for
a given µ by solving a convex problem. A gradient search is
then used to solve the total problem All three approaches are
examined and compared with respect to computation time
and optimality.
3 Example
We illustrate the practicality of the method here by consid-
ering a planar 2 dof robot in the gravitational field, shown in
Figure 1. We consider a periodic task of moving the end ef-
fector up and down while keeping it parallel to the horizon-
tal plane. The links are modelled as rods, with length 0.25
m and radius 0.01 m, while the counterweights are consid-
ered to be rod extensions of the links. Figure 1 shows the
robot, the optimized counterweights and the robot motion.
In this case, the optimal counterweights, with lengths 0.197,
0.409 m and radii 0.0126, 0.0068 m respectively for both
links, reduce the motion time for one period with 4.4%. Fu-
ture research will consider counterweight synthesis for 6 dof
robots.
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1 Introduction
The notion of bisimulation relation for linear input - state -
output systems is defined in [3]. Geometric control theory is
used to derive a characterization of bisimulation relation and
an algorithm for computing the maximal bisimulation rela-
tion. This relation unifies the concept of state space equiva-
lent and state space reduction. This relation requires that the
output of the system are and remain the same or equivalently
their transfer functions are the same.
Meanwhile the notion of approximate bisimulation relation
is defined in [2]. This notion allows the distance between
two outputs remain bounded by some parameter. This no-
tion is characterized as level sets called bisimulation func-
tion. This function is a function bounding the distance be-
tween the outputs of two systems.
In this paper we defined the notion of approximate bisimu-
lation relation which allows the transfer functions which has
some moment matching. The moment matching method are
class of model reduction method which based on the notion
of moment of a transfer function of linear system [1]. The
idea is to equalize a spesific number of the leading coeffi-
cients of the Laurent series expansion of the transfer func-
tion.
In this paper, we concentrated on Krylov methods in par-
ticular Two-sided Lanczos method preserving the first 2k
Markov parameters of the transfer function are the same.
We introduced the notion of approximate bisimulation re-
lation between a system and the reduced system using Two
sided Lanczos method. Then we generalized the notion of
approximate bisimulation relation for two systems.
2 Results
Consider two systems given by
Σi :
x˙i(t) = Aixi(t)+Biu(t) xi ∈Xi,ui ∈U
yi(t) = Cixi(t) yi ∈ Y (1)
withXi,U ,Y are finite dimensional linear spaces and Ai ∈
Rn×n,Bi,CTi ∈ Rn for i = 1,2. The notion of approximate
bisimulation relation can be defined as follows.
Definition 1. Two subspacesP,Q⊂X1×X2 are approx-
imate bisimulation relations between Σ1 and Σ2 if
1.
P ⊂Q (2)
2. [
A1 0
0 A2
]
P ⊂Q (3)
3.
im
[
B1
B2
]
⊂P (4)
4.
Q ⊂ ker[ C1 −C2 ] (5)
The existence of approximate bisimulation relations can be
characterized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The first 2k Markov parameters of Σ1 and Σ2
are equal, that is
C1A
j−1
1 B1 =C2A
j−1
2 B2, j = 1, ...,2k (6)
if and only if there exists two subspacesP andQ given by
P = im
[
B1 A1B1 ... Ak−11 B1
B2 A2B2 ... Ak−12 B2
]
Q = ker

C1 −C2
C1A1 −C2A2
: :
C1Ak−11 −C2Ak−12
 (7)
which define an approximate bisimulation relation between
Σ1 and Σ2.
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Problem formulation
We consider a linear multi-agent system defined
on a graph G= (V,E) with agents defined on the
nodes and controllers defined on the edges. The
dynamics of the agents are given by the second
order differential equation Ms¨=−Rs˙−BDBT s+c
and can also be described as an interconnection of
linear systems by introducing agent states p :=Ms˙
and controller states q := BT s. Then, the dynamics
of the agents is given by p˙ = −Rv−B f + c with
output v=M−1p. The controller dynamics reads
as q˙= BT v where (q(0) ∈ im(BT )) and has output
f = Dq.
B the incidence matrix, c a constant external input,
M and D are positive definite diagonal matrices,
whereas R is a semi-positive diagonal matrix.
We ask ourselves if every steady-state solution
shows total output agreement, i.e. if p ∈ span{1}
holds for t→∞. This is always the case if all nodes
have strictly positive damping, in which case R> 0.
However, when some nodes have zero resistance,
convergence of p to an agreement state is not guar-
anteed for all initial conditions. In that case, some
components might show oscillatory behavior. The
problem is to decide for any configuration of B, R,
M, D and c, if the agent state p(t) reaches total out-
put agreement at t→ ∞ for every initial condition
of p and q ∈ im(BT ).
Results
To find necessary and sufficient conditions for
global convergence to total output agreement, it is
shown first that the the above system has a unique
equilibrium. An incremental model can be intro-
duced, whose unique equilibrium point is located
in the origin. Analysis of eigenvalues of the Ja-
cobian matrix appearing in the state-space repre-
sentation of the system, yields necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for global convergence through
the Jordan normal decomposition. With Lyapunov
analysis, it is shown that the elements of p corre-
sponding to the damped nodes always converge to
zero. Also, it shown that for t→ ∞, the solution of
p(t) lives in the unobservable subspace of a linear
time-invariant system obtained from B, R, M and D.
In fact, it is shown that this subspace is precisely
the space of possible oscillations in steady-state.
Therefore, we have global convergence if and only
if this subspace only contains the origin.
Alternatively, global convergence can be identi-
fied through the part of M associated with the un-
damped nodes, together with the Laplacian matrix
of the original graph G and the Laplacian matrix of
the reduced graph obtained from G by performing
a Kron reduction in which the damped nodes are
eliminated.
A sufficient condition for global convergence can
be given which only regards the topology of G.
To this end, the damped nodes of the graph are
colored black and the undamped nodes are colored
white. Then we iteratively apply the node coloring
rule: if there exists a black node which has exactly
one white neighbor, then we color this neighbor
black. If we can color all nodes black in this way,
global convergence is guaranteed. In that case,
we say that the original black nodes form a zero
forcing set. The idea is that damped nodes are
guaranteed to converge (from Lyapunov analysis)
and if some node that is guaranteed to converge
has only one neighbor whose convergence is not
guaranteed, then this neighbor has to converge as
well in order to ensure a constant net force exerted
by the springs on the converging nodes.
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1 Introduction
The modern information and communication technologies
provide a new potential to design systems able to harness
collective intelligence. These social systems incorporate
collective decision processes resulting from opinion dynam-
ics. Yet, predicting opinion dynamics in the context of social
influence largely remains an open problem [1]. The present
work provides a new step in this direction.
2 Crowdsourcing games
We carried out online experiments where participants had
to estimate some quantities while receiving information re-
garding opinions from other players. Our research is based
on an experimental website that we built, which received
participants from a crowdsourcing platform.
When a participant took part in an experiment, he/she joined
a group of participants for a series of games. During the
first round, each of the players provided his/her estimation,
independently of the other players. During the second and
third round, each player got to know all other opinions from
the first round in an anonymous fashion and provided his/her
estimation again.
3 Social consensus
We use a consensus model [2] to capture the way individual
opinions evolve during a collective decision process. Our
model assumes that when an individual sees a set of opin-
ions, his/her opinion changes linearly in the distance be-
tween his/her opinion and the mean of the group opinions.
In mathematical terms, we denote xi(t) the opinion of indi-
vidual i at time t and describe its evolution as
xi(t +1) = xi(t)+αi ·β ti · (x¯(t)− xi(t)) + ηi(t), (1)
where x¯(t) is the mean opinion of the group at time t, ηi(t)
represents the model noises and the linear factors αi ·β ti are
called the influencability of the individuals. It represents the
strength of attraction of an opinion toward the mean opinion.
To fit the consensus model (1) to the data, the influenca-
bility factors αi · β ti are estimated using two complemen-
tary methods. The log-likelihood maximization (LLM) is
applied to estimate the influencability of each single partic-
ipant independently. The Expectation-Maximization algo-
rithm (EM) performs classification to cope with situations
where the training set size is small.
4 Prediction efficiency
The model is assessed via crossvalidation on its ability to
predict the final opinions of individuals during round 3
based on initial opinions only. A subset of the games – the
training set – is used to estimate the model parameters, and
the rest of the games serves to compute the root mean square
error (RMSE) between the observed data and predictions.
3 6 9 12 15
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0
Figure 1: Comparing the prediction efficiency of LLM and EM
methods for a training set size from 3 to 15 games.
LLM and EM methods are compared for various training
sizes to a null model, assuming constant opinion with no
influence, i.e., αi = 0 (Figure 1). The LLM method is sen-
titive to training set size : it performs better than the null
model when the number of games used for training is higher
than 4 but its predictions become poorer otherwise, due to
overfitting. The last method always performs better than the
null model and outweights the LLM when training set size
is smaller than 6 games.
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1 Introduction
We focus on a special class of anti-coordination evolutionary
games, repeated snowdrift games, to carry out some rigor-
ous stability analysis for the evolutionary dynamics for the
competition of three typical decision-making strategies.
2 Framework
2.1 Base game
The finite symmetric two-player snowdrift game in a normal
form with the payoff matrix is considered to be a base game
G. (C D
C R S
D T P
)
, T > R> S> P (1)
2.2 Repeated game
A repeated game Gm with reactive strategies is constructed
from the base game G by repeating it for m≥ 2 rounds, and
limiting players’ choice of strategies in a round to be based
on the opponent’s choice in the previous round. Three reac-
tive strategies are considered in this paper:
• the always cooperate (ALLC) strategy under which
the player always cooperates;
• the tit-for-tat (TFT) strategy under which the player
cooperates in the first round, and then does the same
as what her opponent did in the previous round;
• the suspicious tit-for-tat (STFT) strategy under which
the player defects in the first round, and then does the
same as what her opponent did in the previous round.
It can be easily shown that the repeated game Gm can be
viewed as a normal, symmetric two-player game with a
3× 3 payoff matrix A and with the pure-strategy set K =
{ALLC,TFT,STFT}.
2.3 Replicator dynamics
Let xC(t), xT (t) and xST (t) denote the population shares of
individuals playing pure strategies ALLC, TFT and STFT
respectively at time t. Then, define the associated popu-
lation state vector as x(t) = xC(t)e1 + xT (t)e2 + xST (t)e3
where ei is the unit column-vector whose ith element is 1.
The replicator dynamics describing the evolution over time
of each individual’s population share are given by
x˙i(t) = [ei ·Ax(t)− x(t) ·Ax(t)]xi(t). (2)
3 Triple-wise comparison of the strategies
Theorem 3.1 Let ξ (t,x0) be the solution to the replicator
dynamics (2) at time t under the initial condition x0. Assume
x0 ∈ int(∆) where ∆ is the 3-dimensional simplex spanned by
e1,e2 and e3 and m= 2n,n≥ 1. Then, it holds that
• if R< T +S
2
,
lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) = x2; (3)
• if R= T +S
2
,
lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) = sT ; (4)
• if T +S
2
< R<
nT +(n−1)S
2n−1 ,
∃x∗ ∈Φ2n∪{sT} : lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) = x∗; (5)
• if R= nT +(n−1)S
2n−1 ,
lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) =

g3(x0)
x0C
x0T
≤ R−S
T −R
g2(x0)
x0C
x0T
>
R−S
T −R
, (6)
and the corresponding phase orbits consist of straight
lines passing through sST ;
• if R> nT +(n−1)S
2n−1 ,
∃x∗ ∈Φ2n∪{x1} : lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) = x∗ (7)
and
x0 ∈ int(∆−D) ⇒ lim
t→∞ξ (t,x
0) = x1 (8)
where x2,sT and x1 are equilibrium points, Φ2n is a set of
equilibria, g3 and g2 are functions and
D = {x |x ∈ ∆, (T −R)xC+(dm2 eT + bm2 cS−mR)xT ≤ 0}.
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1 The Linear Threshold Model
The spread of new behaviors may exhibit cascading effects
in social, economic and technological networks [1]. These
phenomena generally depend on the topology of the net-
work as well as on the nature of the local agents’ dynam-
ics. Here we consider the (unweighted) Linear Threshold
Model (LTM) on directed random graphs, of which we wish
to approximate the dynamic and identify control heuristics.
The LTM is an activation process with neighborhood ef-
fects. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) of finite size n
where each agent v ∈V has out-degree dv and in-degree kv.
To each agent is associated a sequence of integer parame-
ters rv[t] called activation thresholds, with 0 ≤ rv ≤ dv + 1.
Agents are endowed with binary states xv[t] ∈ {0,1} mean-
ing {inactive,active} respectively. A direct link (v,w) ∈ E
means that v can access the state of its out-neighbor w. In
the LTM dynamics agents activate if the number of active
out-neighbors is at least as their current activation threshold,
otherwise they deactivate.
xv[t+1] =
{
1 if ∑w:(v,w)∈E xw[t]≥ rv[t]
0 otherwise
(1)
The local deterministic rule (1) is applied synchronously by
all the agents, that can switch state multiple time.
2 Analysis on Large Networks
We analyze the LTM on the directed configuration model,
a large directed random network with heterogeneous agents
[3]. Our aim is to describe the evolution of fraction of active
agents a[t] = n−1∑v∈V xv[t].
The graph ensemble is described by the fraction of nodes
with given out/in-degrees, pd,k = n−1 |{v∈V : dv=d,kv=k}|
and by the conditional statistics about the thresholds at time
t: pr|d,k[t] = (n pd,k)−1 |{v∈V : dv = d,kv = k,rv[t]= r}|. A
random permutation gives the specific wiring of the graph
[4, p. 70]. This network is locally a tree: starting from a
node, for depths of order logn the neighborhood is a tree
with high probability. Such property allows to approximate
efficiently a[t] with a sequence ν [t] representing high prob-
ability predictions of the behavior of the fraction of active
agents. The sequence ν [t] is the output of the local mean
field dynamic (LMF-Dyn), the following discrete-time sys-
tem with scalar state µ[t]1:
µ[t+1] = ∑d,k,r
k pd,k
k¯ pr|d,k[t] fd,r(µ[t])
ν [t+1] = ∑d,k,r pd,k pr|d,k[t] fd,r(µ[t])
(2)
where fd,r(x) = P(Bin(d,x)≥ r) = ∑di=r
(d
i
)
xi(1− x)d−i,
k¯ is the average in-degree and the initial conditions are
ν [0] = a[0] and ν [0] = |E|−1∑v∈V kv xv[0]. The system (2)
describes the expected activation process on an infinite tree
with the same statistical properties of the original graph and
hence is exact on for infinite networks. For finite networks
we proved a concentration theorem: the activation process
on a generic instance random graph is close to the LMF-
Dyn with probability converging to one exponentially fast
in the network size.
3 Control and Conclusions
Remarkably, the LMF-Dyn and the concentration theo-
rem hold for variable thresholds too, making the approach
amendable to the design of control strategies. Currently we
are working on heuristics to address an optimal control prob-
lem when thresholds can be increased of one unit. Some re-
sults can be extended to the permanent activation model on
directed and undirected random networks [5].
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1 Abstract
Networks are ubiquitous. From physical systems such
as energy and transport networks, biological networks of
metabolic pathways and gene regulation, to online social
and information networks. This small snapshot of an ever-
growing list shows the far-reaching applications of network
theory [1, 2]. The mathematical description of networks, or
graphs, has a long history dating back to Euler’s study of
the bridges of Ko¨nigsberg in the 18th century. The classical
approach to studying a graph is to encode the connections
between its vertices in a matrix. In the simplest case, each
vertex is assigned a row and a column in a symmetric ma-
trix, the adjacency matrix. An entry of the adjacency matrix
is non-zero when the two corresponding vertices are con-
nected. This elegant and powerful mathematical translation
of the graph structure has led to many remarkable insights.
In the modern era the classical matrix approach to networks
starts to show its limitations. For instance, one might want
to consider a network of webpages by studying both which
pages are connected and via what hyperlinks [3] i.e. a latent
semantic analysis of the World Wide Web. Other examples
are time-evolving networks or situations where one needs to
consider different kinds of connections, such as the different
levels of interaction in a social network that exists between
friends, family and colleagues. The natural language with
which to consider these more general questions uses tensors
- multilinear extensions of matrices (see [4, 5, 6] and refer-
ences therein). A 3rd order tensor can be used to capture
information in a graph that is changing in time, for exam-
ple, whereby the tensor is a time-evolved adjacency matrix.
Here each frontal slice of the tensor is the adjacency matrix
of the graph a fixed point in time.
In this talk, we will consider a different application of ten-
sors to graphs. Rather than using tensors to capture the dif-
ferent ‘levels’ of a network or time-evolution, we shall use
the higher-order nature of tensors to capture higher-order in-
formation about connections between vertices in the graph.
As a concrete example, we shall describe a particular ten-
sorization of the adjacency matrix which captures connec-
tions between triples of vertices. Such a shape is called a
3-clique in network theory and is known to play an impor-
tant role in identifying communities, or clusters, of vertices.
We shall describe how the tensor capturing the 3-cliques in
a graph can be used to identify clusters in real networks
and then discuss further possible tensorizations which could
have interesting future applications.
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Introduction
Feedforward control enables high performance in industrial
motion systems. The key performance enhancement is in
general obtained by using feedforward with respect to the
reference trajectory. In existing methods, typically a trade-
off exists between the attainable performance and the re-
quired robustness to changes in the reference. Through new
developments in feedforward control it is aimed to attain
high performance for a class of reference signals.
Iterative feedforward control with a rational basis
Iterative feedforward control can attain high performance
for a class of reference signals [1]. To achieve this, mea-
sured data from previous tasks is exploited in conjunction
with a suitable parametrization for the feedforward con-
troller C f f (θ). The need for an approximate model of the
system, as is common in ILC [2], is eliminated by formu-
lating the approach as an instrumental variable-based esti-
mation problem as in [3]. The corresponding control con-
figuration is depicted in Fig. 1. The parameters θ j+1 in the
( j+1)th task result from an optimization problem based on
measured data from the jth task.
r ej yj
vj
−
Cj+1ff (θ
j+1)
Cfb P0
C∆ff
Cjff (θ
j)
Figure 1: Control configuration for iterative feedforward control.
Existing approaches focus on a polynomial parametrization
of C f f , see e.g. [1], [4]. However, in [2] it is shown that
for a rational system P0, a rational parametrization is re-
quired for C f f to attain high performance for a class of ref-
erence signals. The present research aims to introduce such
a parametrization in iterative feedforward control using sys-
tem identification techniques.
A system identification approach to iterative
feedforward control
The present research consists of three main aspects. First,
a framework is presented for iterative feedforward control
with a rational parametrization. This approach is based on
instrumental variables, as in [3], [5]. Second, the limits of
accuracy are investigated and an iterative algorithm is pro-
posed that obtains parameter estimates θ j+1 with optimal
accuracy in terms of variance. Third, an experimental vali-
dation of the proposed methodology is presented.
Experimental results
The proposed approach is implemented on a wafer stage.
The experimental results in Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate that supe-
rior servo performance is achieved with the proposed ratio-
nal parametrization for C f f .
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Figure 2: Wafer stage (left) and experimental results (right): su-
perior performance is achieved with a rational parametrization (#)
compared to a polynomial parametrization (×).
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Figure 3: Time domain plot of measured error signal e1 in
the first task. Left: polynomial parametrization, right: rational
parametrization.
Ongoing research
Current work is aimed at generalizing the proposed ap-
proach to multivariable systems, extensions to position-
dependent behavior, and trajectory design.
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1 Introduction
Bacterial foraging optimization is a heuristic algorithm in-
spired from foraging behavior based on swarm algorithms
which have been successfully applied for optimization prob-
lems and robot swarm navigation [1]. A robot swarm is sim-
ply a group of robots that move in some cohesive way in
order to perform some tasks. In moving from one position
to another, robots must avoid certain obstacles that appear
in their workspace. In this paper, we consider the hybrid
potential bacterial foraging method to find the optimal path
for cooperative robot swarm. To solve this problem, the ob-
stacle and goal functions are combined into a cost function.
The swarm of robots is engaged in a social foraging by cost
functions, which are viewed as a nutrient profile. The ba-
sic foraging strategy is made adaptive through a potential
scheme in order to find the global optimal solution.
2 Hybrid potential bacterial foraging optimization.
In the basic bacterial foraging, the robot is represented as an
object under the influence of a potential fieldU , which is the
cost function defined as:
U =Uatt +Urep (1)
The attraction Uatt influence tends to pull the robot toward
the target position, while the repulsionUrep tends to push the
robot away from the obstacles. In the applied hybrid poten-
tial bacterial foraging method, we modify the cost function
in order to avoid trap situations due to local minimum so-
lutions. We propose the following attraction and repulsion
potential formulas:
Uatt =
{
β1|ξ −ξa|2, d ≤ d0
β2|ξ −ξa|2, d ≥ d0
}
(2)
Urep = η
{n
i=1max(exp(−γ(ξ −ξ0)2))
}
(ξ −ξa)2 (3)
where: η , β1,β2, γ are adjustment constants, n is the number
of obstacles, ξ is the current position of the robot, ξa is the
position of the end point, d = |ξ − ξ0|, ξ0 is the obstacle
position, d0 is the influence distance of the attraction force.
3 Simulations
To test the efficiency of the proposed method, different sim-
ulations are conducted in Matlab. The number of robots in
swarm is 10, each robot has its own initial position nearby
the start point (5,5). Their task is to find the optimal path
to the target point (30,30) and avoid all obstacles which ap-
pear on their way. Robot to robot interactions considered
are of the ”attract-repel” type. The simulation on Figure 1
(left side) shows that every agent in swarm can perform a
successful navigation and that the trajectories of the robot
swarm converge to the optimal path. Figure 1 (right side)
describes the position of each agent in the x direction and y
direction.
Figure 1: Robot Swarm Obstacle Avoidance
4 Conclusion
This research presents a new algorithm for cooperative robot
swarm obstacle avoidance. A combination of the potential
method and bacterial foraging is applied to determine the
shortest feasible path to move from the current position to
the target in an environment with a number of obstacles.
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1 Introduction
Many different control strategies for bilateral teleoperation
under the influence of communication delays have been pro-
posed as described in e.g. [1]. Despite several (scattered)
theoretical and experimental studies, a clear comparison of
different controllers on a wide range of performance met-
rics is missing. Related to remote handling applications in
nuclear fusion reactors, we present the development of a
comparative analysis, including clear representative perfor-
mance metrics, and focus on several architectures that range
from motion synchronization to a combination of motion
and explicit force control.
2 Experiments
Four of the selected eight control architectures are: PD-
control, wave variable control (W), four-channel control
(4C) and four-channel control with wave variables (4CW).
Two series of experiments on a one degree of freedom tele-
operation setup are designed to test and compare these archi-
tectures on motion synchronization, physical operator load,
force reflection and stiffness perception. The first series con-
sists of experiments where the system’s performance in free
motion is investigated. To achieve consistency in the results,
a modelled operator is used to eliminate inter-experimental
variations caused by a real operator. This model includes
an ”operator-intended trajectory” that encompasses a real-
istic range of frequencies of a human input. The second
series consists of experiments where the slave is in contact
with a stiff environment. Here, an operator torque profile is
recorded from the experimental setup, which is played back
on the master device during each in-contact experiment.
For both series of experiments, the controllers are first eval-
uated for situations with zero delay, from which the results
can be interpreted as benchmarks. Subsequently, the experi-
ments are performed for increasing values of the communi-
cation delay. Based on existing theoretical stability results,
damping is injected accordingly where needed to guarantee
stability for the specific delay value.
3 Results
A small selection of the results, namely position tracking
and stiffness reflection, is presented in Figure 1. A lower
value of the metric indicates better performance. Our main
conclusions are that the use of force sensors, especially at
the slave side, is beneficial for force reflection and stiffness
perception, especially for large values of the communication
delay. For delays up to 10 ms, a 4C controller performs best
in terms of position tracking and stiffness perception. For
larger delays, using wave variables in combination with a 4C
architecture (4CW) results in the best overall performance.
For large values of the delay, position-based architectures
are not recommended due to poor motion tracking and high
operator effort.
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Figure 1: RMS values indicating tracking performance and stiff-
ness perception for a selection of control architectures.
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1 Introduction
Disturbance feedforward control (DFC) is used in many
applications, such as active noise/vibration control and
stage synchronization [1]. In this paper, which summa-
rizes our work in [2], DFC is implemented on an active
vibration isolator to demonstrate the waterbed effect
that exists for DFC systems.
d y1
y2v v∗ uu∗ e
G1
G2F DACADC C
plant
Σ
Φ
Figure 1: General block scheme configuration for a DFC
system.
The general block scheme for DFC in Figure 1 shows
an input disturbance d transmitted through a primary
path G1 leading to output y1. A secondary path from d
to y2 is formed by sensor filter F , an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), digital feedforward controller C, a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and plant dynamics
G2. The error e = y1 + y2 should ideally be zero for
maximum disturbance rejection. However, performance
is shown to be limited by sensor dynamics and filtering,
sampling delays and non-perfect plant inversion in the
controller design.
2 The waterbed effect
Performance of DFC systems is limited by the feedfor-
ward sensitivity integral [1]:∫ ∞
0
log |Sff (jω)| dω = pi
∑
i
{zi}, (1)
in which zi are the right-half-plane zeros of the feedfor-
ward sensitivity function Sff , defined as
Sff(s) = G1(s)−G2(s)Φ(s)F (s), (2)
and with describing function Φ representing the behav-
ior of H, C and S as an LTI system in the Laplace do-
main. The RHP zeros in Sff have the same role as the
RHP poles in the Bode sensitivity integral for feedback
systems. Note that (1) only holds in case Sff has two
more poles than zeros, a property that is easily satisfied
for mechanical systems. In view of (1), DFC systems
have the performance properties of a feedback system,
but the stability properties of a feedforward control sys-
tem. The latter follows from the fact that the poles of
the plant G1, G2 are not affected by C, thus destabiliz-
ing the loop by controller C is not possible.
3 Results and Conclusions
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Figure 2: Predicted and measured disturbance rejection
on an active vibration isolator [3]. The plots are
shown up to the Nyquist frequency (3.2 kHz).
To demonstrate the waterbed effect, DFC is added to
an active vibration isolator [3] to suppress platform mo-
tions due to floor vibrations. Figure 2 shows the pre-
dicted and measured Sff . For the predicted Sff , the
behavior of the ADC and DAC is modeled as a half-
sample time-delay, C = G−12 G1, and F is a band-pass
filter with frequency band 2-3000 Hz plus a low-pass
filter at 800 Hz. The measured Sff is obtained by ex-
citing the vibration isolator in vertical direction and
applying DFC using a 6.4 kHz sampling frequency.
Both the predicted and experimental results illustrate
the waterbed effect, in the sense that disturbance re-
jection at mid-frequencies leads to amplification at low
and high frequencies. Further research focuses on devel-
oping a feedforward loop shaping method, taking into
account the trade-off imposed by the waterbed effect.
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1 Background
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [1] can significantly en-
hance the performance of systems that perform repeating
tasks. However, small variations in the task often lead to
a large performance deterioration. This leads to a trade-off
between high performance and extrapolation properties, i.e.,
the ability to cope with reference variations. The goal of this
research is to improve this trade-off in ILC.
2 Iterative Learning Control
Consider the control setup in Figure 1 with trial number j.
Given old measurement data e j, f j, the goal in ILC is to de-
termine f j+1 such that J j+1 = ‖e j+1‖22 is minimized.
fjF (θj)
+
P
rj
C
+
−
+ej yj
Figure 1: Control setup: the goal is to minimize error e j by iter-
atively updating feedforward f j.
ILC is known to achieve excellent performance for systems
operating repetitively (r j = r, ∀ j). However, for varying ref-
erence signals there is significant performance deterioration.
3 Basis functions
To enhance extrapolation properties, ILC is extended with
basis functions by using f j = F(θ j)r, with F(θ j) a param-
eterized filter. Examples include polynomial basis func-
tions [2] of the form F(θ j) = A(θ j) and more recently ra-
tional basis functions [4] of the form F(θ j) =
A(θ j)
B(θ j)
, where
A(θ j),B(θ j) are affine.
An analytic solution to the optimization problem is available
for polynomial basis functions and rational basis functions
with fixed poles. However, this requires a careful selection
of poles and typically limits the achievable performance. In
this work [3], rational basis functions are proposed where
both poles and zeros are not pre-specified but optimized.
In pre-existing work [4] an iterative approach based on
Steiglitz-McBride identification is presented, which from re-
lated system identification algorithms is known to generally
yield non-optimal results. The new approach, which has
strong connections to instrumental variable system identi-
fication, does yield optimal results in the sense that it con-
verges to a minimum [5]. The solution takes the standard
ILC form θ 〈q〉∗j+1 = Q
〈q〉 f j + L〈q〉e j, with Q〈q〉,L〈q〉 based on
approximate models of C and P.
4 Simulations
Simulations with various ILC approaches for the y-direction
of the printing system in Figure 2 are executed. The ref-
erence signal is varied over the trials: ra is active at trial
j = 0,1,2, rb at j = 3,4,5, and rc at j = 6,7,8. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 3. The figure indicates that the
performance of standard ILC deteriorates significantly after
a change in reference signal, whereas the influence on the
performance of ILC with basis functions is negligible. The
results also indicate the enhanced performance of ILC with
rational basis functions using the proposed approach com-
pared to the pre-existing approach.
gantry UV lights carriage printing surface
y
Figure 2: Oce´ Arizona 550 GT at TU/e CST Motion Lab.
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Figure 3: (a) trial varying reference signal; (b) performance crite-
rion J j for standard ILC (2), polynomial basis functions (3), and
rational basis functions using the pre-existing approach (#) and
proposed approach (×).
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1 Mirror heating in EUV lithography
In EUV lithography, light with a wavelength of 13.5 [nm]
is used. EUV light is primarily being absorbed by: (1) the
illuminator (2) the reticle and (3) the so-called projection
optics box (POB). Coupled to the roadmap for EUV lithog-
raphy, the EUV source power will increase in order to enable
higher wafer throughputs. The POB consists of six mirrors,
by which the light is reflected and focused. The mirrors are
heated by the absorption of the EUV light during normal use
of the scanner, leading to thermally induced deformations.
The criterion which is often used for the maximum al-
lowable rms wavefront error (rms-WFE) in lithography is
λ/20 = 0.675 [nm] [1]. In order to meet this requirement
for the heated POB we adopt a wavefront correction strategy
that mitigates the thermally induced wavefront aberrations.
2 Multiphysics mirror heating model
We simulate the decrease in imaging performance with a
fully coupled opto-thermo-mechanical model of the POB.
The heat load on each mirror is dominated by diffraction of
the structures on the mask and by the illumination settings.
Using diffraction physics and geometrical optics the heat
load on each mirror is determined. The thermo-mechanical
behavior of the mirrors is modeled using FEM. The resulting
optical aberrations are determined by means of ray tracing.
3 Wavefront correction
To reduce the optical aberrations caused by mirror heating
we employ adaptive optics for EUV lithography. Adaptive
optics is a well-established technology that is being used in:
astronomy, vision science and microscopy to reduce the im-
pact of optical aberrations. The three main components of
any adaptive optics system are: a wavefront sensor to mea-
sure distortion, a deformable mirror to compensate for the
distortion and a control system to calculate the required cor-
rection to apply to the deformable mirror.
We make use of a so-called woofer-tweeter configuration.
The low frequency distortions are corrected by alignment of
the mirrors, reticle and wafer using their individual 6 DOF
(woofer). A piezoelectric deformable mirror is included into
the optical path to correct for the high frequency distortions
(tweeter).
4 Results
We have used the 6-mirror POB of [2], the closed-loop sim-
ulation results for a Y-dipole illumination profile are shown
in Figure 1. The rms-WFE of the cold system (a) refers to
the intrinsic aberrations of the POB. The hot system (b) has
a 5 times larger rms-WFE. Figures (c) and (d) show the rms-
WFE after the woofer, respectively the woofer+tweeter have
been enabled.
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Figure 1: WFE for one field point in [nm]
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1 State of the art
Currently, filters at RF frequencies are designed using brute
force optimization. The drawback hereof is the lack of phys-
ical insight in and sensitivity knowledge about the obtained
design. On the other hand, classical filter synthesis meth-
ods [1] fall short to accurately realize the transmission line
based filters that are needed at RF frequencies.
In this work, we will try to bridge the gap between these
approaches. We propose a two-step procedure. First, a ge-
ometry dependent model set for an elementary transmission
line structure is identified. This model allows for an im-
proved realization of the filter. In a second phase, the model
structure is incorporated in the approximation of the filter
template. Hence, the filter synthesis becomes technology
aware.
2 A test case: the defective ground plane resonator filter
In a first phase, a demonstrator of the framework is aimed
at. We select the defective ground plane resonator filter as
an example because it is straightforward to slice it in ele-
mentary sections. Such a section is shown in Figure 1.
ground layer
signal layer
PORT
substrate layer
Figure 1: Elementary section of a defective ground plane res-
onator filter. Left: cross-section. Right: top-view.
In the identification phase, we seek a scalable model for this
section, based on electromagnetic (EM) simulations. The
goal of this modeling is two-fold. On the one hand, it pro-
vides for a simulation model that is cheap to evaluate. On
the other hand, it enables to obtain physical insight in the
operation of the elementary section. This is crucial to deter-
mine the class of rational approximants describing the set of
realizable resonators. Remember that this is the knowledge
we want to feedback to the initial rational approximation
process.
To ease this understanding, we propose to extract a lumped-
element equivalent circuit model for the elementary section.
To this end, the topology proposed in the literature [2] is
extended to improve the model accuracy. First, an equiva-
lent circuit is extracted to model the first resonance of the
slot (Figure 2). The same topology can be used to model
the harmonics. In order to obtain a wideband model, these
structures at different resonances are simply cascaded.
Figure 2: Equivalent circuit for one slot resonance.
The model is very accurate at the excited resonances (error
at -35 dB). Therefore, the estimated model is usable in a
design context. At the non-excited resonances, however, the
model is less accurate (error at -20 dB). To deliver a first-
time-right realization, it is clear that the model needs some
fine-tuning at the non-excited resonances.
3 Conclusion
A first step is taken in the identification-aware synthesis of
microwave filters. A proof of concept is started for defective
ground plane structures. Initial results show the potential of
the proposed approach.
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1 Introduction
Large-scale models for oil reservoirs are at the core of cur-
rent methods for reservoir management. These model-based
techniques aim to counteract the effects of subsurface un-
certainty on production, by applying a systematic approach
consisting of the use of state and parameter estimation, pre-
diction and economic optimization. Reservoir models are
simulated numerically, and the evaluation of any stage of the
management scheme is a computationally expensive task,
hence there is a potential to use reduced-order modeling for
accelerating these procedures. In this work, we focus on re-
ducing the computational complexity of economic optimiza-
tion by using a tensor-oriented approach for reduced-order
modeling.
2 Production optimization
The purpose of model-based production optimization is to
determine a production strategy that maximize profits based
on large-scale numerical models for the multi-phase flow
through porous media. Traditionally, the financial measure
used to describe performance along the life cycle of the
reservoir is the Net Present Value (NPV), which, in a simpli-
fied form, is a measure of the net earnings of oil production
minus the costs associated with water injection and produc-
tion. The problem of maximizing NPV can be formulated as
a dynamical optimization problem constrained by the mod-
els for multiphase flow. From an optimal control perspec-
tive, the adjoint system of equations can be derived from the
conditions of optimality, and it can be used for the compu-
tation of a search direction to a local optimum [1]. A step
evaluation of the optimization procedure is computationally
expensive, as it requires one set of flow and adjoint simu-
lations. The use of reduced-order models may therefore re-
duce the computational burden of performing water flooding
optimization.
3 Tensor-based empirical projection spaces
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)-based techniques
generate projection spaces from simulations data, and can be
used for reducing the computational complexity of reservoir
models [2]. In reservoir engineering, classical POD has not
succeeded due to its inability to capture correlations from
highly nonlinear dynamics, and the resulting reduced order
models turned out to be either unstable or inaccurate. In
this work, we exploit the spatial-temporal correlations from
simulations by computing the projection spaces using ten-
sor decompositions as presented in [3]. Snapshots of the oil
saturation are stacked in multidimensional arrays and novel
techniques for tensor decompositions are used to find tensor
based empirical projection spaces [4].
4 Reduced order adjoints
Classical Galerkin projection of the flow and adjoint models
onto tensor-based projection spaces is performed to obtain
reduced-order models. Gradient-based optimal production
strategies for water flooding are determined by using POD
reduced-order models, as introduced by [5], and tensor-
based reduced order models, as proposed in [3]. For the
application case, the tensor strategy shows a better financial
performance compared to the POD strategy and it is close to
the optimal strategy for the full order model.
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1 Introduction and Approach
The goal of this work is to model a transmission line that is
tapped by lumped impedances, where only the input and the
output of the lines are accessible as shown in Figure 1. Any
discontinuity in the lines or mismatches in the impedances
of the lines causes a reflection in the travelling waves. [1]
This results in an impulse response that is a sum of delayed
lumped responses.
The following model is introduced to model the mixed
distributed-lumped nature of the system:
B(t) =
nτ
∑
i=1
hi(t− τi) ∗A(t) (1)
B(ω) =
nτ
∑
i=1
e− jωτi Hi(ω)A(ω) (2)
Where nτ is the number of the delays to be estimated, B(t)
and A(t) are respectively output and input signals, τi repre-
sents the delay that each transmission line introduces and hi
is the damped exponential impulse response (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Cascade of transmission lines and lumped impedances
where an impulse is applied to the system.
We identify both the discontinuities hi(t) in the transmission
line and the delays τi.
2 Challenge
To be able to identify the introduced model, initial values
are needed for the delays and the impulse responses in (1).
Obtaining them is very hard as the estimator is nonlinear in
the parameters, hence the optimization is non-convex.
To obtain the initial values, a linearized model is used. A
sum of Cisoids is shown to be a good candidate. A Cisoid is
a complex damped exponential. [1]
This linearized model yields the initial values for the delays
that are used to start up the nonlinear least squares estimator.
3 Results and conclusion
As an application of a tapped line, an impedance tuner is
measured and identified. The measured impulse response of
the tuner is shown in Figure 2.
The impulse response is estimated with a common denomi-
nator rational model for Hi(ω). The order of the model is set
to 2 for both numerator and the denominator. The number
of delays to be estimated is 4. The initial delay values and
coefficients of the rational model for Hi(ω) are provided by
the Cisoids approach and plugged into the model. A least
squares estimate is obtained next.
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Figure 2: Measured impulse response of the system
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Figure 3: Relative estimation error in dB as a function of time
The difference between the estimated response and the mea-
sured data, is shown in Figure 3.
A multi-delay linear time-invariant model has been success-
fully identified for a tapped transmission line. The level of
the error is below−30dB at all t which proves the very good
quality of the model as is shown in Figure 3.
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1 Introduction
Industrial hot-melt extrusion processes are increasingly ap-
plied in the pharmaceutical field. While ”classical” drug
production processes require several combined methods
(sifting, mixing, granulation, drying, ...) and the correspond-
ing pieces of equipment to provide the final products, only
one unit is required in drug delivery using hot-melt extru-
sion, in turn saving space, energy and reducing waste.
In this work, an extruder is modelled as a MIMO distributed
parameter system (three inputs: screw rotation, feed flow
rate and heat exchange energy / three outputs: filling ratio,
pressure and temperature) in order to study and eventually
improve product quality. A first approach to dynamic mod-
eling consists in discretizing the extruder in tanks in series
[1], [2], as it is done classically for tubular chemical reac-
tors. A second appealing approach is the formulation of par-
tial differential equation (PDE) systems, as for instance in
[3] where a one-dimensional PDE system of the extrusion
process is developed.
In this study, the two approaches are followed and com-
pared, based on simulation codes written within the MAT-
LAB environment.
2 Model derivation and numerical simulation
In both methods, a complete description of the extruder can
be obtained applying mass, momentum, and energy bal-
ances. Mass balances allow the determination of the spa-
tial material distribution while energy balances lead to the
determination of the temperature field. Some simplifying
assumptions allows the derivation of algebraic equations for
the pressures in the system, depending on the material dis-
tribution.
In the tank-in-series approach [2], the extruder can be dis-
cretized using a certain number of tanks N, and forward
and backward flow rates coexist between tanks. In the PDE
model formulation, diffusive terms account for mass and
heat diffusion. The advantage of the PDE formulation is
that it uncouples the mathematical model derivation from
the numerical method used to achieve the simulation. In
this study, we use the method of lines with finite difference
schemes (of adjustable accuracy) and ordinary differential
equation solvers from the Matlab ODE suite. In the tank-
in-series approach however the two issues are intrinsically
linked, since the elementary tanks are equivalent to cells in
a first-order finite volume method. The accuracy of the ap-
proach is therefore limited.
3 Preliminary results
Simulation results are computed for various inputs, includ-
ing steps and multi-sines. Both models show comparable
steady state results while dynamic responses to multi-sine
signals show the low-order accuracy of the tanks-in-series
approach. The PDE approach is definitely more flexible and
accurate. Figure 1 shows a sample of these results.
Figure 1: Dynamic responses of both models to a multi-sine input
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1 Context
We are studying the class of Linear Parameter-Varying
(LPV) systems, which is closely related to the class of Lin-
ear Time-Varying (LTV) systems. The difference is that the
model dynamics depend on an external signal p(t) (which we
assume to be known), instead of having an unknown depen-
dency on the (continuous) time t.
2 Approach
We will build on the LTV framework of [1], where a time-
varying block structure is identified. The underlying model
is a differential equation, where the coefficients change over
time. In the LPV framework, these model coefficients are
functions of the scheduling parameter p(t). In the time and
Laplace domain, the differential equation then reads respec-
tively
na
∑
i=0
ai(p(t))y(i)(t) =
nb
∑
i=0
bi(p(t))u(i)(t) (1)
na
∑
i=0
Ai(p(s))∗
(
siY (s)
)
=
nb
∑
i=0
Bi(p(s))∗
(
siU (s)
)
(2)
Note that the scheduling parameter p(t) is not simply another
input to the model, but directly affects the system dynamics.
Both the time and frequency domain have their own mer-
its. The multiplication of the two time-varying signals is
easier in the the time domain, but the derivative can be com-
puted more easily in the frequency domain. Therefore, in
the block structured approach of [1], a hybrid approach is
used, as shown in Figure 1.
1 b0(p(t)) +
s b1(p(t))
. . . . . .
snb bnb(p(t))
U(s)
= + a0(p(t)) 1
a1(p(t)) s
. . . . . .
ana(p(t)) sna
Y (s)
frequency domain time domain frequency domain time domain frequency domain
Figure 1. Block structure for an LPV IO model. All the coefficients appear linearly in this representation.
The model coefficient functions ai(p(t)) and bi(p(t)) are
modelled as static (non-linear) functions of the scheduling
signal p(t), which are approximated by a user selected basis
Φ j(p(t)).
ai(p(t)) = ∑
j=0
ai, jΦ j(p(t)) (3)
In the framework of [1], it is possible to handle arbi-
trary (non-periodic) excitation signals u(t), but also arbitrary
scheduling signals p(t). The resulting output spectrum can
be modeled exactly in the frequency domain. Even more,
the measurements of the input and output singals u(t) and
y(t) can be perturbed by colored Gaussian noise, and we will
still obtain a consistent estimate, by minimizing
θˆWNLS = argminθ ε(θ)
HC−1e ε(θ) (4)
where θ represents the model coefficients (3), ε(θ) is the
residual of (1), and Ce is the covariance of the residual ε(θ).
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1 Partial differential equation
Partial differential equations (PDE) also called distributed
parameter systems (DPS) describe a wide range of phys-
ical behaviors with many applications in various fields as
for example the state-of-health in advanced batteries [1].
The main characteristics of PDE with respect to the usually
considered ordinary differential equations (ODE) is the in-
troduction of partial derivatives along different dimensions,
mostly depicting the time and space components of the con-
sidered system.
PDE models are most of the time derived from physical laws
and therefore expressed in continuous time-space (CTS). To
solve the identification problem of PDE systems, three main
approaches can be distinguished:
• methods where optimization techniques are used to
directly estimate the PDE model parameters;
• methods which aim at approximating the DPS by a
continuous-time or a discrete-time lumped parameter
system or by a discrete time-space system;
• methods which transform the partial differential equa-
tion to an algebraic equation. This usually in-
cludes the use of a preprocessing method to generate
some measures of the process signals and their time-
derivatives. This family of methods is therefore simi-
lar or very close to the approaches available for ODE
model estimation.
In the usual ODE linear system case, one of the main limi-
tations of indirect approaches, i.e. discrete-time approaches,
is the impossibility to deal with non-regularly sampled data.
In the presented PDE case, while it is fair to assume a regu-
lar time-sampling, the spatial-sampling is directly bounded
to a physical sensor implantation and hence limited by cost
and physicaly possible positioning. Consequently, in prac-
tice, indirect identification of PDE systems might often not
be applicable. In order to cope with these limitations, di-
rect approaches aim at directly identifying the physical CTS
parameters, with the inherent difficulty to approximate par-
tial derivatives from sampled noisy signals. This difficulty is
commonly solved by a low pass filtering of the data. Never-
theless, it was only recently that the noise modeling problem
with respect to these filters was addressed for direct identi-
fication of PDE systems [2].
2 Linear parameter varying system
Another statement is that the PDE considered for system
identification are mostly linear time and space invariant.
However, in practice most of the physical behaviors have
a nonlinear or time-space varying nature. Consider for ex-
ample a pollutant transport along a river. From a conceptual
reasoning, it clearly appears that the transport speed directly
depends on the river flow or the river profile for example.
This directly leads to the concept of Linear Parameter Vary-
ing (LPV) models for which the parameters of a linear model
are allowed to depend on a external so-called scheduling
variable. Consequently, LPV-PDE system identification is
studied.
3 Least squares and instrumental variable based
methods
Regarding direct identification of continuous time LPV
models, only a few methods are available in the ODE case
[3], and to the best of author knowledge, there is no specific
work in the PDE case. Consequently, the abstract is here
focused on CTS-LPV-PDE system identification from sam-
pled data under some realistic noise conditions. Because
of the nature of the parameters which are dependent on a
scheduling variable, a system reformulation has been pro-
posed in [3] in order to apply the linear time invariant sys-
tem theory to the LPV identification problem. This refor-
mulation is here extended to the PDE case, allowing the use
of an iterative least squares method [4] which provides effi-
cient estimates for output-error type of noise in the predic-
tion error minimization sense. However, as it will be shown
in a numerical example, in the situation where the output is
corrupted by an additive colored noise, this method delivers
biased estimates. The second approach is then based on the
simplified refined instrumental variable (SRIV) method. An
advantage of the SRIV algorithm is to make use of a filter
which reduces the noise influence on the estimated parame-
ters [5]. References
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1 Introduction
Numerous physical or chemical processes exhibit parameter
variations due to non-stationary or nonlinear behaviour, of-
ten depending on measurable exogenous variables or mea-
surable endogenous process states. These nonlinear pa-
rameter variations can be captured in the linear parameter-
varying (LPV) modeling paradigm, which originates from
the need of finding model structures, that are linear and low
in complexity, but still allow to represent the nonlinear as-
pects of systems during control design. Similarly to lin-
ear time-invariant systems, the LPV model class assumes
a linear relation between the inputs and outputs of the sys-
tem, however the parameters of this relation are functions
of a measurable, time-varying signal, the scheduling vari-
able p : Z→ P, with P ⊆ Rnp . The resulting p-dependent
parameter variation makes it possible to embed both non-
stationary and nonlinear behaviour of the underlying physi-
cal or chemical process.
2 Identification of LPV-SS Models
Data-driven modeling approaches can be used to reveal the
underlying dynamics of the LPV system, which can be rep-
resented in various representations. For control purposes,
LPV state-space (SS) models are preferable, particularly
with static and affine dependence on the scheduling signal.
These LPV-SS models can be parsimoniously parameterized
in the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) case compared to
LPV input-output (IO) models. However, a realization from
an LPV-IO model is computational expensive and will gen-
erally result in rational dependence in the scheduling vari-
able or in a non-minimal realization. Hence, despite LPV-IO
identification is advanced, it cannot support control synthe-
sis well. Identification of LPV-SS models in the prediction
error minimization (PEM) framework is a nonlinear opti-
mization problem with a high computational load and it is
very prone to local minima. Additionally, current subspace
identification approaches suffer heavily from the curse of
? This work was supported by the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (NWO, grant no.: 639.021.127).
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dimensionality, making estimation of moderate sized LPV-
SS models computational infeasible. The interesting objec-
tive is how to achieve a computational efficient fusion of the
advanced LPV-IO model identification and the available re-
sults of direct state-space model estimation.
3 Three-Step Approach
To tackle the computational complexity and perform rapid
identification of LPV-SS models, a three-step approach is
presented, which combines the attractive properties of PEM
LPV-IO identification with the usefulness of the LPV-SS
models. The three steps are: 1) the estimation of the im-
pulse response coefficients, also known as Markov coef-
ficients, 2) an exact LPV-SS realization scheme based on
these estimated Markov coefficients, and 3) an LPV-SS non-
linear optimization based refinement step. In the first step
we present two possible methods: i) correlation analysis
and ii) MIMO finite impulse response estimation with ridge
regularization. The second step is a basis reduced, deter-
ministic Ho-Kalman like LPV-SS realization scheme based
upon [1], which uses the estimated Markov coefficients of
the first step. Finally, a third step is executed as a refine-
ment step to reach the maximum likelihood estimate, for
which two methods are considered i) an iterative LPV-SS
expectation-maximization method [2] and ii) an extension
of the enhanced Gauss-Newton method [3].
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1 Introduction
Linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems are nonlinear sys-
tems described by a linear model coefficients of which vary
as a function of the so called scheduling parameters. The lit-
erature on LPV system identification typically distinguishes
between two different identification approaches - global and
local. Global techniques directly identify an LPV model
based on data obtained from an experiment where both the
input signal and the scheduling parameters are continuously
changing. Local identification techniques typically consist
of two steps. In the first step, several LTI models are iden-
tified based on input-output data for various fixed values of
the scheduling parameter. In the second step, the LTI mod-
els are interpolated yielding a parameter varying model.
The global approach may offer high accuracy in predicting
the system behavior under changing scheduling parameter
conditions, in exhange for involved experiment design re-
lated to ensuring persistancy of the excitation. What goes
in its favour is also the fact that dynamic scheduling depen-
dency, i.e. system’s dependency on time-shifted instances
of the scheduling parameters, can only be detected through
a global identification experiment. The local approach, on
the other hand, can accurately identify only systems with
static scheduling dependency - dependency on the instanta-
neous time values of the scheduling parameters, but can to
a large extent rely on the well-studied linear time-invariant
(LTI) identification methods.
2 Methodology
Although different, data originating from global and local
experiments both provide valuable information that, when
put together, gives a more complete picture of the system at
hand. Our research is currently focused on the possibility of
combining the two approaches. We consider the nonlinear
least-squares identification framework for LPV systems [1],
convenient for several reasons: it easily combines data origi-
nating from different experiments, the data it engages can be
in the time and/or the frequency domain, it allows to empha-
size particular experiments by simply employing weighting
matrices, and the solution can be efficiently found by the
well-known Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. In this way,
it is possible to balance between the importance of the sys-
tem’s behavior under changing scheduling parameter condi-
tions, and the behavior for fixed operating conditions.
Table 1: Mean squared error of the identified LPV model calcu-
lated with respect to the global validation data - first row,
local identification data - second row, and local valida-
tion data - third row; averaged over 100 identification
proceedings.
α = 0.005 α = 0.5 α = 0.995
2.876 ·10−1 5.478 ·10−2 4.127 ·10−2
4.697 ·10−4 7.247 ·10−3 8.543 ·10−3
4.901 ·10−4 4.017 ·10−3 4.505 ·10−3
3 Simulation example
Assume a single-input single-output discrete time LPV sys-
tem of second order, with one scheduling parameter. We
combine data from a global time domain experiment and lo-
cal data: five frequency response functions each obtained
for a different fixed value of the scheduling parameter. The
total number of data samples in the local experiments equals
the total number of data samples in the global experiment.
To balance between the global and local behavior, we intro-
duce weighting scalars α and β for the global and local data
respectively, with α +β = 1, α > 0, β > 0. As the initial
guess for the LPV identification, the LTI model identified
for the scheduling value in the middle of the operating range
is taken.
The results given in Table 1 clearly show that putting em-
phasis on one approach gives better results in the context
interesting for that approach. Nevertheless, a compromise
between the two seemingly exclusive objectives (α = 0.5)
is also achievable.
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1 Introduction
Various circuit blocks in telecommunication systems such as
frequency converters, samplers and oscillators have a peri-
odically time varying nature. Noise generated and processed
by them therefore needs to be described using periodically
time varying statistics [1]. Most signal processing methods
assume stationary noise, implying that they have statistical
parameters that do not vary with time. The stationarity as-
sumption is not always applicable to signals in manmade
systems encountered in different areas as e.g. communica-
tion systems.
Cyclostationary (CS) processes are much more than a trivial
variation of stationary processes. Cyclostationarity can gen-
erally be exploited to enhance the accuracy and reliability of
information collected from data sets such as measurements
of corrupted signals. In communication systems, the sta-
tistical parameters of signals usually vary periodically with
time. Our goal is to grow the awareness by recognizing and
exploiting CS in the design and modeling process rather than
ignoring it by treating signals as if they were stationary.We
therefore need to extend and generalize the essential theo-
rems for stationary and nonstationary processes to cyclosta-
tionary ones.
2 Framework and Problem overeview
As opposed to stationary signals, cyclostationary signals
contain extra information due to their ’hidden’ periodicity.
In the time domain, the auto-correlation function carries the
additional information which can be observed by the varia-
tion in its statistics. In the frequency domain, there are also
correlations between spectral components that are spaced
apart by specific frequencies, known as cyclic frequencies.
The objective of all cyclic spectral analysis applications is to
exploit signals spectral redundancy to improve the accuracy
and reliability of information extracted from the measure-
ments of corrupted signals [2]. Our current work aims to
provide a complete description of the cyclostationary pro-
cesses when a CS noise is processed by a linear periodi-
cally time-varying (LPTV) system. Moreover, we aim to ex-
tend the identification of LPTV systems using Local Polyno-
mial Method (LPM) by including the cyclostationarity of the
noise. This method should be able to suppress the leakage
error by estimating the nonparametric frequency response
function (FRF) and the leakage error over a small frequency
range [3].
Another important issue is to find and check the assumptions
under which the CS process becomes a stationary one. CS
noise is for instance present at the output of a mixer when the
noise is periodically modulated. However, figure 1 shows
two configurations which transform CS noise into station-
ary noise: a cascade of two mixers at the top, and a cascade
of single mixer and low pass filter (LPF) at the bottom. At
the end, multiple simulations will help us determining the
frequency response functions at the output of the both sys-
tems presented below.
𝑥(𝑡) 𝐶𝑆(𝑡) 𝑦(𝑡) 
𝑥(𝑡) 𝐶𝑆(𝑡) 𝑦(𝑡) 
𝐿𝑂 
𝐿𝑂 𝐿𝑂 
Figure 1: Top: A cascade of two mixers. Bottom: A cascade of a
mixer and a low pass filter (LPF) and the signals used
for both scenarios denoted as: input signals x (t), output
signals y (t) and cyclostationary signals CS (t).
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1 Introduction
Modern trends in mechatronic positioning systems require
faster movements and increased accuracy. Lightweight sys-
tem design is motivated by the desire to achieve higher ac-
celerations, but this is at the cost of a shift of flexible dy-
namical behavior to a lower frequency region. Dealing with
the imposed contradiction typically requires advanced con-
trol strategies. Input-shaping or time-delay filtering (TDF),
are proven methods for the reduction of undesired motion
induced dynamical effects [3], however typically limited to
point-to-point motions, this in contrast to feedback proce-
dures [1]. The main aim of this work is the introduction
of a time-delay filter design which enables zero-phase er-
ror tracking for periodic reference signals according to the
structure depicted in Fig. 1.
R(iω) U(iω) Y (iω)
A0 +A1e
−iωT +A2e−2iωT
ω2n
(iω)2 + 2ζωn(iω) + ω
2
n
G(iω) P (iω)
Figure 1: Open-loop TDF structure of a second-order system
2 Time-Delay Filtering for Periodic Movements
The fundamental idea behind input-shaping is the cancella-
tion of the systems poles by exploiting the zeros of the filter.
Periodic signals can be denoted by,
r(t) =
n
∑
k=1
ak sin(ωˆk), ∀ω ∈Ωr, (1)
with n the total number of harmonics and Ωr the set of all
ωˆk. For zero-phase tracking of signals described by (1), the
following constraints should be satisfied.
Design Requirements:
1. G(s= p j) = 0 ∀p j, with p j the poles of P(s),
2. |G(s= iω)|= |P(s= iω)|−1,
3. 6 G(s= iω)+ 6 P(s= iω) =
{
0 if ω < ωn
pi if ω > ωn
,
∀ω ∈Ωr. A time-delay filter parametrization is proposed of
the form,
G(s) =
L
∑
k=1
Ake−skT , (2)
with L depending on the number of poles of the system
and the number of harmonics in (1). In Fig. 2, the re-
sults for a fourth-order system and three harmonics are illus-
trated. It can be observed that the proposed TDF enforces
|H(iω)| = |G(iω)P(iω)| = 1 and 6 H(iω) = 0 ∀ω ∈ Ωr,
leading to perfect tracking.
Figure 2: Frequency- and time domain results of H(iω) for var-
ious TDF designs; uncontrolled (blue); normal TDF
(red); harmonic TDF (green); robust harmonic TDF
(green). All ω ∈Ωr are indicated by blue circles.
3 Extensions for Robustness and Multivariable Systems
Robustness is key for successful application of the method
which is for parameter variations extensively discussed in
literature, see, e.g., [3]. Variations in ω ∈ Ωr require an
additional constraint that leads to the robust result in Fig. 2,
dH(s)
dω
∣∣∣∣
s=iω
= 0 ∀ω ∈Ωr. (3)
The method is also applicable for multivariable systems,
based on the work in [2].
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1 Introduction
Output agreement has evolved as one of the most important
control objectives in cooperative control, see e.g. [1]. Out-
put agreement roughly means that agents agree on a certain
quantity of interest. This is typically done through commu-
nications via an interconnection structure given by a graph
G = (V,E). Depending on the context, agents may have
identical (homogenous networks) or nonidentical (heteroge-
neous networks) dynamics. Moreover, the coupling imposed
by the interconnection structure may be static or dynamic.
In certain applications, the network dynamics is subjected to
unknown disturbances. Output agreement with disturbance
rejection/attenuation, therefore, has been studied in the liter-
ature, see e.g [2]. In this talk, we consider agents with non-
indentical nonlinear port-Hamiltonian dynamics. The edge
dynamics is assumed to be single integrator, yet with a non-
linear output map. Our objective is to achieve output agree-
ment on a prescribed set point, and despite the presence of
constant disturbances which are affecting the nodal dynam-
ics. The key contribution of our results is that we cover the
unmatched control-disturbance scheme, meaning that con-
trol signals and disturbances may be applied to different sub-
set of nodes. An application of our results is balancing de-
mand and supply in heterogenous power networks, where
power generated at synchronous generators corresponds to
the control inputs, and power demand at loads corresponds
to disturbances.
2 Main Results
Consider systems at the edges and nodes
η˙k = vk (1)
λk = ∇He,k(ηk) k = 1,2, . . . ,M (2)
x˙i =−Ri∇Hn,i(xi)+σi+ui+wi, i ∈ I1 (3)
x˙i =−Ri∇Hn,i(xi)+σi+wi, i ∈ I2 (4)
yi = ∇Hn,i(xi), (5)
with V = I1∪ I2 and I1∩ I2 =∅, interconnected via
v= BT y, σ =−Bλ (6)
to give the compact representation
η˙ = BT∇Hn(x) (7)
λ = ∇He(η) (8)
x˙(1) =−R(1)∇H(1)n (x)−B(1)∇He(η)+u(1)+w(1) (9)
x˙(2) =−R(2)∇H(2)n (x)−B(2)∇He(η)+w(2) (10)
y= ∇Hn(x). (11)
For the sake of simplicity, we consider here constant distur-
bances w, i.e. w˙= 0.
Notice that the interconnection (6) can be interpreted as a
physical coupling among the systems. The absence of con-
trol in part of the node dynamics embodies possible failures
in the actuators.
We are interested in an output agreement problem character-
ized as follows. There exists a unique constant vector x such
that
∇Hn,i(xi) = ∇Hn, j(x j), ∀i, j ∈ I.
Under certain feasibility conditions, the controller
θ˙ =−Lcommθ −Q−1[∇H(1)n (x)−∇H(1)n (x)] (12)
u(1) = Q−1θ (13)
guarantees x(t)→ x, θ(t)→ θ , u(t)→ u, where u¯ is the
minimizer of the cost function
C(u) =
1
2
uTQu
subject to
η˙ = 0 (14)
0=−R(1)∇H(1)n (x)−B(1)∇He(η)+u(1)+w(1) (15)
0=−R(2)∇H(2)n (x)−B(2)∇He(η)+w(2). (16)
(17)
The analysis rests on the incremental total energy
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1 Introduction
Network control systems (NCS) are control systems that
have their components, sensors, controllers, actuators and
coordinate nodes connected via a communication network.
One of the promising research directions is to replace time-
triggered controllers by event-triggered controllers, in order
to save bandwidth.
In an event-triggered control implementation, the measure-
ments from the sensors are sent to the controllers aperiod-
ically. The times of update depend on the satisfaction of
some predesigned conditions. As a result, the measurements
are only sent when it is necessary. These conditions are of-
ten some relations between current measurements and the
last sent measurements.
Let h represent such a triggering condition function, the
event time in an event-triggered implementation is given by:
tk+1 =min{t > tk|h(x(t),x(tk))> 0}
The present work is a coordination of the work of [1]. In
that paper, Mazo and Cao present an asynchronous event-
triggered implementation, which makes the event triggering
mechanism distributed in the sensors. In this case, for some
local triggering functions hi, the transmission times for each
sensor i is given by:
t ik+1 =min{t > t ik|hi(xi(t),xi(t ik))> 0}, i∈ {1, · · · ,n},x∈Rn
If there is an event in one of the sensors, only its mea-
surement is used in the update of the next control action.
This strategy was proposed to reduce sensors’ listening time,
which consequently reduces their energy consumption.
According to [1], there is a lower bound between transmis-
sions of the same sensors:
t ik+1− t ik > τ i
where τ i is the bound. However, this implementation cannot
guarantee a lower bound between transmissions of different
sensors, i.e. ∀i 6= j, there is no τd satisfying:
t iki − t
j
k j
> τd
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Figure 1: Simulation result, τd = 0.00017s
Without this τd , a controller may calculate and send inputs
to the actuators more than once in a very short time, which
will cause a high instantaneous bit-rate.
In the present paper, we solve this problem by introducing
an improved triggering strategy. This strategy requires the
controllers to check the measurements of other sensors when
there is an event. If another event can be expected in the
future τd , the controller updates those sensor measurements
by current measurements at the same time before calculating
the inputs, thus a lower bound τd is achieved.
2 Linear case and Example
Fig.1 shows a simulation result of one system using our new
asynchronous event-triggered implementation with lower
bound guarantees for global event intervals. The system is a
4 dimensional linear system. The results show that the new
strategy can guarantee asymptotic stability of the closed-
loop as well as a lower bound for global event intervals.
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1 Motivation and Introduction
Fatigue damage is regarded as a critical factor in structures
where it is essential to guarantee a certain life span for ope-
rating conditions in turbulent or coarse environments. These
conditions might lead to irregular loads, which decrease the
life expectancy of such structures. For example, this is the
case for wind turbines, and structures in contact with waves
and uneven roads. Fatigue is a phenomenon that occurs in
a microscopic scale, manifesting itself as damage [1]. The
most popular and widely spread measure of fatigue dam-
age is the so-called rainflow counting (RFC) method, whose
name comes from an analogy with roofs collecting rainwa-
ter. Despite its widespread usage, the RFC method has a
complex non-linear algorithmic character that limits it as a
post-processing tool primarily.
As mentioned in [2], the purpose of the RFC method is to
identify the closed hysteresis loops in stress signals. In [3]
an equivalence between RFC and a particular hysteresis ope-
rator is provided, allowing to incorporate a fatigue estimator
online within the control loop, in contrast to the RFC case;
a sketch of this idea is depicted in Figure 1. However, the
inclusion of hysteretic elements in the control loop is not
straightforward, since hysteresis operators involve disconti-
nuities and non-smooth nonlinearities, and in the case of the
Preisach hysteresis model, infinite dimensional memory [3].
Hysteresis
Operator
Rainflow
Counting
[offline]
[online]
damage
damage
Figure 1: Damage calculation comparison between RFC (D¯) and
Hysteresis operator (D) in a control loop.
2 Proposed Approach
In this work, we relate the variations of certain Preisach
hysteresis operator to its dissipated energy [4, 5]; with this
equivalence we show the connection between damage as un-
derstood by Brokate in [3] and dissipated energy. Conse-
quently, we transport the notion of damage to the Duhem
hysteresis framework [6], where the aim is to use the dissi-
pated energy [7, 8] as a measure or proxy for accumulated
damage. Lastly, we include the aforementioned proxy in the
cost functional of a model predictive control problem, where
we illustrate the applicability of the proposed strategy.
The main advantage of the presented approach is that con-
trol of complex physical systems can be achieved, since the
Duhem model can be explicitly written as a semi-linear dif-
ferential equation [9], facilitating its inclusion in the control
problem. Lastly, this damage estimation can be used in a
wider set of applications, ranging from magnetics to me-
chanics, which are well described in the Duhem hysteresis
framework.
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1 Abstract
This work studies the problem of output agreement in ho-
mogeneous networks of nonlinear dynamical systems un-
der time-varying disturbances using controllers placed at the
nodes of the networks. For the class of contractive systems,
necessary and sufficient conditions for output agreement are
derived, and these conditions relate the eigenvalues of the
network Laplacian and the node dynamics.
2 Motivation
This result builds upon the method of [1], in which the out-
put agreement problem is solved for the class of incremen-
tally passive systems using dynamic couplings.
Previous results [2] study the problem of output regulation,
and propose a solution using similar methods. However,
such approaches are in general of limited use in large-scale
networks, as conditions derived depend on the entire Lapla-
cian matrix of the graph, and the resulting control strategy
needs to be computed in a centralized manner.
3 Setting
We study networks of n systems
w˙i = siwi
x˙i = f (xi)+ui+ piwi
yi =Cxi
Here, si is assumed to be skew-symmetric. The stacked ver-
sion of the interconnected system is denoted by x¯, u¯, w¯ along
with f¯ , s¯ and h¯.
When these are placed on the nodes of a graph G , we denote
the adjacency matrix by B and the Laplacian matrix byL .
To achieve output agreement, we place controllers at the
nodes of the form
ξ˙i = pTi Qxi+ siξi+H ∑
j∈Ni
(ξ j−ξi),
ui =−piξi.
The objective is then to design H, Q and pi such that yi−
y j → 0 as t→ ∞ for all pairs of nodes.
L
Controller Node
Exosystem
i = 1, ..., n
4 Approach
If the Jacobian of the entire system is quadratically stable,
we achieve output agreement trivially. However, we aim to
show that it’s possible to achieve the same result by satisfy-
ing a simpler condition on the node systems for each eigen-
value of L : we require instead that an expression of the
form
f ′(x)+λiH (1)
be quadratically stable.
This result extends to dynamic controllers positioned at the
nodes. In the case of scalar systems, this condition guar-
antees state synchronization; for the case of non-scalar sys-
tems, we have output synchronization.
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1 Abstract
In this paper we continue our study of the dynamics of dis-
tribution networks. Identifying the network with a directed
graph we associate with every vertex of the graph a state
variable x corresponding to storage, and with every edge a
control input variable µ corresponding to flow, possibly sub-
ject to constraints. More precisely, on the vertices of graph
we have
x˙ = −Bµ+Ed¯, x ∈ Rn, µ ∈ Rm d ∈ Rk
y = ∂H∂x (x), y ∈ Rn,
(1)
where H : Rn → R is a differentiable function, B is the in-
cidence matrix of the network and Ed¯ is a vector of con-
stant but unknown disturbances. In this paper we consider
the case when the controller is defined on the edges to pro-
vide the flow variables. As explained in [1] a proportional-
integral (PI) controller which is given as
η˙ = ζ , η ,ζ ∈ Rm,
µ = Rζ + ∂Hc∂η (η)
(2)
where ηi is state variable associated to ith edge, R is a
diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal elements
r1,r2, . . . ,rm, and Hc the Hamiltonian function correspond-
ing to the controller, is sufficient to reach output agreement.
Here the controller is driven by the relative output of the
systems (1) on vertices, i.e.,
ζ = BT y (3)
In many cases of practical interest it is natural to require
that the state variables of the distribution network will re-
main larger than a given minimal value, e.g. zero. On
the other hand, PI controller introduces oscillatory behavior
which may cause the state variables x become smaller than
some given lower bounds. In this paper we aim at regulating
the system to consensus, while the storage variables remain
greater or equal than a given lower bound γ . The problem
is solved by using a distributed PI controller structure with
constraints which vary in time. The closed-loop is given as
x˙ = −Bsat(µ(t),−φ+(t),φ+(t)),
η˙ = BT ∂H∂x (x).
(4)
It is shown the constraints φ+(t) can be obtained as the
solution of an optimization problem.
In fact, for each time t and each vertex vi, the edges adjacent
to it can be divided into two sets
f invi (t) = {e j ∈ E | Bi jµ j < 0}
f outvi (t) = {e j ∈ E | Bi jµ j > 0}.
(5)
The vertices of the network can be divided into the following
subsets, referred to as gray and black
V G(t) = {vi ∈ V | xi(t) = γi}
V B1(t) = {vi ∈ V G | B(i, :)µ(t)> 0}
V B2(t) = {vi ∈ V G | ∃v j ∈ V B1 s.t. f invi (t)∩ f outv j (t) 6= /0}
where B(i, :) is the ith row of B. Furthermore, we denote
V B(t) = V B1(t)∪V B2(t). Let us denote the set of outgoing
edges of all vertices in V B(t), i.e., ∪vi∈V B(t) f outvi , as E Bout(t).
By taking φ+(t) as the solution of the following optimiza-
tion problem
min
φ ∑
e j∈E Bout (t)
1
2|µ j(t)|
((
φ j−µ j(t)
)2
+φ2j
)
s.t. B(i, :)φ = 0,∀vi ∈ V B(t),
φk = µk(t), if ek ∈ E \E Bout(t).
(6)
we have the following result.
Theorem 1. Consider the system (4) on the graph G in
closed loop with the saturation bounds as solution of (6).
Assume that H = ∑ni=1 Hi(xi) ∈ C2 and Hc ∈ C1 are posi-
tive definitive and radially unbounded. Furthermore Hi are
strictly convex with argminx∈Rn H(x) = γ ∈ Rn. Then
(i) x(t)> γ for all t > 0 if x(0)≥ γ;
(ii) the trajectories of the closed-loop system (4) will con-
verge to an element of the load balancing set
Etot = {(x,η) | ∂H∂x (x) = α1, α ∈ R
+, B
∂Hc
∂η
(η) = 0}.
if and only if G is weakly connected.
The proof is based on the Filippov solution of (4).
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1 Introduction
We consider in the present work the average consensus prob-
lem over fully connected networks, with transmitter-based
stochastic communication losses. Each node has an initial
state, and the aim of the nodes is to reach consensus at the
average value of the initial states of the nodes.
As the attention to multi agent control systems has grown,
distributed consensus has been widely studied in the last
decade, however the assumption that the network topology
is static, i.e. the links are reliable and fixed, is not real-
istic, as in a wireless based network messages can be lost
due to packet collision or interference on the channel. If the
topology of the network changes dynamically, the consen-
sus might not be achieved, therefore compensation methods
must be introduced to make the network converge. It should
be noticed, however, that the consensus value it is not nec-
essarily be the average value of the initial states [1].
In the present work a solution to achieve convergence to the
exact average value of the initial states is presented.
2 Consensus and compensation
An efficient distributed algorithm to solve the problem of
averaging over a number N of nodes, is the dynamic system
xi(t+1) =
N
∑
j=1
Pi jx j(t) (1)
where P is a matrix such that Pi j = 0 if the nodes i and j are
not connected. Moreover, it can be proved that if P is doubly
stochastic, (i.e Pi j ≥ 0∀i, j, P1 = 1 and 1TP = 1T ) then P
solves the average consensus problem.
Clearly, if the communication between two nodes can fail,
the matrix P will not be constant over time, and then could
be not stochastic for the whole time necessary to the system
(1) to converge to consensus. In [1] two consensus strate-
gies are proposed to compensate the information lost due to
packet drop and be able to reach consensus: the biased com-
pensation method and the balanced compensation method
which both modify the matrix P if a communication failure
happens. It should be noticed that the both compensation al-
gorithms do not guarantee average consensus, but only con-
sensus, which means that all the nodes will reach the same
value which will not be the average of the initial states, but
will differ by a quantity dependent on P.
3 Proposed solution
In the present work the biased method proposed in [1] is
improved. Assume that the probability for a node to fail the
communication with his neighbours is p and define L(t) =
diag(l1, l2, ...lN), where li = 0 if the node i was not able to
communicate at time t, 1 otherwise, and P[li = 0] = p
Clearly, the P(t) matrix will be P(t) = P¯L(t), where P¯ is the
matrix without failures. Applying the biased compensation
method, the update matrix is
PB(t) = P(t)+diag(1−P(t)1) (2)
which is stochastic, but not double stochastic. It is however
possible to define the matrix
G(t) = L(t)P¯L(t)+ I−L(t) (3)
and then use the matrix
PI(t) = G(t)+
(1−G(t)1)(1T −1TG(t))
(1T −1TG(t))1 (4)
which is doubly stochastic, and then achieves the average
consensus. However, the second term in (4) is in general a
full matrix. Hence, this compensation method may not be
suitable when the network is not fully connected
4 Conclusion
A novel approach to deal with packet losses over wireless
networks was proposed. The method is capable to achieve
average consensus even over unreliable networks. Other al-
gorithms are capable to achieve consensus, but not average
consensus. Current work is focusing on extending this com-
pensation method to more general network topologies.
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1 Abstract
In this note we study linear feedback Nash equilibria of
the scalar linear quadratic N-player differential game. We
present a complete characterization of the solution structure
of this game using a geometric approach. Furthermore we
investigate the effect on this solution structure of some char-
acteristics of the game, i.e.: the number of players; the en-
trance of new players; and the level of asymmetry. For that
purpose we distinguish three types of the game: the eco-
nomic game; the regulator game and the mixed game. The
analysis is restricted to the case the involved cost depend
only on the output and control variables.
We consider the problem where N players try to mini-
mize their individual quadratic performance criterion. Each
player controls a different set of inputs to a single system.
The system dynamics are described by the scalar differen-
tial equation
x˙(t) = ax(t)+
N
∑
i=1
biui(t), x(0) = x0, (1)
Here x is the state of the system, ui is a (control) variable
player i can manipulate, x0 is the arbitrarily chosen initial
state of the system, a (the state feedback parameter) and
bi, i ∈ N := {1, ..,N}, are constant system parameters, and
x˙ denotes the time derivative of x. All variables are scalar.
The performance criterion player i ∈ N aims to minimize is:
Ji(u1, · · · ,uN) := 12
∫
∞
0
{qix2(t)+ riu2i (t)}dt, (2)
where ri are positive and both bi and qi differ from zero.
We will assume that the players use time invariant feedback
strategies, ui(t) = fix(t), to control the system. Although the
players act in principle non-cooperatively we assume that
there is some form of cooperation between the players in
the sense that they agree to choose their strategies such that
the closed-loop system will be stable. That is, we restrict the
set of strategies toFN := {( f1, · · · , fN)|a+∑Ni=1 bi fi < 0}.
For this game we distinguish three cases. The case that qi <
0, i ∈ N, (the economic game); the case that qi > 0, i ∈ N
(the regulator game); and the case that for some indices qi is
negative and for other indices this parameter is positive (the
mixed game).
For all three games we characterize geometrically the set of
feedback Nash equilibria (FNE).
For the symmetric game (i.e. all players have the same cost
function) we characterize how the set of system parameters
where there exists a unique equilibrium depends on the num-
ber of involved players. It turns out that this set increases for
the regulator game and decreases for the economic game.
Furthermore it is shown that if an economic player enters a
regulator game, the area where a unique equilibrium exists
decreases. Whereas an opposite reaction occurs if a regula-
tor player enters an economic game. In such a case the area
where a unique equilibrium exists increases.
For the two-player game we discuss how asymmetry be-
tween both cost functions impacts the area where a unique
equilibrium exists. This area increases the more asymmetric
the game is. More in particular we show that this growth is
approximately a factor
√
3 larger in the regulator game than
in the economic game.
Keywords: Linear quadratic differential games; linear feed-
back Nash equilibria; analysis solution structure;
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1 Consensus Systems
A consensus system represents a group of agents trying to
agree with each other on some common value. These sys-
tems, and in particular linear ones, have attracted an im-
portant research attention because they are commonly used
in a variety of distributed computation schemes. Possible
applications range from coordination of autonomous pla-
toons of vehicles to data fusion in systems with distributed
measurements, distributed optimization or coordination of
multi-agent systems.
We consider here the following discrete-time consensus sys-
tem:
x(t) = Aσ(t)x(t−1). (1)
The state vector represents the values of the agents: xi(t) is
the value of agent i at time t. The index σ(t) represents how
the transition matrix is chosen in a set S = {A1, . . . ,Am} (rep-
resenting all possible configurations of the system) at each
time t. The matrices of S are (row) stochastic, representing
agents computing their new values as weighted averages of
values of other agents.
We are interested in convergence to consensus, that is, a state
in which all agents have the same value. More specifically,
we would like to know if it is possible to pick the sequence
σ in such a way that System (1) converges to consensus.
2 Method
We first prove that the existence of a sequence such that Sys-
tem (1) converges to consensus is equivalent to the existence
of a product P of matrices from the set S that has a positive
column. We call such a product a synchronising product.
We call a synchronising word the sequence of indices corre-
sponding to a synchronising product.
In particular, if w is a synchronising word, then www . . . is a
sequence such that System (1) converges to consensus.
1This text presents research results of the Belgian Network DYSCO,
funded by the Interuniversity Attraction Poles Program, initiated by the
Belgian Science Policy Office. The research is also supported by the Con-
certed Research Action (ARC) of the French Community of Belgium.
2Raphae¨l Jungers is a FNRS research associate.
We notice that the problem of the existence of a synchonis-
ing word is very similar to the problem of synchronisability
of automata. An automata is a set of stochastic matrices with
binary entries. An automaton is said to be synchronisable if
there is a product of matrices from the automaton that has a
positive column.
The second step of our approach is to extend a couple of re-
sults from automata theory (see [2] for a survey) to sets of
stochastic matrices to obtain results on our original consen-
sus system.
3 Results
We obtain the following results: if there is a synchronising
word, the shortest one is shorter than n
3−n
6 . It can be check
in polynomial time if a synchronising word exists but it is
NP-hard to find the shortest one.
Theorem 1 (Short Synchronising Word) Let S be a set of
stochastic matrices. If S has a synchronising word, then it
has a synchronising word of length smaller than n
3−n
6 .
Theorem 2 (Polynomial Time Decision Algorithm) Let S
be a set of stochastic matrices. There is an algorithm that
decides in time O(n2) if the set S has a synchronising word.
Theorem 3 (NP-hardness) Let S be a set of stochastic ma-
trices and l ∈ N. The problem of the existence of a syn-
chronising word of length smaller than l is NP-hard. The
problem remains NP-hard when restricted to sets of matri-
ces with positive diagonal.
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1 Introduction
Recently some robustness issues on formation control based
on the gradient of potential energy have been identified [1].
These issues have been studied for rigid formations where
the underlying graph describing the sensing topology is
undirected. More specifically, the gradient-based controllers
are not robust when a pair of neighboring robots measure
differently about the relative position between each other.
The effects of this discrepancy for formations in the plane
are a distortion of the final shape of the formation with re-
spect to the desired one and an undesired circular motion of
the agents. Some work has been done addressing such issues
in [2].
In this work we turn our attention to the formations where
the sensing topology is directed. Therefore by construction
there cannot exist discrepancies in the measured relative po-
sitions between neighbors since only one agent of any neigh-
boring pair is measuring, but the effects of having a dis-
torted shape and an undesired motion of the agents show up
again when we discretize the dynamics of the agents and add
zero-mean noise to the sensor readings. The surprise comes
when one should expect a randomly perturbed movement of
the formation due to the random noise in the measurement,
but we will show that for the directed triangular formation,
the dominating undesired movement is in fact a circular one
whose mean angular velocity can be calculated. This effect
can also be extrapolated to bigger directed rigid formations
consisting of more than three agents.
2 Directed triangular formation as a case study
Consider the control law presented in [3] and discretize it by
applying Euler’s method
xi(k+1) = xi(k)−Tzi(k)ei(k), (1)
where i ∈ {1,2,3} is the label of the agent, k is the time in-
dex, T ∈ R is the sampling period, xi ∈ R2 is the position of
agent i, zi = xi−x[i+1] is the relative position between neigh-
bors, [ ] is the mod(3) operation and ei(k) = ||zi(k)||2−d2i is
the error between the squares of the actual and the desired
relative distance di.
We first show that the error system is self contained and sta-
ble, i.e. ∑i(ei(k+1)2−ei(k)2)= f (ei(k),T,di)≤ 0 for some
initial conditions ||e(0)|| ≤ ρ > 0 and for some sufficiently
Figure 1: On the left the black arrows indicate the sensing topol-
ogy. Sensing is corrupted by Gaussian noise, therefore
the exact position of the neighboring agent is unknown.
When the agents are close to the equilibrium, this un-
certainty in the control law (1) causes a non-zero mean
velocity represented by the orange arrow. On the right
a numerical simulation of the agents’ trajectory follow-
ing (1) with noise in their measurements. We can see
clearly how they describe a circular motion.
small sample time T . This implies that the shape of the de-
sired triangle is robust against perturbations on the measure-
ments. However, in the Cartesian space we can translate and
rotate the triangular shape without affecting the error at all.
That means that if a perturbation in the position of the agents
causes a rotation or a translation of the whole formation at
the same time, then the control law (1) will not necessarily
be able to counter react such perturbation. We will show that
such perturbation happens when we simply add a zero-mean
Gaussian noise vi(k) to the measurement of the relative po-
sition, i.e. yi(k) = zi(k)+vi(k), and we replace zi(k) by yi(k)
in (1).
The argument for showing that there is a circular motion of
the formation is based on the analysis of having two agents
with an unknown position close to the equilibrium point. We
can show that there exists a non-zero mean velocity compo-
nent for each agent, and the resultant expected velocity for
the whole formation is also non-zero. This circular motion
is shown in the simulation on the right of Figure 1.
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1 Introduction
Iterative learning control (ILC) is widely used in control ap-
plications to improve performance of repetitive processes
[1]. The key idea of ILC is to update the control signal it-
eratively based on measured data from previous trials, such
that the output converges to the given reference trajectory.
Model-inversion based ILC uses the system model as a basis
for the learning algorithm. Since system models are never
perfect in practice, accounting for model uncertainty in the
model inversion-based ILC analyses and designs needs to be
addressed.
This work first discusses the robust monotonic convergence
and tracking performance conditions of model inversion-
based ILC. Next, the learning gain Q is designed such that
the corresponding ILC controller realizes an optimal trade-
off between the converged tracking performance e∞ and the
convergence speed. The design is reformulated as a con-
vex optimization problem. Finally, the proposed model-
inversion based ILC design is validated through a numerical
example.
2 System Representation
We consider an LTI, single-input single-output (SISO) sys-
tem that is subject to unstructured multiplicative uncer-
tainty, P∆(q) = Pˆ(q)(1 +W (q)∆(q)) and ∆(q) ∈ B∆ =
{∆(q) = stable, causal LTI system : ‖∆(q)‖∞ ≤ 1} . Pˆ(q) is
the nominal plant model and the weight W (q) determines
the size of the uncertainty. Pˆ(q), W (q), and ∆(q) are stable
transfer functions. The ILC design is formulated in the trial
domain, relying on the lifted system representation. The
system is then represented by: P∆ = Pˆ(I+∆W), where Pˆ,W
and ∆ are lower triangular Toeplitz matrices.
In ILC, the updated control signal is generally computed
from the following learning algorithm:
u j+1 =Q(u j+Le j), (1)
where e j = yd − P∆u j is the j-th trial tracking error, and
(Q,L) are the designed learning matrices. The ILC algo-
rithm is robust monotonic convergent if ‖Q(I−LP∆)‖< 1,
∀∆ ∈ B∆, and the converged tracking error is obtained as
e∞ =
[
I−P∆[I−Q(I−LP∆)]−1QL
]
yd.
In model inversion-based ILC, the learning gain L is se-
lected as the inversion of the system model Pˆ, i.e. L= Pˆ−1.
If the system is non-minimum phase or ill-conditioned, this
learning gain is modified as the pseudo-inverse of the system
model, i.e. L= Pˆ†.
3 Analysis and Design
First, in order to obtain a tractable reformulation of the pro-
posed ILC analyses, the set B∆ is replaced by an outer ap-
proximation: Bo∆ =
{
∆ ∈ RN×N : ‖∆‖ ≤ 1} . Then the ILC
algorithm (1) is robust monotonic convergent if:
‖QW‖< 1, (2)
and the smaller ‖QW‖, the faster convergence speed. More-
over, the robust tracking performance condition is given by
‖Wp(I+P∆C)−1‖ ≤ 1. (3)
where Wp is the performance weight and C= (I−Q)−1QL.
This condition is equivalent to a bilinear matrix inequality.
In the ILC design, the objective is to optimize both the track-
ing error and the convergence speed as a multi-objective
problem, yielding the following optimization problem
minimize
Q
‖Wp(I+ PˆC)−1‖2
subject to ‖QW‖2 < γ.
(4)
The weight γ quantifies the relative importance of converged
tracking error and convergence speed. This problem is refor-
mulated as a convex optimization problem in the variable Q.
We then analyze the optimal trade-off design by solving (4)
for different values of γ < 1.
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1 Introduction
Switched systems are an important subclass of hybrid sys-
tems that consists of subsystems with continuous dynam-
ics and a rule to regulate the switching behavior between
them. Switched systems appear in a wide range of appli-
cations, such as intelligent transportation systems and smart
energy systems. Due to the desire to drive switched sys-
tems toward optimal behavior, e.g. maximization of traffic
flow in traffic networks, minimization of energy consump-
tion in energy systems, optimal control of switched systems
has attracted a lot of attention. Solution of the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation via Dynamic Programming
has been proposed to address optimal control for switched
systems. This, however, gives rise to the ‘curse of the di-
mensionality’. Recently, adaptive dynamic programming
(ADP) has been adopted to solve optimal control problems
for switched systems. ADP algorithms are capable of avoid-
ing the ‘curse of the dimensionality’ and approximating the
optimal control law via recursive relationships and soft com-
putation technologies, like neural networks. Lu and Ferrari
[1] train neural networks to approximate the optimal value
function in a forward fashion. The weights are updated on-
line by recursive relationships involving the objective func-
tion and its gradient with respect to the switching modes.
Heydari and Balakrishnan [2] adopt ADP to obtain the op-
timal switching sequence and switching instants. A batch
training algorithm is applied to update weights of the neural
networks in a backward fashion.
2 Problem formulation and methodology
Approaches developed in literature for optimal control of
switched systems require to some extent the knowledge of
the system dynamics. For example, the knowledge of the
system dynamics in a neighborhood set of the continuous
system state trajectory is a prerequisite condition of the ap-
proach of [1]. The algorithm of [2] is based on known dy-
namics of the switched system and can be only implemented
offline. In light of this, we propose to adopt a model refer-
ence adaptive control (MRAC) scheme to solve optimal con-
trol problems of uncertain LTI switched systems. MRAC is
an adaptive scheme to obtain a control law that drives the
output of an unknown system to track the response of a ref-
erence model. The unknown dynamics of switched systems
can be expressed as
x˙(t) = Ai(t)x(t)+Bi(t)u(t)+d(t)
y(t) =Ci(t)x(t)
where x, u, y and i are the state vector, the continuous con-
trol law, the output and the switching sequence respectively;
d is a bounded disturbance. For every mode i, the matrices
Ai, Bi and Ci are unknown. A family of reference models,
one for each mode, is also defined: the reference models
have input r, state xˆ and output yˆ. Moreover, the retrospec-
tive cost function considering the past output difference is
needed. Instead of solving the HJB equation, the inputs
and objective function of switched systems are optimized
based on asymptotically diminishing the difference online
between the expected output of the reference models and
the closed-loop output. Additionally, a family of Lyapunov
functions, one for each subsystem, is considered to deter-
mine the corresponding switching actions. The stability of
the switched systems will be guaranteed by optimizing the
switching sequence so that the values of the Lyapunov func-
tion at switch-in points of one subsystem are smaller than
those of previous switch-in points.
3 Conclusions and future work
To date, the optimal control problem of uncertain switched
systems has not been solved satisfactorily. Every method
proposed in literature, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
requires to some extent the knowledge of the system dynam-
ics. In this work, we propose a new optimal control scheme
for unknown switched systems based on model reference
adaptive control.
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1 Introduction
Complete Vehicle Energy Management (CVEM) is pro-
posed in [2]. A single-leader multi-follower game-theoretic
framework is developed in [1] for CVEM. In this approach,
the likelihood of driving behaviour is characterized by a
probability distribution function, G, in terms of the re-
quested torque and speed over a drive-cycle. Up to now,
using one G function in the game-theoretic setting has been
explored. On the other hand, it should be noted that G func-
tions may vary significantly for different drive-cycles and
drivers. Consequently, the use of only one G function in
the optimization criterion for an energy management system
may not produce robust results when varying over different
drive-cycles and different drivers. In this paper, the possibil-
ity of adapting the game-theoretic approach to improve the
robustness over different drive-cycles is explored.
2 The adaptive approach
The adaptive approach can be structured in the following
three steps:
1.: Nw representative drive-cycles are selected and a corre-
sponding probability distribution function G j is constructed,
j = 1,2, ...,Nw for each of them.
2.: Next, we cast the problem into a game-theoretic frame-
work by defining the driver as the leader and each auxiliary
as a follower. The cost function J j involving G j is designed
for the leader and the cost fucntion Ji j is designed for the
ith follower. The leader makes its decision first. With the
knowledge of the leader’s decision, the ith follower chooses
the optimal response. The optimal game-theoretic strategy
of the ith follower corresponding to the jth leader is then
stored in a look-up-table for all j = 1,2, ...,Nw.
3.: An online function Gol(w, tk) is constructed by using the
recorded driving data in the sliding window with length tw
and evolves with time in a receding horizon framework (see
Figure 1). After every time interval tpd , (1) classifies Gol
into one of Nw classes of drive patterns represented by G j.
min
j∈{1,2,...,Nw}∑ω
(
τ¯ j(ω)− τ¯ol(ω)
τmax
)2
·Gol((τ¯ol(ω),ω), tk),
(1)
where τ and ω are the requested torque and speed,
respective; τ¯ j(ω) = argmaxτ G j((τ,ω)) and τ¯ol(ω) =
argmaxτ Gol((τ,ω), tk). Consequently, all followers adopt
the game-theoretic strategies corresponding to the identified
drive pattern and seek the equilibrium solution as described
in [1] until the next time instance of the classification.
time axis
driving 
data
sliding window to construct ܩ௢௟ሺݓ, ݐ௞ሻ
0 ݐ௣ௗ 2ݐ௣ௗ
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ݐ௪
Figure 1: Online classification of the driving history
Multiple strategies are simulated on a model of a hybrid
truck with additional auxiliaries. The results are compared
in terms of fuel economy over different drive-cycles. In the
simulation, the adaptive approach shows an up to 14.7% per-
formance improvement compared to the non-adaptive one.
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1 Abstract
In the automotive industry, durability testing is a crucial step
in the design and development cycle. The goal of these tests
is to replicate or track real operating conditions in lab en-
vironment typically on a multi-axis vibration test rig. The
wave forms that have to be tracked are repeated sequentially
for a certain number of cycles or until failure occurs. Exist-
ing techniques to replicate these sequences consist of fixed
position controllers for the actuators with feedforward ap-
proaches; for instance the current state of the art Time Wave
Replication (TWR) process. The TWR process consists of
two phases [2]: Identification of non-parametric frequency
domain model and its inverse followed by off-line iterative
learning control (ILC) phase. Although TWR is a slow
off-line process for finding the appropriate drive signals, it
allows to control systems with delays and non-minimum
phase, which is typical for hydraulic test rigs. This re-
search proposes an online technique that can also handle
systems with delays and non-minimum phase by investigat-
ing a combined use of adaptive inverse control (AIC) and
ILC . As a result, this will help to accelerate the drive signal
generation process.
2 Approach
AIC makes use of adaptive digital filters. Such filters use
the input signal, the output signal and the corresponding er-
ror signal to adapt the parameters of the filter. For current
study, we limit ourselves to Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
Filters and make use of recursive least squares to adapt the
parameters of the FIR filters, see [1]. First, the AIC algo-
rithm learns itself how to control a specific system and cre-
ates the first feedforward drive signal. Next, the use of ILC
helps to improve the performance. The steps for the wave
form replication in real-time are as follows:
(a) Identify the plant P and controller dynamics P−1 using
adaptive algorithm.
(b) Use the identified FIR model of P−1 in order to generate
the first drive in real-time.
(c) Use the identified P−1, previous drive u j and error sig-
nals e j for generating the new drive signal u j+1 using clas-
sical ILC i.e. u j+1(k) = u j(k)+gain×P−1e j(k), see [2].
(d) Keep iterating using step (c) and monitor convergence.
Stop iteration as per the terminating condition.
3 Validation
The presentation will discuss a first validation of this ap-
proach through simulation on a SISO discrete-time system:
P(z) =
z2 +1.6z
z2− z+0.65
P(z) is the non-minimum phase stable system which implies
its inverse P−1(z) will be unstable. The goal is to replicate a
multi-sine reference target with a spectral content between 5
and 50 Hz. The mean squared error (MSE) for the first drive
is found to be 2.6×10−4 Units. After 15 iterations, the MSE
is reduced to 2.5×10−5 Units. Figure 1 depicts this reduc-
tion in the MSE. In conclusion, an online technique for the
wave form replication is proposed in which ILC uses the first
drive and FIR model of inverse plant dynamics provided by
adaptive algorithm to find the subsequent drives till conver-
gence.
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Figure 1: Response signals in comparison with reference target
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1 Introduction
The combustion phase and load for diesel engines may dif-
fer from the optimal one due to practical disturbances, such
as the change of ambient conditions, fuel quality and en-
gine component ageing. This deviation downgrades diesel
engine’s performance, including higher fuel consumption
engine-out emission level and possibly higher noise level.
Using the multiple-pulse fuel injection profile instead of
a single pulse, larger flexibility is introduced to shape the
combustion phase. A feedback controller at the combustion
level can be designed to manipulate the timing of each fuel
injection pulse such that the optimal engine performance is
achieved with the presence of various disturbances.
Figure 1: Block diagram for combustion phase control.
2 Approach
The cylinder pressure signal is the key enabler for closed-
loop control of the combustion phase in diesel engines. Sev-
eral metrics are extracted from the cylinder pressure sig-
nal and used to describe the combustion phase, e.g. the
crank angle degree reaching 50% accumulated heat re-
lease (CA50) and indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP).
Given the reference value of these combustion phase and
load metrics, which leads to optimal engine performance,
the difference between the reference signal and the mea-
sured one from the previous combustion cycle is regarded as
the feedback. It is used to computed the control signal in the
next combustion cycle, such that the combustion phase de-
viation eventually converges to zero. As the block diagram
shown in Figure 1, the error signal is learned iteratively and
used to update the control signal, which is regarded as the
Iterative Learning Controller (ILC) and also known as the
cycle to cycle control scheme [1].
3 Results
A feedback learning controller was designed to manipulate
the two-pulses fuel injection profile with disturbed injection
timing parameters. Based on measured combustion phase
and load metrics and the reference signal, the controller up-
dates the fuel injection timing parameters for the next com-
bustion cycle. The simulation results were computed using
TNO’s engine package DYNAMO+. Judging from the re-
sults as plotted in Figure 2, the measured combustion phase
metrics, as well as the engine performance, converge to the
nominal values rapidly with the presence of disturbances.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the designed controller
manages to reject the disturbances at stationary operation
condition such that the engine performance becomes robust.
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Figure 2: Controlled converging combustion phase and en-
gine performance with disturbed fuel injection timing.
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Figure 1: A Wiener-Hammerstein model (R and S are linear dy-
namic systems and f is a nonlinear static system).
1 Introduction
Even if nonlinear distortions are often present, many dynam-
ical systems can be approximated by a linear model. When
the nonlinear distortions are too large, a linear model is in-
sufficient, and a nonlinear model is needed. One possibility
is to use block-oriented models, which consist of linear dy-
namic and nonlinear static sub-blocks. This work proposes
a method to generate initial values for the linear dynamic
subsystems in a Wiener-Hammerstein model (see Figure 1).
2 Problem statement
The identification of a Wiener-Hammerstein model is non-
linear in its parameters (e.g. polynomial coefficients of f
and transfer function coefficients of R and S). Good starting
values are thus required. An estimate of the product of the
two linear dynamic sub-blocks can be easily obtained using
the best linear approximation (BLA) [1] of the system for
a Gaussian excitation. It is more difficult, however, to split
these global dynamics over the individual sub-blocks.
3 Proposed method
In [2], we propose a well-designed multisine excitation with
pairwise coupled random phases. Next, we estimate a mod-
ified BLA on a shifted frequency grid. It is shown that the
input dynamics shift over a user-specified frequency offset
in this shifted BLA, while the output dynamics remain fixed
(see Figure 2 for an example). The transfer function of the
shifted BLA, which has complex coefficients due to the fre-
quency shift, is estimated with a modified frequency domain
estimation method. The identified poles and zeros can be as-
signed to either the input or output dynamics, depending on
whether they shift or remain fixed.
The method is generalized in [3] from a cubic nonlinear-
ity to a polynomial nonlinearity of arbitrary degree, and is
illustrated on experimental data obtained from the Wiener-
Hammerstein benchmark system [4].
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Figure 2: The BLA of a Wiener-Hammerstein model excited by a
Gaussian input is proportional to the product of the two
linear dynamic sub-blocks. When using the proposed
phase-coupled multisine excitation, the input dynam-
ics shift over a user-specified frequency offset s (in fre-
quency bins), while the output dynamics remain fixed.
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1 Introduction
The modeling of berth and quay crane (QC) allocation is
usually in a static setting, as reviewed in [1]. We discuss
a dynamical model that describes the operation of berthing
process with multiple discrete berthing positions and multi-
ple QCs. The allocation strategy is based on model predic-
tive control (MPC) paradigm. This work is based on [2].
2 Contribution
In this paper, we develop a dynamical model of the berthing
process that improves the one used in the dynamic berth al-
location problem (DBAP) as in [3]. We include set dynamics
describing the ships arrival and the dynamics of the berthing
process with multiple berthing positions and multiple QCs.
Based on the proposed model, we propose a dynamic allo-
cation strategy of both the berth and quay cranes allocation,
simultaneously, using model predictive control (MPC) and
propose a novel heuristic, so-called N-level FCFS, which
combines the FCFS and exhaustive search strategy to solve
the MPC problem.
3 Simulation results
We use a data set where there are 2 berth positions, 7 QCs,
and 29 incoming ships. We first use the commonly adopted
method first come first served (FCFS) and density-based
quay crane allocation (DBQA). Secondly, we use a N-level
Table 1: Simulation result of the berth and quay crane allocation
for multiple berth positions and multiple QCs.
N Allocation Total cost Ave. Calc. time
Strategy per step (s)
1 FCFS & DBQA 3,921,923 0.0958
2 MPC 3,828,642 0.3634
3 MPC 3,642,352 1.2493
4 MPC 3,547,157 4.4727
5 MPC 3,364,535 12.8840
6 MPC 3,230,941 29.7830
7 MPC 3,162,912 70.5480
8 MPC 3,115,403 155.9200
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Figure 1: The resulting berth and QC allocation for the first 7
berthing steps. The MPC-based strategy is with N =
8. The berth positions are shown in the vertical axis
and the time (and the berthing step) is shown in the
horizontal axis. The number on the top-right corner of
every box gives the allocated QCs.
FCFS method to solve the MPC problem. The simulation
results is shown in Table 1. The results for both strategies
can be seen in Figure 1. It can be seen from this figure that at
the berthing step 2, the ship “Sejahtera” is given a priority to
the ship “Meratus I”, which arrives earlier, for berthing. The
MPC with with a horizon of 8 can already decrease the to-
tal cost of 20.56% compared with the traditional FCFS and
DBQA methods.
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1 Introduction
We consider the estimation of FIR models by means of
Bayesian regularization techniques. The regularization ap-
proach allows one to obtain solutions characterized by a re-
duced variance, at the price of slightly increasing the bias
term. This is done by embedding in the problem prior in-
formation about the underlying linear dynamic system, by
designing a suitable kernel matrix, see e.g. [1]. In this work,
we look at the same problem from a different perspective,
focusing on the cost function interpretation, rather than on
the kernel definition.
2 Regularized FIR models
The regularized estimate of the impulse response θ is:
θˆreg = arg min
θ
‖Y −Kθ‖2 +θTRθ = (KTK+R)−1KY (1)
where Y is a vector of length N that contains all output val-
ues, K ∈ RN×n is the regressor matrix that contains shifted
instances of the input sequence, and R is the regularization
matrix. Using a Bayesian framework, one has R = σ2P−1n ,
where σ2 is the output noise variance, and Pn is the prior co-
variance matrix (kernel) of the FIR model parameters. Pn is
defined to include the assumptions that the impulse response
of the system is smooth, and that it exponentially decays to
zero. Examples of such a matrix are given by the DC and
TC kernels, see [1] for more details. In the following we
will focus on the TC kernel, characterized by hyperparame-
ters c and α [1]:
Pn(k, j) = cmin(αk,α j). (2)
3 A cost function interpretation
In this work, we consider the same regularized FIR model-
ing problem, but we study it from a different angle. Instead
of focusing directly on the kernel matrix Pn, and on how
the information about the covariance of the parameters is
encoded in such a matrix, we address its inverse, the reg-
ularization matrix R (up to a constant factor), and we look
more closely at how the parameters θ are penalized through
the regularization term in the cost function in (1).
Figure 1: Regularized FIR models: (a) kernel matrix (TC); (b)
regularization matrix R; (c) Cholesky decomposition of
regularization matrix.
We observe that the inverse R of the (structured) TC kernel
(Figure 1a) is a tridiagonal symmetric matrix (Figure 1b),
which is derived in closed-form [2]. Inspired by a random
walk kernel, we recognize in the cost function, due to the
structure of R, a squared differences minimization. By com-
puting the Cholesky decomposition of R, R=UTU , we ob-
tain a bidiagonal matrix U (Figure 1c), also derived analyt-
ically. This matrix U acts as a prefiltering operation for the
parameters, before they enter the cost function. The study
of this Cholesky matrix reveals the high-pass nature of the
obtained filter, with an increasing gain associated to the pa-
rameters at the tail of the impulse response.
These results give more insight into the regularized FIR
modeling approach, but they also confirm what we already
knew about the TC kernel: we aim at constructing a solu-
tion which is smooth (i.e. the high frequency components
are suppressed), and which decays to zero (i.e. the param-
eters at the tail are more heavily penalized). Moreover, this
new insight from the cost function perspective could open
up possibilities to design the regularization matrix directly,
based on the user’s specifications.
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1 Introduction
General anesthesia plays an important role in surgery and
intensive care unit (ICU) and requires critical assessment of
induced quantities of drugs into the patient [1]. It is charac-
terized by unconsciousness through the action of anesthet-
ics, but also by loss of the ability to perceive pain through
the action of analgesics. Analgesia is a key feature of gen-
eral anesthesia, but there is no available sensor to measure
pain relief during general anesthesia. Therefore, in clini-
cal practice, the anesthesiologist has to provide specific care
during surgery for neuromuscular blockade, hypnosis and
analgesia.
2 Modeling
Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamics (PK-PD) modeling
brought a significant contribution to anesthesia. PK-PD
models are a set of mathematical equations used to pre-
dict the drug effect in time. PK models describe what the
body does to the drug while PD modeling describe what the
drug does to the body. Compartmental modeling approach
is widely used in the specialized fields of pharmacokinet-
ics and pharmacology. Compartmental analysis is based
on mathematical models represented by a set of differential
equations that are widely used to characterize the uptake,
distribution and elimination of a drug into the body. From
patient-individualized control point of view, PD models are
the most challenging part of the patient model and pose most
challenges for control (i.e. highly nonlinear characteristic).
3 Control
When inducing and maintaining anaesthesia, anaesthesiolo-
gists select initial doses based on a variety of considerations,
they observe the results, and then make adjustments based
on several factors, at irregularly varying intervals. In control
engineering terminology, this constitutes a closed loop con-
trol system, due to the feedback present in the observations
and interventions of the anesthesiologist. The purpose of
computer-controlled closed-loop systems is to formalize the
process of observation and intervention as to provide better
and more accurate control. A short summary of the con-
trol techniques used in anesthesia are presented in figure 1.
The proposed closed loop control scheme consists of: the
syringe pump, as the actuator; the patient, as the system to
be controlled; the monitoring device, which can be consid-
Figure 1: Control methods applied in anesthesia.
ered as the measurable representation of the system to be
controlled; the controller, which in represented by the anes-
thesiologist in figure 2 left and by the computer in figure 2
right.
Figure 2: Left: Current state of use in anesthesia. Right: State of
the art .
4 Conclusion
General anesthesia is difficult to interpret due to the fact
that the physiological signals and responses are time-variant.
Standard dosing guidelines often result in an inappropriate
under - or over-sedation leading to increased morbidity and
mortality.
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1 Introduction
As an efficient convex relaxation for the ℓ0 minimization, the
ℓ1 norm has been widely and successfully applied. For prob-
lems with fewer samplings, one needs to enhance the spar-
sity via non-convex methods, e.g., the iteratively reweighted
ℓ1 minimization. It assigns large weights on small com-
ponents in magnitude and small weights on large compo-
nents in magnitude, which enhances sparsity but brings non-
convexity. In this study, we consider a new kind of non-
convex penalties, of which the weights are set based on sort-
ing the magnitude. On the one hand, the sorted ℓ1-norm
can enhance the sparsity, due to its non-convexity, and on
the other hand it enjoys good convergence behavior, due to
its piecewise convexity. Accordingly, we established itera-
tively reweighted method and iterative sorted thresholding
and then prove the convergence to a local optimum. In nu-
merical experiments, the sorted ℓ1-norm shows better per-
formance in sparse signal recovery than weighting methods
based on component values.
2 Nonconvex Sorted ℓ1 Minimization
Compressed sensing can acquire and reconstruct a sig-
nal from relatively fewer measurements than the classical
Nyquist sampling. Random linear projections are used to
sub-sample the analogue signal and get the digital measure-
ments. The sampling can be formulated in a discrete form as
b = Φx, where Φ ∈ Rm×n is the sampling matrix, x ∈ Rn is
the signal, and b ∈ Rm represents the compressive measure-
ments. We have m < n and x is a sparse signal. To recover a
sparse signal, the following method has been well studied,
min
x
‖x‖ℓ1 s.t. Φx = b,
and the corresponding regularization problem is
min
x
‖b−Φx‖2ℓ2 +2τ‖x‖ℓ1.
Minimizing the ℓ1-norm is an efficient relaxation for ℓ0-
norm, but for some applications, the result of the ℓ1 mini-
mization is not sparse enough and the original signals can-
not be recovered. To enhance the sparsity, we in this paper
will establish a new penalty, which can enhance the sparsity
and is equal to a linear function in a large region. The key
property of this new penalty is that the weights are related to
the sorted order, not the componential values. Specifically,
let λ be a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers,
0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ·· · ≤ λn,
with λn > 0. The nonconvex sorted ℓ1 [1] is defined as
Lλ (x) = λ1|x|[1]+λ2|x|[2]+ · · ·+λn|x|[n], (1)
where |x|[1] ≥ |x|[2] ≥ ·· · ≥ |x|[n] are the absolute values
ranked in decreasing order.
3 Main Result
Iteratively reweighted ℓ1 minimization for
min
x
Lλ (x) s.t. Φx = b
is essentially the same for other nonconvex penalties. But
the set of all the weights is fixed and each reweighting is just
a permutation of the weights. This is different from clas-
sical iteratively reweighted ℓ1 minimization methods [2],
where each weight is updated independently from the cor-
responding component of the previous result. This key
property allows us to prove the convergence of the itera-
tively reweighted ℓ1 minimization for the proposed noncon-
vex sorted ℓ1.
We also proved the convergence for iterative sorted soft
thresholding for
min
x
‖b−Φx‖2ℓ2 +2τLλ (x).
Notice that for other nonconvex regularization problems, the
convergence of soft thresholding cannot be guaranteed.
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1 abstract
Similar to the 1D case, there is a strong link between compu-
tational algebra and nD realization theory. In 1D realization
theory, the link is symbolized using the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem. In nD systems theory, systems of multivariate
polynomials now form the natural extension that allow us
to model nD systems. We utilize a linear algebra framework
to establish model orders based on rank properties of large
structured matrices that involve the equation coefficients.
We provide an intuitive definition of the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem for nD systems and illustrate its role in nD realiza-
tion algorithms. Finally, we show how this Cayley-Hamilton
theorem is closely intertwined to the transition from Hilbert
function to Hilbert polynomial through the index of regular-
ity in the algebra setting.
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The HVAC-installation sector is a highly competitive and
demand-driven industry, resulting in many innovations,
but also leading to the implementation of some non-
standardized control options, which are not equally fault-
resilient. Since control components in buildings are prone
to degradation during their lifetime, this can have an impor-
tant economic consequence.
Degradation faults typically reside in HVAC systems
unchecked for long periods [Roth et al, 2005]1. In hydroni-
cally heated and cooled offices, degradation of water supply
flow actuators, zone air temperature sensors and supply wa-
ter temperature sensors can have a detrimental impact on
energy usage and thermal comfort [Dexter et al, 20042].
In this paper, the economic effects of degradation faults
(described above) on the control performance of multi-
ple model-based (MB) controllers are investigated through
monte-carlo simulations over a reference year, using an
emulator model of a hydronically heated and cooled of-
fice. Three controllers are compared, both in fault free and
fault present periods, together with their lower performance
bound (PB) (free floating indoor air temperature) and upper
PB (net energy demand required to realise thermal comfort):
(A) an open loop controller with weather compensated tem-
perature control and clock-controlled flow-rate, (B) a PID-
controller with dead-band for supply water temperature con-
trol and flow-rate control and (C) a receding horizon (RH)
controller using a grey-box model.
As an evaluation metric, the averaged yearly net present
value (NPV) over 10 years [e/y/m2] is determined as de-
scribed in equation 13. Per controller, all related monetized
1Roth, K., Westphalen, D., & Feng, M. (2005). Energy impact of com-
mercial building controls and performance diagnostics: market characteri-
zation, energy impact of building faults and energy savings potential. Pre-
pared by TAIX LLC. Appendix B
2Liao, Z., & Dexter, A. (2004). The potential for energy saving in
heating systems through improving boiler controls. Energy and Buildings,
36(3), p 261aˆ“271
3Note that this equation is somewhat simplified, since inflation and en-
ergy cost increase are also taken into account in the actual NPV calculation.
Figure 1: Graphical paper abstract: Each dot represents the emu-
lated direct and indirect economic impact for different
model based controllers, evaluated at different levels of
sensor bias. The central (yellow) markers enclosed by
the dotted line, show the average yearly cost for each
MB controller, including occurrence-weighted degra-
dation effects. Note that the data shown here is ran-
dom!
costs are summed, weighted by the expected frequency of
occurrence ( f reqi, j) of a specific degradation type (i) and
severity level ( j). This monetized cost of degradation faults
is calculated for each MB controller separately: The (direct)
yearly energy cost for heating and cooling CCoo and CHea
are a direct output of the simulations. The (indirect) yearly
economic impact of office worker productivity decrease due
to thermal discomfort is calculated using the thermal dis-
comfort metric [K2h average/y/zone].
NPVMBC,yearly= ∑
i:FType
∑
j:FSeverity
[(CHea+CCoo+CDisc)∗ f reqi, j]
(1)
The simulation results are summarized in graphical
overviews (see figure 1) per degradation type and subse-
quently discussed. These results show the economic impact
of sensor and actuator degradation through degraded con-
trol performance. This leads to insights on preferential con-
trollers for economic heating and cooling control for offices
similar to the studied case. Also, advisable accuracy levels
for sensors and actuators are derived.
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1 Abstract
In this talk we consider controllability aspects of linear sys-
tems. We assume that only the interconnection structure of
such systems is available. The systems can then be studied
using directed graphs. We recall some well-known graph
theoretic criteria for the generic controllability of such struc-
tured systems. Also we discuss some of the great challenges
that exist in relation to these systems. For instance, how
to select the inputs, their type and their (minimal) number,
when an autonomous system is required to be made generi-
cally controllable.
2 Introduction
In the nowadays society interconnected systems play an im-
portant role. For instance, think of complex networks as
the internet and the social media, interconnected computer
networks, but also networks of chemical or biological pro-
cesses, and so on. Clearly, the ability to influence or control
of such networks is an issue of great importance.
The structured systems in this talk are a special kind of
network systems based on linear difference or differential
equations with constant coefficients in which the intercon-
nection structure can be exploited. For structured systems
statements concerning properties like connectability, con-
trollability, observability, etc. can be derived from the in-
terconnection structure.
3 Structured systems and generic controllability
Consider the linear system Σ : x˙ = Ax+Bu with A an n× n
matrix and B an n × m matrix. Assume that only the
zero/nonzero structure of the matrices is known and that
the nonzeros are so-called algebraically independent. The
system Σ can then be represented by the directed graph
G= (V,E). The vertex set V of the graph is given by U ∪X
with U = {u1, . . . ,um} the input vertices, X = {x1, . . . ,xn}
the state vertices. Denoting (v,v′) for a directed edge from
the vertex v ∈ V to the vertex v′ ∈ V , the edge set E of the
graph is described by EA∪EB with EA = {(x j,xi)|Ai j 6= 0},
EB = {(u j,xi)|Bi j 6= 0}. In the latter, for instance Ai j 6= 0
means that the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix A is a nonzero.
We say that there exists aU-rooted path in G if there is an
integer t and a vertex v ∈U and distinct vertices w1, . . . , wt
∈ X such that (v,w1) ∈ E and (wi−1,wi) ∈ E for i = 2, . . . t.
Similarly, there exists an X-circuit in G if there is an integer
t and distinct vertices w1, . . . , wt ∈ X such that (wt ,w1) ∈ E
and (wi−1,wi) ∈ E for i = 2, . . . t. We say that a collection
of U-rooted paths and X-circuits is disjoint if every two U-
rooted paths and/or X-circuits have no vertex in common. If
the collection contains all vertices of X , it is said to cover
X . The following result is well-known (in one form or the
other, cf. [1], [2])
Theorem The structured system Σ is generically control-
lable if and only if every state vertex is on a U-rooted path
and there is a collection of U-rooted paths and X-circuits
that is disjoint and that covers X.
4 Input vertex selection
In this talk we want to discuss the problem of making an
autonomous structured system, i.e., a system without input
vertices, generically controllable by adding a number of in-
put vertices. Questions that will be addressed are where to
put these input vertices, of what type do they have to be
(one input to one state vertex, one input to many state ver-
tices,. . . ), what is their minimal number, and so on.
This talk is inspired by [3], [4].
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1 Introduction
Discrete-time linear switching systems have appeared in
many applications (such as networked control systems, viral
mitigation, congestion control, etc...). This work presents a
new framework for the stability analysis of such systems.
As a switching system evolves, its dynamics switch between
modes. For a discrete-time linear switching system, the
mode at a given time t, written σ(t), is associated to a ma-
trix in a finite set A⊂Rn×n of N matrices. The dynamics of
such a system are given by
xt+1 = Aσ(t)xt ,
with x0 ∈ Rn and Aσ(t) ∈ A.
The sequence of modes, σ(0), σ(1), . . ., is called
the switching sequence of the system. These se-
quences are often assumed to be non-deterministic.
1
3
3 2
1
1
Figure 1: The sequence
”1, 2, 2” is for-
bidden here.
Depending on the applica-
tion, switching sequences
may be subject to logical
constraints. To represent
these constraints, we use a
finite automaton. It takes
the form of a graph G(V,E),
with V the set of nodes,
and E a set of directed, la-
beled edges. An edge is
represented by a triplet e =
(vi,v j,σ) ∈ E, with vi,v j ∈
V , and σ ∈ {1, . . . ,N} is the label of the edge. A given
switching sequence is accepted if there is a path in the graph
that generates the sequence with its labels (see example on
Figure 1).
A constrained switching system is defined by a set of ma-
trices A and an automaton G, and is denoted S(G,A). A
system is (asymptotically) stable if, for any initial condition
and switching sequence, limt→∞ xt = 0.
1Research supported by the Belgian Interuniversity Attraction Poles,
and the Concerted Research Actions of the French Community of Belgium.
M.P. is a FRIA (F.R.S.-FNRS) Fellow.
R.J. is a FNRS Research Associate.
The results presented here are generalizations of existing re-
sults on arbitrary switching systems [1] (i.e. without con-
straints). We will highlight three questions.
Question 1. If a system is stable, does it admit a Lyapunov
function?
Interestingly enough, for a stable system, there might not be
any Lyapunov function (a positive definite function decreas-
ing along the trajectories) depending solely on xt . This even
holds in the scalar case. However, it can be shown [2] that
a multiple Lyapunov function, associating a different vec-
tor norm per node in V , satisfying a contractivity condition
along the edges of E, always exists for stable systems.
Question 2. Can we estimate the exponential growth rate of
a system with arbitrary accuracy in finite time?
We present [2] a scheme based on quadratic approximations
of the above mentioned multiple Lyapunov functions. We
can estimate the exponential growth rate of a system, with
arbitrary accuracy, in finite-time.
Question 3. When does a marginally unstable system re-
main bounded?
Marginally unstable systems are those with a unitary expo-
nential growth rate. Knowing whether the trajectories of
such systems remain bounded is a difficult question. For
arbitrary switching systems, the irreducibility of the set of
matrices ensures boundedness. We present [3] a generaliza-
tion of the concept of irreducibility for constrained switch-
ing systems, taking into account properties of both G and
A.
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1 Abstract
In this work we study the fault detection and isolation prob-
lem for continuous bimodal piecewise-linear systems. Geo-
metric techniques are used to design observers that generate
residual signals which detect and identify faults.
2 Introduction
Fault detection and isolation (FDI) is an active area of re-
search in control theory, due to the essential requirement
of high reliability for many applications of control systems.
Various types of FDI techniques have been proposed for
linear systems and for some classes of nonlinear ones, see
e.g. [1]. On the other hand, research on FDI for hybrid and
switched systems, and in particular for piecewise linear sys-
tems, has been less intensive and fruitful (see [3, 4]).
In this paper, we use the classical geometric control theory
framework to investigate the problem of fault detection and
isolation for piecewise linear systems. Our approach is in-
spired by the geometric approach-based ideas pioneered in
[2], where several formulations of the fault detection and
isolation problem were stated and solved.
3 Problem Statement
We consider the fault detection and isolation (FDI) problem
for continuous piecewise-linear systems with two modes.
Such systems are given by
d
dt
x =
{
A1x(t)+Bu(t)+∑ki=1 Fimi(t) if cTx(t)6 0
A2x(t)+Bu(t)+∑ki=1 Fimi(t) if cTx(t)> 0
(1a)
y =Cx, (1b)
with state x ∈ Rn, input u ∈ Rm, output y ∈ Rp, fault modes
mi ∈ R fi for i = 1,2, . . . ,k, vector c and matrices A1, A2, B,
C and Fi of appriopiate sizes. We assume that the right-hand
side of (1a) is continuous in x, which is equivalent to saying
that A1 and A2 satisfy
A1−A2 = hcT
for some h ∈ Rn. Furthermore, we assume that kerC ⊆
kercT.
Similar to the FDI problem for linear systems [2], we aim at
designing a Luenberger-type observer that produces resid-
ual signals. These residuals provide information about the
presence and the nature of failures. The dynamics of the
to-be-designed observer are
d
dt
x̂(t) =
{
A1x̂(t)+Bu(t)−L(y(t)− ŷ(t)) if cTx̂(t)6 0
A2x̂(t)+Bu(t)−L(y(t)− ŷ(t)) if cTx̂(t)> 0
ŷ =Cx̂(t) (2)
ri(t) = Di(y(t)− yˆ(t)), i = 1,2, . . . ,k,
where ri is the ith residual and L ∈Rn×p and Di ∈Rqi×p are
design parameters.
We call observer (2) a fault detector for system (1) if the
following holds whenever x(0) = xˆ(0): ri(t) = 0 for all t > 0
if and only if mi(t) = 0 for almost all t > 0.
In this talk, we give a sufficient condition for the existence
of a fault detector for system (1).
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1 Abstract
The objective of this work is to investigate the appli-
cability of spectral methods for designing feedback con-
troller for a closed loop system with an input shaper with
time delays proposed in [8] and described by equation
v(t) = aw(t)+(1−a)∫ T0 w(t−η)dh(η), where w and v are
the shaper input and output.
The primary objective of including such a shaper into to
feedback loop is to pre-compensate the low-damped oscil-
latory modes of a flexible subsystem, which is attached to
the controlled main body of the system.
As shown earlier by the authors, inverted distributed delay
shaper serves the best for this purpose. However, after in-
serting a shaper into the feedback loop, the closed loop dy-
namics becomes infinite dimensional.
A robust controller design then requires guaranteeing that all
the poles of the closed loop system will safely be located in
the left half of the complex plane. Besides, the closed loop
dynamics needs to be sufficiently fast in order to take over
and keep filtering properties of the input shaper.
For the spectral design of the controller, the recently de-
veloped pole placement method for interconnected time de-
lay systems is applied[3]. By this methodology, the right-
most roots of the closed loop infinite spectrum will be op-
timized over the controller parameter space to achieve both
the above mentioned stability and filtering objectives.
The presented methods are tested on a case study example,
which is a multi-degree of freedom mechanical system.
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1 Framework
The positive stabilization problem is studied for the class
of linear time-invariant (LTI) single-input positive systems
that are described by the equation x˙ = Ax+ bu where A is
a Metzler (nonnegative off-diagonal) matrix and b is non-
negative and has only one non-null entry. A feedback (row)
matrix k is said to be positively stabilizing for such system
if the resulting closed-loop system is positive and internally
(exponentially) stable. It is reported that for any system
in this class, it is possible to characterize all its positively
stabilizing feedbacks by means of a parameterization. The
analysis involves positive control theory [1],[2] and linear
programming techniques [3].
2 Main result
We have applied this result to an approximate finite differ-
ence model of the pure diffusion system described by the
parabolic partial differential equation
∂x
∂ t
= Da
∂ 2x
∂ z2
with Neumann boundary conditions{
∂x
∂ z (t,0) = u
∂x
∂ z (t,L) = 0
where Da is the axial dispersion coefficient, L is the domain
length and u is the input. Discretizing the system by
using finite differences (with n discretization points zi,
i = 1, ...,n) leads to a finite-dimensional positive system,
A being Metzler and b being nonnegative, that falls in the
particular class of systems we described above. Clearly, A
is not exponentially stable, zero being in its spectrum. Our
main result is the fact that we can parameterize the set of
all (infinitely many) feedbacks that positively stabilize this
diffusion system.
3 Numerical Simulations
This parameterization has been coded in MATLAB as an
algorithm that provides the user with a positively stabiliz-
ing feedback. The numerical results are dependent upon the
choice of parameter values. For example, considering L= 1,
Da = 1 and n = 11 and choosing the all-ones eigenvector
corresponding to the Frobenius unstable eigenvalue λ = 0
as initial condition yielded the state trajectories
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Figure 1: State trajectories in closed-loop
which illustrate as expected the fact that the closed-loop
system is positive and that it is stable unlike the open-loop
system.
4 Perspectives
The next steps in this work will be notably to optimize the
choice of a positively stabilizing feedback, and to analyze
the convergence of the algorithm when the discretization
step becomes small (i.e. n → ∞) in order to extend the
results to infinite-dimensional systems. These questions are
currently under investigation.
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1 Introduction
Batch processes are indispensable for the (bio)chemical in-
dustry, especially in the production of high added value
products such as pharmaceuticals or specialty chemicals.
The inherent dynamic nature of a batch process and the
scarcity of online product quality measurements limit its
controllability. Therefore, monitoring, fault detection and
fault diagnosis in batch processes is not straightforward.
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is generally applied to
solve this problem. Chemical plants typically store all avail-
able online measurements of a large set of process variables
in large historical databases. These databases provide a lot
of information which is efficiently exploited by SPC to es-
tablish a fast and reliable monitoring and fault detection pro-
cedure.
2 Problem statement
After the detection of a process upset, the root cause still
needs identification to enable a timely remediation. In
SPC, experts and operators typically evaluate abnormal
events based on contribution plots [2], because these do
not require prior knowledge about underlying process dis-
turbances. However, contribution plots that unequivocally
reveal the underlying variable(s) causing the fault are rare
and expert interpretation of the contribution pattern is hence
still required for accurate fault diagnosis.
When all possible fault classes are known, the root cause
of the detected process fault can be determined via an au-
tomated classifier trained on faulty data. This substantially
reduces the time between fault detection and remediation be-
cause the expert interpretation of the contribution plot is by-
passed. Misclassification of faults is however still possible
due to the so-called fault smearing effect, which negatively
impacts the accuracy of the contributions [3, 4].
Providing alternative data patterns (i.e., patterns not subject
to fault smearing) to the classifier might therefore ameliorate
automatic classification performance. This paper compares
the classification accuracy for two different classifier input
patterns: the first contains the variables’ contributions while
the second consists of the raw or pretreated process data.
3 Results
Simulation of the benchmark penicillin fermentation pro-
cess Pensim in RAYMOND [1] yields data to test the classi-
fication accuracy for both fault classification approaches. To
maximize the performance, both the variables’ contributions
and the process data are pretreated in different ways depend-
ing on the characteristics of the occurring faults. These pre-
treatments are found to have a major influence on the classi-
fication. Furthermore, the negative influence of fault smear-
ing on the contributions is confirmed. The conclusion is that
better automatic classification performance is achieved by
using the pretreated process measurements rather than the
variables’ contributions as classifier input patterns.
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1 Introduction
In most networked control system (NCS) applications, the
communication resources are often limited and possibly
shared with other tasks. Hence, efficient use of the net-
work is desired in the sense that the number of transmis-
sion instants should be limited. In traditional digital con-
trol schemes, these transmission instants are determined in
a time-triggered fashion according to a fixed sample period.
In event-triggered control (ETC) systems, transmission in-
stants are determined online, using well-designed event con-
ditions based on, e.g., state measurements of the system.
As such, ETC aims to reduce the communication utilization
with respect to time-triggered schemes by only transmitting
data when needed to maintain desired stability and control
performance. One of the main difficulties in ETC is to de-
sign an event-triggering mechanism (ETM) which ensures
the existence of a minimum inter-event time (MIET), espe-
cially in the presence of disturbances. This positive MIET
is an essential property to exclude Zeno behavior (the oc-
curence of an infinite number of events in finite time), and
to enable practical implementation of the ETC system. As
in many applications disturbances are present, it is also de-
sired to guarantee a finite Lp-gain that represents the level
of disturbance attenuation when constructing the ETM. In
this work, a novel event-triggered control (ETC) strategy is
proposed that can simultaneously guarantee a finiteLp-gain
and a strictly positive lower bound on the inter-event times.
See [3] for more details.
2 ETC method
To guarantee a robust MIET, most recent works on ETC
employ time-regularization, at which the trigger condition
is only being monitored after a specific time duration τmiet
since the last transmission event, to enforce a positive lower-
bound on the inter-event times. The majority of these works
consider static ETMs, at which the next transmission instant
tk+1 is determined by a condition of the form
tk+1 := inf{t > tk+ τmiet |Ψ(x,e)< 0},
where x is the state vector and e the transmission error. How-
ever, such an ETC scheme reduces to approximately time-
triggered periodic communication when the state is close to
the origin. For this reason, we consider a dynamic ETM of
the form
η˙ =Ψ(x,e,η), η+ = η0(e)
tk+1 := inf{t > tk+ τmiet | η(t)< 0},
see also [4] and [5]. In this paper we present a systematic
approach to find Ψ, η0 and τmiet , which is inspired by [1]
and [2] that provide time-based specifications for NCS are
provided, in terms of a maximum allowable transmission in-
terval τmati, such that a finiteLp-gain is guaranteed. In fact,
the ETM proposed here guarantees a τmiet , which is slightly
smaller than the τmati bound for time-based NCS.
3 Numerical Example
The plots below show that the proposed dynamic ETM does
not converge to a time-triggered solution in contrast to static
ETMs employing time-regularization. Moreover, the pro-
posed dynamic ETC schemes yield average transmission in-
tervals, which are significantly larger than the MATI bounds
derived in [1] and [2].
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1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be used in a wide
range of applications including environment monitoring and
structural health monitoring. For many applications, sensor
nodes are exposed directly in inaccessible or extreme envi-
ronment. The external environment could have influence on
the sensing components of the sensor nodes or even destroy
them. In order to provide reliable measurements, one should
make sure that the measurements are fault free before using
the measurements recorded by the WSN. Model-based ap-
proaches such as parity equations and observer-based meth-
ods have been widely used for sensor fault detection and iso-
lation (FDI). As the traditional centralized solution to FDI
would be complex and would consume a large amount of
energy for a large scale system, distributed methods have
drawn significant attention recently. The aim of this work is
to design and implement distributed monitoring algorithm
requiring limited computational resources while being ro-
bust with respect to environmental and operational changes.
2 Distributed system model
The considered dynamic system is described by the follow-
ing state equation:
x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Buu(k)+Bvv(k)
where x(k) is the system state, u(k) is the system input and
v(k) is the process noise.
At the ith node of the network, measurement yi(k) as given
by the following equation is recorded:
yi(k) =Cix(k)+Du,iu(k)+ fi(k)+ εi(k)
where fi(k) is the fault vector at node i and εi(k) is the mea-
surement noise. v(k) and εi(k) are zero mean uncorrelated
white noise sequences. The network is made of M nodes
and it is characterized by its adjacency matrix W , a M×M
matrix with Boolean entries. If nodes i and j are connected,
the (i, j)th entry is equal to 1 otherwise, the entry is equal to
0.
3 Distributed sensor fault detection and isolation
system
Based on the above model, a FDI system is designed at each
node. It combines a residual generator based on the parity
space approach and a statistical change detection and isola-
tion algorithm. An iterative systematic approach is devel-
oped to ensure that a desired fault detection performance
is achieved at each node, when possible, while limiting the
exchange of information with neighboring nodes. The per-
formance is characterized in terms of a lower bound on the
probability of correct detection, and an upper bound on the
probability of false detection. The methodology relies on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability den-
sity function of the residual in faulty and fault free modes
to select the data to be exchanged between different nodes.
Simulations on a simple example illustrate the effectiveness
of the method.
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PID: Past, present and perspectives
Tore Ha¨gglund
Chair: Clara Ionescu Tuesday, 11.30–12.30
Except for the on/off controller, the PID controller is the simplest controller one can imagine. It is also by far the
most common controller in industry. The presentation will start with a discussion about the function of the PID
controller, how it has been developed over the years, and how it is used in industry today.
The focus of the presentation will be on PID controller tuning. There are numerous methods to tune the parameters
of the controller proposed and published in the literature. In spite of this, most PID controllers are badly tuned or
even not tuned at all.
There are several aspects that should be taken into account when tuning a PID controller. The closed-loop system
should behave well with respect to setpoint changes, load disturbances, and measurement noise. It must also be
robust to process variations, since most processes are nonlinear. Very few design methods take all these aspects into
account, especially not simple ones. The many aspects and the fact that the specifications vary from case to case
make the PID controller tuning a trade-off problem, that can be seen as a constrained optimization problem. The
trade-off trade-off has to be made by the engineers, either manually or computer based.
Measurement noise has only recently been taken into account in PID controller tuning. This may be one reason why
the derivative part is so seldom used in practice. It is difficult to take the noise into account without knowledge of
the noise characteristics, but it is suggested that the filter in the PID controller is tuned so that it is as effective as
possible in reducing the control signal variations due to noise, but with a limited reduction of the control performance
at load disturbances.
Finally, it should be remarked that even a good design method will not solve the problem that the engineers have
very limited time to spend on the controller tuning. Therefore, the presentation ends with a discussion about auto-
matic tuning procedures, and how these should be developed to meet the demands and be accepted and used more
extensively in industry.
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Plenary: P2 Les Arcades
Dynamics and control of particulate processes
Achim Kienle
Chair: Filip Logist Wednesday, 11.30–12.30
Particulate products like crystals, granules, powders play a major role in process industries. Typical examples are
pharmaceuticals, detergents, pigments, polymers etc. They represent about 60% of the produced value in the chem-
ical industry. Typical production processes comprise crystallization, granulation, polymerization etc. Function and
effectiveness of particulate products often depend on particle properties - such as size, porosity, morphology or com-
position. Main objective of our research in this field of application is to devise new methods and tools for modeling
and control of particulate processes aiming at adjustment of desired product properties.
This is a challenging issue due to nonuniformity of particle systems, where particles differ with respect to individual
properties, and product properties are represented by the collective behavior of the particle population. From the
theoretical point of view particulate processes belong to a special class of distributed parameter systems, so called
population balance systems. They are described by nonlinear partial differential equations often coupled to integro
differential equations describing the surrounding medium.
The talk will address main challenges for modeling and control of particulate processes and present some solution
approaches developed in our group in recent years. Theoretical concepts will be illustrated with practical application
examples including crystallization and granulation processes.
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Plenary: P3 Les Arcades
System identification in dynamic networks
Paul M.J. Van den Hof
Chair: Ivan Markovsky Thursday, 11.30–12.30
In current day systems and control research, as well as in technology development, distributed (control) systems play
an important role. The systems to be controlled are no longer characterized by a single or multiple control loop,
but a network structure underlies the dynamical interaction between several subsystems. In system identification
the classical configuration is to consider open-loop or closed-loop systems. In this work we are going to explore the
extensions of these configurations towards linear dynamic network structures, and we will discuss the several questions
that this step yields. We generalize the classical closed-loop identification methods to deal with identification problems
of particular modules in a network, and use tools from graph theory to verify the structural conditions. We discuss
options of input/sensor selection, and assess the problems of introducing measurement noise in measured variables,
handling the so-called errors-in-variables problem. In a dynamic network setting this latter problem will appear to
be more easily solvable than in the classical closed-loop configuration. Finally we discuss options for identifying the
structure/topology of a dynamic network.
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Welcome
The Organizing Committee has the pleasure of welcom-
ing you to the 34th Benelux Meeting on Systems and
Control, at Center Parcs De Vossemeren in Lommel,
Belgium.
Aim
The aim of the Benelux Meeting is to promote re-
search activities and to enhance cooperation between
researchers in Systems and Control. This is the thirty-
fourth in a series of annual conferences that are held
alternately in Belgium and The Netherlands.
Scientific Program Overview
1. Plenary lecture by Tore Ha¨gglund (Lund Univer-
sity, Sweden) on PID: Past, present and per-
spectives.
2. Plenary lecture by Achim Kienle (Max Planck In-
stitute for Dynamics of Complex Technical Sys-
tems, Germany) on Dynamics and control of
particulate processes.
3. Plenary lecture by Paul Van den Hof (Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands) on
System identification in dynamic networks.
4. Contributed short lectures. See the list of sessions
for the titles and authors of these lectures.
5. Meet-the-Experts sessions, providing an informal
atmosphere where early-stage PhD students can
interact with experts who will give their undivided
attention for research advice and networking.
Directions for speakers
For a contributed lecture, the available time is 25 min-
utes. Please leave a few minutes for discussion and room
changes, and adhere to the indicated schedule. In each
room beamers are available. When using a beamer, you
have to provide a notebook yourself and you have to start
your lecture with the notebook up and running and the
external video port switched on.
Registration
The Benelux Meeting registration desk, located in the
foyer of the business center, will be open on Tuesday,
March 24, from 09:00 to 12:30. Late registrations can
be made at the Benelux Meeting registration desk, when
space is still available. The on-site fee schedule is:
Arrangement Price (EUR)
hotel room 580
2-room cottage 550
3-room cottage 520
meals only 500
one day 350
The registration fees include:
• Admission to all sessions.
• A copy of the Conference Booklet.
• Coffee, tea and water during the breaks.
• In the case of a three days arrangement: lunch and
dinner on Tuesday; breakfast, lunch, and dinner on
Wednesday; and breakfast and lunch on Thursday.
• In the case of a one day arrangement: lunch and
dinner on Tuesday or Wednesday, or lunch on
Thursday.
• Free use of a wireless internet connection (WiFi)
in each cottage.
The registration fee does not include:
• Cost of phone calls
• Special ordered drinks during breakfast, lunch,
dinner, in the evening, etc.
Organization
The Organizing Committee of the 34th Benelux Meeting
consists of
O.M. Agudelo Manozca
KU Leuven
E-mail: mauricio.agudelo@esat.kuleuven.be
A. Chevalier
Universiteit Gent
E-mail: amelie.chevalier@ugent.be
B. De Moor
KU Leuven
Email: bart.demoor@esat.kuleuven.be
G. Gins
KU Leuven
Email: geert.gins@cit.kuleuven.be
C. Ionescu
Universiteit Gent
E-mail: claramihaela.ionescu@ugent.be
F. Logist
KU Leuven
filip.logist@cit.kuleuven.be
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W. Michiels
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G. Pipeleers
KU Leuven
goele.pipeleers@kuleuven.be
W. Van Loock
KU Leuven
wannes.vanloock@kuleuven.be
Sponsor
The meeting is supported by the Research Foundation
Flanders (FWO).
Conference location
The lecture rooms of Center Parcs De Vossemeren are
situated on the ground floor. Consult the map at the end
of this booklet to locate rooms. During the breaks, cof-
fee and tea will be served in the foyer. Announcements
and personal messages will be posted near the main con-
ference room. Accommodation is provided in the confer-
ence center and in the cottages. Room/Cottage keys can
be picked up at lunch time on the first day and need to
be returned before 10:00 on the day of departure. Park-
ing is free of charge.
The address of Center Parcs De Vossemeren is
Elzen 145
3920 Lommel
Belgium
T +32 (0)11 54 82 00
Facilities
The facilities at the center include a restaurant, bar, and
recreation/sports facilities. You can refer to the recep-
tion desk of the center for detailed information about
the use of these facilities.
Breakfast will be served in the “Evergreenz Restaurant”,
from 7:00 until 9:00. Lunches take place in the “Ever-
greenz Restaurant”, from 12:30 until 14:00. The dinner
on Tuesday takes place in the “Evergreenz Restaurant”,
from 19:00 until 21:00. The dinner on Wednesday takes
place in the “Fuego Restaurant”, from 19:00 until 21:00.
Best junior presentation award
Continuing a tradition that started in 1996, the 34th
Benelux Meeting will close with the announcement of
the winner of the Best Junior Presentation Award. This
award is given for the best presentation, given by a ju-
nior researcher, and it consists of a trophy that may be
kept for one year and a certificate. The award is specifi-
cally given for quality of presentation rather than qual-
ity of research, which is judged in a different way. At
the meeting, the chairs of sessions will ask three volun-
teers in the audience to fill out an evaluation form. Af-
ter the session, the evaluation forms will be collected by
the Prize Commissioners who will then compute a rank-
ing. The winner will be announced on Thursday, March
26, in room Les Arcades, at 14:20. The winner is the
candidate with the highest evaluation score among all
candidates present at the prize ceremony. He or she will
be presented the award, which consists of a trophy that
may be kept for one year, and also a certificate. He or she
will give the winning presentation once more at the end
of the ceremony. The evaluation forms of each presenta-
tion will be returned to the junior researcher who gave
the presentation. The Prize Commissioners are Jean-
Charles Delvenne (Universite´ catholique de Louvain),
Paolo Frasca (University of Twente) and John Lataire
(Vrije Universiteit Brussel).
The organizing committee counts on the cooperation of
the participants to make this contest a success.
DISC certificates and best thesis
award
The ceremony for the distribution of the DISC certifi-
cates and for the Best Thesis Award will be held on
Thursday, March 26, room Les Arcades, 14:00–14:20.
Website
An electronic version of the Book of Abstracts can be
downloaded from the Benelux Meeting web site.
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